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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to explore how language and writing
promote relational understanding in aprimary subtraction unit. A class of
twenty-seven Grade One and Two students was exposed to asubset of
subtraction activities from Structured Activities for Primary Mathematics, Vol. 1,
(Skemp, 1989b) for a period of approximately six weeks.
Two randomly-selected students, one in Grade One and one in Grade
Two, were the focus of intensive interaction for the duration of the study. These
two children and the groups with whom they worked each day provided detailed
qualitative data for the study.
In addition to the data collected from group observations and
interactions, the students' responses in the mathematical journals were
collected from the entire class. The journals were analyzed for categories of
writing responses. The journal responses provided quantitative data from
which further analyses could be made.
The qualitative and quantitative data, in the form of field notes, tape
transcripts and journal entries, was analyzed to determine the effectiveness of
language and writing as a means of communicating relational understanding.
The main finding drawn from this study is that children can communicate
their mathematical understanding through the actions they perform on the
materials, through what they say in the course of conversation, and through
what they choose to write, but that each of these three means of communicating
by itself may not be a reliable means of demonstrating relational understanding.
To determine if children understand aconcept relationally, it is necessary to
observe what they do, to listen to what they say, and to read what they write, but

also continually topose appropriate questions to test their schemas.
Another finding from this study is that relational understanding can
develop if children are given appropriate mathematical experiences. The
activities with which the children interacted posed differing degrees of ease and
frustration for each student. Characteristics of activities which resulted in
demonstration of relational understanding combined elements of familiarity and
challenge.
A further finding is that children can approach deeper levels of
understanding if they are guided by a more experienced learner, in an
atmosphere of social interaction, where ideas can be built and tested against
reality.
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CHAPTER I
The Nature of the Problem

Introduction

This chapter deals with the background to and nature of the problem and
with recommendations of the new National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics ( NCTM,1989,
hereafter called the NCTM Standards). This chapter also covers ashort
description of the nature of the materials to be used in the study, research
questions addressed by the study, definitions of terms as they are used in the
study and the delimitations of the study.
Current research in the fields of language and writing literacy and in
mathematics indicate that adifferent way of thinking about mathematics is
necessary. This research study was conducted to encompass the current
relevant research and the NCTM Standards. This study explored how a
particular attention to language and writing might show an indication of
relational understanding in a primary school unit on subtraction.
Much is stated in the research literature about rote or instrumental
understanding as opposed to relational understanding. Skemp ( 1979, 1989a)
has described rote or instrumental understanding as learning rules without
reason. That is, one false move or wrong turn and the person is cognitively lost.
Instrumental learning is encumbered by the necessity to learn an "increasing
number of fixed plans, by which pupils can find their way from particular starting
points (the data) to required finishing points (the answers to the questions)"
(Skemp, 1989a, p.16). According to Lindquist ( 1989) "students perceive
mathematics as aset of rules to be learned and practised...

.

We must help
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students construct meaning and sense by approaching mathematics as
problem solving"

(p.

2). Relational understanding does not involve the learning

of many individual and isolated items of information. Rather "it consists
primarily in relating atask to an appropriate schema" ( Skemp, 1979, p.259).
Adult students, who have relived their past mathematical experiences,
described having been taught mathematics by rote and rules and with a
superficial understanding. These students have likened mathematics to
symbols in isolation with no contextual relevance ( Brandau, 1990,

pp.

4,6).

Background to the Problem

The new NCTM Standards call for adifferent way of addressing
mathematics. The state of mathematics in American schools in the 1980's was
becoming of grave concern to educators across the country.

A

Nation at Risk:

The Imperative for Educational Reform ( 1983), an American report, indicated
the need for areturn to basics or to a more traditional, drill and practice, formal,
skill-based education.

A British report, Mathematics Counts ( 1982), known as

The Cockcroft Report, described mathematical skill ability upon leaving school
as reasonably satisfactory. What was of much more concern was the degree of
math anxiety displayed by many people and their inability to translate a
problem-solving situation into atask or series of tasks requiring certain
mathematical computations. Mathematics Counts ( 1982) placed less emphasis
on skills in isolation, which generally result in rote or instrumental learning, and
more emphasis on application of these skills in real- life, contextual situations,
similar to relational learning.

This recommendation incorporated the notion of

children discussing their ideas and concepts in the math classroom, with more
experiential, hands-on, practical work and more real- life, contextual, problem
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solving. The aim was for adeep, relational understanding of the concepts and
of the application of the concepts to practical situations ( Hughes, 1986).
Much of present-day mathematics has been taught instrumentally.
Wadsworth ( 1978) stated that teachers have, for the most part, presented wellprepared textbook lessons, followed by workbook pages, drills, rote
memorization of rules and formulae, with little emphasis being placed on
concept formation and relational understanding. Stake and Easley ( Fey, 1981),
in their comprehensive case studies, have documented that many teachers feel
uncomfortable teaching mathematics and resort to ateacher's guide, using a
reductionistic approach or employing the banking method ( Shapiro & Kilbey,
1990), which assumes that students know nothing and the teacher's task is to
transmit the knowledge to the students. When teachers were approached
during the case studies regarding using manipulatives in the classroom the
frequent responses were that they had to teach for the next grade level, they
feared lack of control, they had to cover the prescribed course material, they
didn't know how to use manipulatives, and they had no material or time to make
them. These same teachers could be very inventive and progressive in
language arts, but felt too constrained by their personal mathematical stories to
attempt any change in mathematics (Brandau, 1990). At the elementary school
level, the construction of concepts is more important than manipulation of
numbers. At this point most North American school math programs "emphasize
and encourage children's working with representations (abstractions)"
(Wadsworth, 1978,

p.

171).
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The NCTM Standards

The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics researched the state of
mathematics education across the United States and compiled adocument
referred to as the NCTM Standards to provide educators with standards or
procedures to follow in the teaching of mathematics. The two-fold task of the
NCTM Standards was to:
1. Create acoherent vision of what it means to be mathematically literate
both in aworld that relies on calculators and computers to carry out
mathematical procedures and in a world where mathematics is rapidly
growing and is extensively being applied in diverse fields.
2. Create aset of standards to guide the revision of the school mathematic
curriculum and its asscoiated evaluation toward this vision ( NCTM, 1989,
p.1).
The NCTM Standards reflect changes in society. The needs and
requirements of society and the needs of the students must be reflected in the
goals of the school. Valiance ( 1985) described technology, which was used to
enhance the curriculum, as now being acurriculum by itself. Computer
Education is such acurriculum. The technological shift, that is, the move from
technology as driving acurriculum to acurriculum of technology (e.g., Computer
Education), is "an economic reality" ( NCTM, 1989,

p.

3). The drive for personal

success in mathematical literacy, to become acceptable to the changing
workplace, and the need for life-long learning, or a personal commitment to
learning (Valiance, 1985) is the driving force behind the NCTM Standards. To
be accepted as mathematically literate in industry the following will be required:
1. The ability to set up problems with the appropriate operations.
2. Knowledge of avariety of techniques to approach and work on
problems.
3. Understanding of the underlying mathematical features of a
problem.
4. The ability to work with others on problems.
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5. The ability to see the applicability of mathematical ideas to common and
complex problems.
6. Preparation for open problem situations, since most real problems are
not well formulated.
7. Belief in the utility and value of mathematics
(NCTM,1989, p. 4).
Problem solving, in real- life contextual situations with opportunities to
discuss, reason, conjecture, hypothesize, and relationally understand seems to
be the underlying thread of what futurists and the NCTM Standards are saying.
Problem solving--which includes the ways in which problems are
represented, the meanings of the language of mathematics, and the ways in
which one conjectures and reasons-- must be central to schooling so that
students can explore, create, accommodate to changed conditions, and
actively create new knowledge over the course of their lives ( NCTM, 1989, p.
4).
In translating societal changes and future needs into standards to guide
mathematical curriculum and evaluation, five goals were compiled:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Learning to value mathematics.
Becoming confident in one's own ability.
Becoming a mathematical problem solver.
Learning to communicate mathematically.
Learning to reason mathematically (NCTM, 1989, p. 6).
The thirteen Kindergarten through Grade Four Standards are designed

to address the mathematical content and expected student activities.
Mathematical content is presented as an experience, growing out of a problem
solving situation. The children, while doing, are learning or coming to know that
content which is useful for their present purposes. They come to make sense of
the experience and become "active participants in creating knowledge" ( NCTM,
1989,

p.

15). The NCTM Standards have stated that the materialshould be

"conceptually oriented," should "involve active participation of children," should
"emphasize the development of children's thinking and reasoning abilities,"
should "emphasize the application of mathematics," should "include a broad
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range of content," and should "make appropriate and ongoing the use of
calculators and computers" ( NCTM, 1989,

pp.

17-19). The NCTM Standards

are calling for an understanding that comes from aconceptual awareness or a
relational ( Skemp, 1989a) way of exploring and understanding mathematics.
Envisaging research that would explore relational understanding and
which would reflect the kindergarten through grade four considerations and
assumptions of the NCTM Standards was part of the design of the present
study. Throughout all the Kindergarten through Grade Four NCTM Standards
there appear to be common elements such as an attitude-or perspective of
taking aproblem solving stance in all aspects of mathematics and the need to
construct, communicate, and reason in apersonal way. Due to the importance
of problem solving as articulated in the NCTM Standards, Mathematics Counts,
and in predictions of future job requirements, the decision was made to conduct
research involving children in intensive, on-going problem solving. Also, efforts
were made in the design of the study to incorporate the need for children to do
mathematics, to experience and explore, to make personal and constructive
meaning of tasks or activities, and to employ social interaction in the
construction of mathematical knowledge ( Skemp, 1989a; NCTM, 1989; Piaget,
1969; von Glasersfeld, 1983; Kilpatrick, 1987; Yackel, Cobb, Wood, Wheatley &
Merkel, 1990). Social interaction which involves communication and
discussion of mathematical ideas, a necessary task in the active construction of
mathematical knowledge (Skemp, 1989a), is sometimes described as
collaboration ( Britton, 1980; Smith, 1988). The testing of ideas between
students, between students and teachers and between students and the task
materials are all forms of negotiation of meaning ( Langer & Applebee, 1987;
Smith, 1988; Fulwiler & Young, 1982). The notion of community, of working
together to solve aproblem, was incorporated into the study. Collaboration
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through discussion and communication, the aspect of negotiation of meaning
and the notion of community are very much a part of Skemp's ( 1989a) three
modes of learning.
Working together in small groups to solve problems, or any kind of
community endeavor, involves the use of words, spoken or written. With the
increased awareness in the area of communication as away to explore
understanding and clarify thinking ( Skemp, 1989a; NCTM, 1989; Vygotsky,
1962; Smith, 1988), this study utilized verbal communication during the active
process of working through the activity, and journal writing as a review tool for
the purpose of expressive, reflective writing ( Britton, 1980; Smith, 1988).

Relationship of Language to Mathematics

Proponents of language and of mathematics ( Furth, 1970; Vygotsky,
1962) propose that children go through stages of development while learning.
Something they can do today with help, they can do unaided tomorrow
(Vygotsky, 1962). Some tasks or experiences are too easy for children; some
are too difficult. Some experiences are dispelled, some assimilated and some
accommodated. It is the accommodation stage which Vygotsky ( 1962)
considers the optimal teaching period. This is where the most language occurs
as children are struggling to make sense of ideas and concepts.
When children explore their world, discuss and communicate their
mathematical ideas and think creatively they can express creativity in the poetic
writing mode ( Britton, 1980); in metacomments of reading or writing ( Langer &
Applebee, 1987), and metacognitively ( Brown, 1975; Flavell,1976, 1979;
Schoenfeld, 1987). Metacognition, similar to the kind of intelligence referred to
as reflective, intelligence or relational understanding by Skemp ( 1979, 1989a),
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is addressed in the NCTM Standards and has been considered in the choice of
materials for the present study. Metacognition is apart of inner thought,
reflective thinking and internal monitoring, all of which are incorporated in the
act of problem solving, one of the assumptions of the NCTM Standards and the
future needs of society. Evidence of occurrences of metacognition were
explored as they emerged in the study.

Purpose of the Research

The purpose of the present research was to explore how language and
writing might promote relational understanding. Relational understanding,
knowing both what to do and why, can be demonstrated through actions,
,language, or writing. It incorporates what has gone before and can anticipate
future learning.. It is that type of understanding which engages the child. It is
pleasurable and promotes confidence. It transfers to other areas of learning
(Skemp, 1989a). Children can demonstrate that they understand relationally by
what they do, what they say and what they write.

Materials used in the Study

The subtraction unit of problem-solving type activities was taken from
Skemp's ( 1989b) Structured Activities for Primary Mathematics. Vol. 1. These
activities were examined in light of the NCTM Standards and were determined
by the researcher to encompass the assumptions underlying Standards One
through Four ( mathematics as problem solving, as communication, as
reasoning, and as connections). These activities were designed to engage the
children in constant and continuous problem-solving. They were designed to
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be interesting, contextually-based activities, requiring an active doing role on
the part of the child. The children must get involved with the materials and
construct personal meaning from the experiences and interactions. These
activities necessitate cooperation, communication and asense of community.
They, therefore, involve talking and reasoning in the act of making sense.
Writing was also part of each day's work. At the end of the lesson the children
wrote for about ten to fifteen minutes in journals which were collected each day
and responded to. These dialogue journals were asource of metacognitive
information.

Summary

Mathematics education reports in Britain and in North America have
indicated that atraditional rote- learning approach must be replaced by a
conceptually-based, relational approach (Cockcroft, 1982; A Nation at Risk,
1983; NCTM, 1989). The nature of the problem addressed by this study was to
explore how language and writing might promote relational understanding. The
innovative materials used in the study were Skemp's (1989b) Structured
Activities for Primary Mathematics, Vol. 1,. All the activities were designed
according to his theoretical model, incorporating the elements of experiencing,
communicating and creating. They also encompassed at least four of the
Standards for Kindergarten through Grade Four and all utilized problem-solving
and reasoning.
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Research Questions

The Grade One and Two children involved in the study were led through
asubset of the learning activities in the Subtraction Network contained in
Structured Activities for Primary Mathematics. Vol. 1, (Skemp, 198gb).
Proceeding on the assumption that the children, did become meaningfully
engaged in the learning activities and that they were struggling to make sense
of the concepts involved, the researcher endeavored to collect evidence to
answer the following questions:
1. How do the children communicate their understanding of subtraction?
2. How does the language and writing of the children demonstrate
understanding and clarify thinking?
3. To what extent and under what conditions is relational understanding
demonstrated?
4. Do relational understanding and metacognition develop as the unit
progresses?
5. What are the characteristics of activities that appear to be most
conducive to producing relatively deeper levels of understanding?
6. How representative of their respective grade levels are the two
randomly selected students?

Significance of the Study

This study was an attempt to identify some factors conducive to the
development of relational learning and understanding. In particular, language
and writing were examined closely for clues to relational understanding. The
new emphasis on literacy awareness, journal writing, writing across the
curriculum, and connection between language and thought suggests that
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mathematical understanding could benefit from research findings in language
and writing literacy. Although aconsiderable amount of research has dealt with
the issue of language and writing in mathematics, the aspect of community and
social interaction, the aspect of working with concrete materials and
constructing personal knowledge, there appears to be agap in current research
where all of these conditions occur simultaneously in a normal classroom
situation. This study incorporated current research in mathematical and
language literacy in conjunction with the recommendations of the NCTM
Standards in asituation conducive to exploring how children come to a
relational understanding.
Definition of Terms

For the purposes of this study, the following meanings were attached to
specific terms:

Accommodation is the "outgoing process of an operative action oriented
toward some particular reality state" ( Furth, 1970,

p.

157). It refers to the

inadequacy of an existing schema to account for the incoming data. Therefore
one's cognitive structure or conceptual map must change to fit the new
experience. Accommodation applies ageneral structure to a particular
situation. As such it always contains some element of newness.
Accommodation causes an internal alteration of the cognitive map to permit the
new information to fit and make sense. Instead of using the term
accommodation Skemp uses DIFFERENTIATION ("forming new classes within
existing conceptual groupings") and EXPANSION ("increasing the number and
variety of experiences which can be realized in terms of this concept") (Skemp,
1979,

p.

312).
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Actuality is the physical world and also the kind of existence we attribute
to the physical world ( Skemp, 1979).
Adaptability is "the ability to achieve goal states, and thereby to survive,
in achanging environment" (Skemp, 1979,

p.

311).

Assimilation is "the emphasis in our experience of actuality towards what
is like an existing concept" (Skemp, 1979,

p.

311). It refers to the structuring of

the incoming data. Information thus assimilated, must fit into an already existing
structure. Otherwise it remains vague and nebulous.
Association is akind of connection between concepts, but one that is
linked by rote memory rather than conceptually within aschema or mental map
(Skemp, 1979).
Behaviorism is concerned with observable aspects of behavior. It
assumes that "behavior comprises responses that can be observed and related
to other observable events, such as conditions that precede and follow
behavior" ( Lefrancois, 1972,

p.

78).

Cognitive mis-match occurs when the cognitive response level of the
student does not match instructional cognitive demand.
Concept is the mental representation of common properties. It is the
perceptual regularities abstracted from experiences (Skemp, 1989a). It is a
"mental entity which embodies certain regularities of experience, and may be
changed in the light of further experience" (Skemp, 1979,

p.

312).

Constructivism is the act of building personal meaning. It is based on the
assumption that knowledge cannot be directly communicated. Skemp's
(1989a) schema construction could be viewed as asynthesized version of
constructivism. It allows for children to be explorers in the pursuit of their own
knowledge and it gives them astructure on which to build their knowledge.
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Context refers to a meaningful situation. If an activity is performed in a
contextual situation it is thought to be meaningful to the child and relate in some
way to his experience or interest.
Cybernetics is the name given by Norbert Wiener to the theory of control
and communication in machines, animals, and man. ( From the Greek
kubernetes, meaning "steersman") (Skemp, 1979).
Delta-one is "ateachable director system whose operand is in the
physical environment" (Skemp, 1979,

p.

312). It is afirst-order system--

something in actuality (Skemp, 1989a). This system is the domain of primary
concepts, i.e., those concepts formed directly from sensory experience of
actuality ( Skemp, 1979).
Delta-two is adirector system which has Delta-one as its operand
(Skemp, 1979,

p.

312). Secondary concepts, formed in the Delta-two system

are those concepts that are formed from other concepts.
Differentiation is "forming new classes within existing conceptual
groupings" (Skemp, 1979,

p.

312).

Director system is that which directs the ways in which the energies
available to the operators are applied so as to change the state of the operand
from its present state to agoal state (Skemp, 1979). It is akind of apparatus,
physical or mental, which enables us to direct our actions so as to achieve our
chosen goal in avariety of circumstances. It is aplan of action (Skemp, 1989a).
Equilibrium is astate of balance of mental operations, when operating
schemas are compatible with experiences being assimilated.
Expansion is "increasing the number and variety of experiences which
can be realized in terms of the concept" ( Skemp, 1979,

p.

312).
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Habit learning is aformal stimulus response learning, the outcome of
which is reinforced. The result of habit learning is rote learning which has low
adaptability (Skemp, 1989a). This is similar to instrumental learning.
Hierarchical is obeying an internal structure where superordinate
members command and subordinate members obey ( Skemp, 1979,

p.

313).

Instrumental understanding is knowing immediate answers and solutions
to problems, but not knowing the reasons why. It is rote understanding or
understanding which does not relate, has not become part of a person's
schema or conceptual map and can not transfer or be used to generate new
knowledge (Skemp, 1989a).
Intelligence is "an advanced kind of learning, by which director systems
are built, tested, up-dated, and improved in their internal organization" ( Skemp,
1979,

p.

313). It is acluster of related mental abilities, which together are very

useful. Intelligent learning consists in the building up of knowledge structures
from which agreat variety of plans of action can be derived as and when
required. Constructing these plans from existing knowledge is another function
of intelligence (Skemp, 1989a).
Intelligent learning is adaptable learning. Given 'a goal there are a
variety of different ways of achieving it to suit avariety of different situations.
Behavior is goal-directed, using flexible plans of action which can be
constructed in advance of action and modified in light of action. Intelligent
learning often precedes action. It is Skemp's contention that mathematics
requires mainly intelligent learning (Skemp, 1989a).
Intuitive intelligence is the kind of intelligence concentrated at the Deltaone level. This intelligence involves the first order director system, which
assimilates data through sensory receptors, directly from the environment. The
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data, so acquired, is automatically classified and related to other data by
conceptual structures (Skemp, 1971).
Mathematical structure is the general form or interrelatedness of parts
within an organized totality. This is also related to conceptual maps or schema.
It refers to the interrelatedness of the concepts which forms an organic network
in the brain. This network can be accessed to transfer to any number of
analogous situations. A concept map is described by Skemp ( 1989a) in terms
of building a network of schemas that enable us to achieve our goals. A
schema is the cognitive or intellectual structure that is common to all those
actions that are seen as equivalent by the learner. It is "aconceptual structure"
or aset of connected concepts (Skemp, 1979,

p.

315).

Metacognition is knowledge concerning one's own cognitive processes
and products or anything related to them. It refers to the active monitoring and
consequent regulation and orchestration of these processes in relation to the
cognitive objects or data on which they bear, usually in the service of some
concrete goal or objective ( Flavell, 1976,

p.

232).

Meta- learning is the learning which occurs when a person is consciously
learning X and as a result of the learning situation of which X is apart the
person also learns Y. V is meta- learned relative to X ( Skemp, 1979,

p.

313).

Perception is "the process by which aperson becomes aware of present
actuality, and in so doing structures and classifies it" (Skemp, 1979,

p.

314).

Realize is "to represent within an appropriate conceptual structure, and
thereby to make available for use by adirector system. The term may be
applied either to actuality, or to utterances of another person, and sometimes
also to things in one's own inner reality" ( Skemp, 1979,

p.

314).
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Reconstruct (aschema) means to'lake it to pieces, partially or
completely, and then to re- build it in an improved form, in response to the
requirements imposed by reality testing" (Skemp, 1979,

p.

315).

Reflective Intelligence is intelligence in which consciousness is centred
in Delta-two, the objects of consciousness being concepts, schemas, plans,or
activities in Delta-one. It deals with "intervening mental abilities and
introspective awareness." This is similar to metacognitive processing.
Reflective intelligence takes the Delta-one data and organizes it to make sense
of it, justify it, explain it or dispel it (Skemp, 1971,

p.

52). This is asecond order

director system or Delta-two. It relates to relational understanding.
Relational understanding is knowing both what to do and why. It
transfers to new learning and is more adaptable to new tasks. Concepts
understood relationally are easier to remember (Skemp, 1989a).
Strategy is .a plan of action to effect achieving agoal. It is the incubation
process of problem solving. The time between conceptualizing the problem
and reaching the product (solution) is usually traversed by many strategies,
some inappropriate
Strand is a network of activities grouped by some common internal
structure, e.g., subtraction.

Delimitations of the Study

The study conducted by this researcher was part of auniversity- based
reseach project involving the entire school. The purpose of this project was to
field-test Skemp's structured mathematical learning activities across the
elementary school grades. Subtraction was chosen as the topic of instruction
for Grades One and Two by the research study's principal investigator, in
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consultation with the school administration and teachers. All of the Grade One
and Two children in this school were included in the university- based
subtraction research project.
The study conducted by this researcher incorporated only one class of
Grade One and Two children. However, it was impossible not to be affected by
the entirestudy. For instance, during the school-wide investigation it became
apparent that certain classes were progressing through the activities more
quickly than others. Because every class was sharing the material (only one
class set of every activity had been made) there was aslight delay in some
classes getting the materials, while some classes that wished to review were
unable at that time to do so because other classes were waiting. This affected
the class of this particular study on afew occasions, resulting, for instance, in
children not being given enough time to review and consolidate the concept.
Many new terms, some in British terminology, were introduced to the
students. These new terms may have been slightly confusing.
Within each classroom, because of the nature of the classroom
groupings and time constraints within the school timetabling, there may have
been children whose individual needs were not being totally met. This again
related partly to the project design, because everyone was doing the same
activity at the same time to get through the material within the time frame set by
the principal investigator, the school administration and the teachers.

CHAPTER II

Theoretical Framework for the Study and Related Research

Introduction

CHAPTER II seeks to explore literature pertinent to all aspects of the
present study. Because the subtraction unit used in the study was drawn from
Structured Activities for Primary Mathematics. Vol. 1( Skemp, 1989b) it will be
necessary to examine Skemp's theory of intelligent learning, upon which all the
activities are based ( 1971, 1979, 1989a). Skemp's theory is based in part on
that of Piaget ( Skemp, 1962). Where applicable Piaget's theory will also be
discussed. Because this study was exploring how language and writing might
promote a relational understanding there are sections in CHAPTER II which
address related research in the fields of language and writing literacy.
Metacognition is also presented as afield of related research because of the
manner in which it was used in the present study.

Skemp's Theory of Intelligent Learning

Because this study utilized Skemp's ( 1989b) subtraction activities it is
necessary to examine the underlying theory of the activities and the
significance of Skemp's contribution to the field of mathematics education.
Richard Skemp is aprofessor emeritus of Educational Theory at the University
of Warwick in Coventry, England. He is internationally recognized as a leading
authority in mathematics education and has lectured on this subject at forty-five
universities in seventeen countries and at many conferences and inservice
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courses for teachers. He began his career about fifty years ago as a
mathematics teacher, realized at that time the problems encountered in
mathematical understanding on the part of the children, and changed his
immediate field of interest to Psychology in an attempt to understand how
children learn and truly understand mathematics. More recently he has become
internationally recognized for his contribution to the Psychology of Mathematics
Education. His theory of intelligent learning was stimulated by the work of
Piaget in the early sixties, but Skemp has spent the last thirty years refining and
field testing his own theory with practical structured activities applied to
classroom learning. These activities were published for the first time in June
1989. This particular study comes at avery appropriate time in history, prior to
wide dissemination of the material, and as part of a university-based, fieldtesting investigation.
Skemp found Piaget's concept of intelligence adifficult one, but in a
paper written in 1962 he concluded that only by developing further atheory
along the lines which Piaget had begun could learning be made fully relevant
for educational psychology. "A theory is required which takes account (among
other things) of the systematic development of an organized body of knowledge,
which not only integrates what has been learnt, but is a major factor in new
learning" (Skemp, 1962,

p.

133). At that time Skemp had researched the three

main journals in the field of educational psychology over the previous 21 years
and had found only five articles on the application of learning theory. The
above quote is a response to the stimulus-response dominated field of
experimental psychological testing and acall for a more relevant, school-based,
language-oriented practical theory. Skemp has stated that "theories are both
more powerful and more general than common-sense models" ( Skemp, 1989a,
p. 46). He has developed atheory of intelligent learning and applied it to the
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area of mathematics from Kindergarten through Grade Six. The power and
relevance of his theory have been exemplified by his development and fieldtesting of practical structured learning activities based on the theory.
Skemp ( 1971, 1979, 1989a) has developed atheory of intelligent
learning which is inherent in all his activities. Progression through the activities
is deemed to be sequential, continuous and individual. Because of the
individual nature of Skemp's activities, they can be tailored to fit student need
and ability.
Skemp's terminology includes instrumental and relational understanding
and learning. He has contrasted the two kinds of understanding by giving the
example of being lost in astrange city: one may know by rote (instrumental
learning) certain fixed routes to the specified goal or one may have a map and
be able to create alternate routes to the specified goal ( relational learning). In
the first plan, making one wrong turn results in being lost. However, with the
map, it is possible to figure out where to go next and to generate new routes.
"Learning relational mathematics consists of building up aconceptual structure
(schema) from which its possessor can (in principle) produce an unlimited
number of plans for getting from any starting point within his schema to any
finishing point" ( Skemp, 1989a,

p.

16). The term schema has been drawn from

the work of Piaget in which it is referred to as an organized body of knowledge.
Skemp also states that there are two kinds of subjects being taught under the
rubric of mathematics (Skemp, 1989a,

p.

7). He does give some advantages for

instrumental learning, e.g., immediate gratification, but he presents astrong
case for relational learning of mathematics. For example,
1. It is more adaptable to new tasks.
2. It is easier to remember.
3. Relational knowledge can be effective as agoal in itself.
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4. Relational schemes are organic in quality-- new learning is
generated from old
5. Relational learning is meaningful learning and it is aesthetically
pleasing to the learner ( Skemp, 1989a, pp. 9-11).
Skemp considers the task, carefully selected to fulfill a purpose or goal,
to be of prime importance. The task must involve interaction of the child with the
environment. Skemp, like Piaget, could be described as aconstructivist. All of
the Skemp learning activities have been so structured to allow children to
construct or build their own knowledge to make sense of what they are doing.
These activities involve manipulation of materials. The manipulation is of avery
carefully designed, structured type, so that students can meaningfully learn from
the actions they apply to them.
On the basis of an interpretation of Piaget's work Wadsworth ( 1978) has
presented some suggestions for mathematical instruction.
First, mathematical concepts can be constructed by the child only out of his
spontaneous actions on objects. Second, the child can comprehend the
representation of mathematical processes only after he comprehends the
use of signs. Third, the child should have comprehension of mathematical
concepts before he is encouraged to deal with mathematical concepts
symbolically (Wadsworth, 1978, p. 170)
The above suggestions are all an integral part of Skemp's theory of intelligent
learning.
Much of past and present mathematics teaching has been of a rote,
instrumental nature. This is possibly a result of the behaviorist view of teaching
and learning. Skemp has faulted the behaviorists for not addressing the
creativity of intelligent learning. Habit learning with only one right answer was
easy to define in behavioristic terms. Skemp has stated that in life we need
both forms of learning, but in mathematics intelligent learning should be the
main requirement.
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Mathematics is considered to be arote activity by many teachers.
Concentration on one correct answer and focussing on computational
algorithms and the answers that they produc6 rather than the underlying
reasoning process has caused an emphasis on rote or habit learning. Little
attention has been given to process, interpretation and creative problem
solving. Habit learning has become ingrained in mathematics programs.
However, the model of intelligent learning "asserts that we shape our own
behavior in different environments. Behavior is goal directed, using flexible
plans of action which can be constructed in advance of action and modified in
light of action" (Skemp, 1989a,

p.

34), thus creating goal achievement, problem

solving and choice. Intelligent learning, according to Skemp often precedes
action:
Action is used not only for achieving goals, but for testing hypotheses. Each
plan is based on knowledge of the environment and building up of this
knowledge is amajor function of intelligence. Action is not just a response
to an external stimulus but is directed toward whatever goal an individual
has in his mind. The cognitive element is great, and, as aresult so is the
variety of available plans. Knowledge gives adaptability (Skemp, 1989, p.
34)
Skemp has described two different states of teacher- learner relationships
involved in habit learning and intelligent learning. The former is teacherdependent for knowledge, direction and motivation; the latter develops the
confidence in the ability of the learner to deal with any situation which can be
understood in relation to existing knowledge. Skemp encourages the
perception of the teacher as someone who can help the student to increase
knowledge and, thereby, power of understanding. Intelligent learners do not
learn isolated fragments of knowledge; they fit new knowledge to their already
existing knowledge structure. Things fit together, becoming ordered and
classified. "A major feature of intelligent learning is the discovery of these
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regularities, and the organizing of them into conceptual structures which are
themselves orderly" (Skemp, 1989a,

p.

52).

In the formation of concepts (the mental representation of common
properties), the purpose is to extract generalizations by providing children with
examples of items displaying specific characteristics. Skemp ( 1989a,

pp.

52-

53) refers to primary and secondary concepts. Primary concepts such as red
can be assimilated by direct experience with concrete examples. They are a
function of Delta-one. Secondary concepts such as colour depend on having
previous primary or other secondary concepts. A hierarchical organizational
structure occurs with interdependent secondary and primary concepts building
to successive levels of abstraction.
The process of abstraction involves becoming aware of something in
common among a number of experiences, and if a learner does not have
available in his own mind the concepts which provide these experiences,
clearly he cannot form a new higher order concept from them ( Skemp,
1989a, p. 62).
Skemp maintains that not all new concepts can be communicated directly.
"Every learner has to construct these anew in his mind" ( Skemp, 1989a,

p.

63).

But teachers must attempt, especially in the formal, abstract world of
mathematics to aid the process of concept formation.
Most everyday concepts are of the same or lower order than those in the
learner's currently available schema. But in mathematics many are of a higher
nature and therefore require carefully chosen examples and an assurance that
"the necessary lower order concepts are available in the mind of the learner"
(Skemp, 1989a,

p.

64). Teachers must be clear what belongs to the concepts

and what doesn't and be aware of the distinction between closely related but
different concepts. The basic fundamental mathematical concepts (primary
ones) are seldom formed. Thus, mathematics becomes habit learning out of
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necessity. According to Skemp ( 1989a) "conceptual analysis is the first major
step in the application of psychology to the teaching of maths. Teachers must
first analyze the concepts so that pupils can re-synthesize them in their own
minds"

(pp.

67,69).

Skemp, ( 1989a,

pp.

77-79) and Piaget (Joyce & Weil, 1986,

p.

103) refer

to schemas or knowledge structures, sometimes called concept maps.
Intelligent learning has been described by Skemp ( 1989a) in terms of building a
network of schemas that enable us to achieve our goals. A schema is the
cognitive or intellectual structure that is common to all those actions that are
seen as equivalent by the learner (e.g., sorting objects by color). Both Piaget
(Furth, 1970) and Skemp ( 1989a) refer to the process of assimilation (acquiring
new experiences from interactions with situations). Accommodation [according
to Piaget, ( Furth, 1970)] refers "
to changing one's structure to fit the new
experiences that occur" (p. 157). Skemp ( 1979) uses the terms expansion
(increasing the number and variety of experiences which can be realized in
terms of the concept) and differentiation (forming new classes within existing
conceptual groupings) (p. 312). This study uses the term accommodation to
include the two uses proposed by Skemp ( 1979). Equilibrium, according to the
Piagetian cognitivists, occurs when the personally operating schemas are
compatible with experiences being assimilated. If not, then acognitive
imbalance occurs. Depending on the degree of this imbalance or confrontation
intellectual growth may occur, allowing new schemas to develop. If the
imbalance is too great then acognitive mis-match occurs, forcing the child to
resort to rote or instrumental learning. Another factor used extensively by
Piagetian psychologists is equilibration, which Piaget maintained is
fundamental to his entire theory ( Furth & Wachs, 1972).
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It is conceived as the factor that internally structures the developing
intelligence. It provides the self- regulation by which the intelligence
develops in adapting to external and internal changes. Equilibration
coordinates the various forces that come from physiological maturation and
from the physical or social environment and that bear on the growing
intelligence ( Furth, 1969, p. 206).
Piaget believed that "the development of the schemas or structures
occurs in the same order in all of us and furthermore at a relatively
predetermined rate, a rate governed by our physiological maturation. Until the
requisite neurological structures are developed these schemas cannot appear"
(Joyce & Weil, 1986,

p.

104). Similarly, mathematics can only become

meaningful and understandable to students if they can assimilate it into an
already existing structure. Otherwise it remains vague and nebulous ( Skemp,
1989a,

p.

41). New experiences are not meaningful unless they are acted upon

and made sense of. If that can not happen then frustration sets in, forcing a
frantic search through the schemas for something that will help make sense of
the phenomena. " It is aconstant struggle to incorporate more of the world into
our organized systems-- physiological, sensorimotor, or conceptual" ( Duckworth
1987,

p.

105). In Skemp's view, to assimilate is to make sense of the situation.

This results in control and power over,the situation and is signalled emotionally
by achange from insecurity to confidence. To know and to know that you know
is intrinsically rewarding.
Skemp has described two types of intelligence, the intuitive and the
reflective. Intuitive intelligence takes in, or assimilates, through direct sensory
and motor stimuli (Skemp, 1962) or receptors, data from the external
environment, "this data being automatically classified and related to other data
by the conceptual structures" (Skemp,1 971,

p.

51). Intuitive intelligence acts

directly on the environment. It is responsible for the formation of primary
concepts [those "derived directly from sensory experiences" ( Skemp, 1989a, p.
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56)] and is considered by Skemp ( 1989a) to be afirst order system. Skemp
calls this system Delta-one.
Reflective intelligence is the domain of the "intervening mental activities
(which) become the object of introspective awareness" (Skemp, 1971,

p.

52).

Conceptual systems, developed from countless interactions with the
environment, that is, countless Delta-one experiences, act on the Delta-one
information to make sense of it, to clarify it, to justify it, or to dispel it. This is the
type of intelligence that knows how and why we do something. It can explain
our actions and can communicate what we have learned to others. Reflective
intelligence is the functioning of a second order system which
1. can perceive and act on the concepts and operations of asecond order
system;
2. can perceive relationships between these concepts and operations, and
3. can act on them in ways which take account of these relationships and of
other information from memory and from the external environment.
Further, though it is not part of reflective intelligence itself, we also
require the ability to change from sensori-motor to reflective activity and
back; and to put into (sensori-motor) action asequence of operations
which has been formed as a result of reflective activity (Skemp, 1962).
At the reflective level we can "set up new schemas and make new plans
based on these," we can "replace old schemas by new ones", and we can
"correct errors in existing schemas" (Skemp, 1971,

pp.

52-54). Reflective

intelligence is what Skemp ( 1971, 1979, 1989a) refers to as asecond order
director system. Skemp calls this Delta-two. The section on metacognition will
further develop the factor of reflective intelligence.
Skemp has stated that schemas are acquired by learning. He has
described two levels of information processing, namely, Delta-one and Deltatwo. Delta-one is the sensori-motor or physical action level; Delta-two is
reflective learning or understanding. Delta-one is adirector system that
enables us to achieve goals in relation to the physical environment. Delta-two
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is asecond order director system which acts on Delta-one. Its function is to take
Delta-one to states in which Delta-one can do its job more successfully, thus
increasing our ability to approach more closely to our goals. Delta-two
represents a unified knowledge structure, cognitive map or schema from which
new knowledge can be created or adapted. It is removed from action but action
will more likely succeed because a plan is constructed for each particular task
(Skemp, 1989a,

pp.

40-41). Skemp has argued that teachers cannot directly

change achild's Delta-two, but can enhance its development by providing
activities which can stimulate Delta-one. Delta-one can be stimulated by
"providing learning situations by which children can achieve understanding
largely by their own endeavors. Exposition by ateacher still has its importance;
but it has adifferent function, that of helping children's efforts to understand for
themselves" (Skemp, 1989a,

p.

44).

Schema construction is the building up of conceptual structures in the
process of successive abstractions and generalizations. As schemas become
more abstract they become increasingly more difficult to construct. Teachers
need to assist children to develop the foundational schemas upon which more
abstract conceptual structures are based. In Skemp's theory constructing
schemas is "represented as agoal-directed activity, that of asecond order
system which we have called Delta-two acting on afirst order system which we
have called Delta-one" (Skemp, 1989,

p.

72). We cannot take over the job of a

learner's Delta-two but we can provide learning situations that facilitate its
development.
Skemp has organized his structured activities in strands or groups, such
as numeration, addition, subtraction and fractions, in the form of what he calls a
concept map or network. These maps are different from ordinary maps in two
ways. They are directional with arrows showing which concepts are pre-
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requisites for which others. At times, several arrows point to the same higher
order concept. This concept is not complete until it embodies all the lower-order
concepts. As with ordinary maps, there is achoice of route to arrive at anew
concept. There is not one definite prescribed order. Each concept has a
distinct diagnostic function. Difficulty in learning aspecific concept can be
traced back to previous concepts.
Skemp uses construct to mean acombination of building and testing.
In the activities of Delta-two when constructing schemas, three modes of
building and three modes of testing can be distinguished. The following is
Skemp's ( 1989a) model for schema construction ( Skemp, 1989a,

p.

74).

SCHEMA CONSTRUCTION
BUILDING

TESTING
Mode I

from our own

against expectations

encounters with the

of events in the

physical world:

physical world:

experience

experiment
Mode 2

from the schemas of

comparison with the

others:

schemas of others:

communication

discussion
Mode 3

from within, by formation

comparison with one's

of higher-order concepts:

own existing knowledge

by extrapolation, imagin-

and beliefs:

ation, intuition:
creativity

internal consistency
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In mode 1children interact with and experience the physical
representation of the environment. The primary concepts are the foundations of
learning. Activities have been created involving " mode 1schema building
which not only help children to build structured mathematical knowledge, but to
use this to make testable predictions" (Skemp, 1989a,

p.

75). Children like to

know if their predictions are confirmed and, if not, to be in aposition to change
their own thinking instead of being corrected by the teacher. This gives the
children greater power. Intelligent learning is powerful learning. Children are
in control of shaping, creating, adapting, abstracting, classifying, and
generalizing their own learning and this is powerful.
Children naturally want to discuss what they are doing, mathematically
speaking, in their small groups. Exchange of ideas is very important. In Mode 2
the "value of co-operative learning" is addressed ( Skemp, 1989a,

p.

76).

Schoenfeld ( 1987) found that group collaboration helped university
mathematics students to achieve greater heights and dimensions of thinking.
They produced more efficient, expert problem-solving strategies than students
who worked alone or were told answers by the teacher. In Skemp's view,
allowing students the opportunity to articulate what they are learning, clarifies
their thinking and their awareness of what they know is increased. They learn
from each other, check and correct each other and justify to each other why they
agree or disagree. The Skemp structured learning activities begin in each
strand with physical embodiments of mathematical ideas to encourage sharing
and discussion of similar experiences. Throughout the strand the activities
move to symbolic and then to abstract.
"Creativity in the learning of mathematics" ( Skemp, 1989a, p. 77), refers
to " mental creativity--using existing knowledge to create new knowledge"
(Skemp, 1989a,

p.

77). Skemp also refers to mathematics as having an
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aesthetic quality, giving pleasure to those who can experience it. Mathematical
creativity is very personal because it takes place in the mind; "but
communicating the results can result in ashared pleasure" (Skemp, 1989a, p.
77). Enjoyment of intelligent learning is innate and intrinsic in the activity itself.
Creativity comes from structured knowledge, Delta 2 knowledge, in an
organized, classified conceptual map. The presentation of aUnique problem
causes an immediate mental search for familiarity in the already existing
schema. The faster incoming information can be accommodated the more
quickly a response can be created. Intelligent learning is creative and
adaptable to new tasks.
It is very important to start students off with appropriate, adaptable
schemas. Information that can be assimilated into our schemas is remembered
relatively easily, whereas ideas not fitting are likely to be rejected or ignored.
Our schemas are very useful. They make possible understanding and thereby
adaptability. They provide a rich source of plans of action and techniques for a
wide variety of applications. Shared schemas have important social functions.
They facilitate co-operation on the basis of shared understanding and plans
which fit together to achieve shared or compatible goals. Learning is easier
with schemas, retention is better and future learning is also easier. Schemas
change and adapt as new information is assimilated. Teachers need to ensure
that children are presented with the best possible information and experiences
for building accurate schemas.
Skemp's ( 1989b) Structured Activities for Primary Mathematics. Vol. 1,
incorporates all three modes of schema construction. It is very important to
Skemp that children learn the right schemas and that these schemas can
become adaptable to new situations. Two topic areas closely related to
adaptation in school learning are ' metacognition' and ' language and writing.'
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Metacognition is included because it relates closely to reflective intelligence
and relational learning, and arose in the present study as a means of
categorizing journal entries. The section on language and writing relates to
Skemp's Mode 2of schema construction, but adds the element of journal
writing to convey meaning.

Metacognition

Metacognition is similar to Skemp's ( 1979) conception of meta-learning.
Skemp ( 1979) cites the example of asix-year-old who solved a problem by
using adifferent method from his teacher. He was to write the problem down,
but he did not understand her method so he thought it out mentally and then
wrote it down and got the correct answer. Skemp ( 1979) formulates metalearning as follows.
Suppose that aperson is consciously learning X. Also, that as a result of the
learning situation of which X is apart, he also learns Y. Then we shall say
that he meta- learns Y relative to X.
The meta- learning of Y relative to X
means that the learning of Y influences the present or future learning or
performance of X, in spite of Y being in adifferent universe of discourse from
X (p. 87).
...

Meta- learning, according to Skemp ( 1979) "relates to a person's
conception of his own learning abilities, relative to learning goals of a particular
kind"

(p.

87). Metacognition is defined loosely as "one's knowledge concerning

one's own cognitive processes and products or anything related to them"
(Flavell, 1976,

p.

232).

Skemp ( 1979) also considers that if people "learn that

there are different kinds of learning, associative learning and learning with
understanding, and that these are both necessary and are appropriate to
different learning tasks--if they learn this, it is meta- learning of avaluable and
far-reaching kind"

(p.

88). Other learner characteristics also contained within
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the rubric of meta-learning are beliefs or feelings that aperson is bad at
learning something, not understanding, asking questions to clarify thinking and
looking for reasons or explanations ( Skemp, 1979, pp. -262-264).
Metacognition is afamiliar term widely used in the fields of literacy and
psychology. According to Flavell ( 1976) metacognition refers, among other
things, to the "active monitoring and consequent regulation and orchestration of
these processes in relation to the cognitive objects or data on which they bear,
usually in the service of some concrete goal or objective"

(p.

232). Schoenfeld

(1987), in addressing metacognition in relation to mathematics, refers to it as
reflections on cognition and thinking about one's own thinking. To be able to
engage in metacognitive functioning children should be thoroughly engaged in
the activity, should find it mentally highly stimulating, should be able to verbalize
what they are learning and should be very certain of the knowledge they have
attained. They have to know that they know ( Schoenfeld, 1987).
The results from research have indicated that young children are
markedly different from adults in the way they take in information, retain and
retrieve material to be learned. There is evidence in the literature ( Brown, 1978;
Flavell, 1976,1979) that young children under grade three do not have astrong
sense of their own knowing or learning processes. Young children are

".

quite limited in their knowledge and cognition about cognitive phenomena, or in
their metacognition, and do relatively little monitoring of their own memory,
comprehension, and other cognitive enterprises" ( Flavell, 1979, p.906). Due to
the findings of Inhelder & Piaget ( 1958), Brown ( 1978), Flavell ( 1976, 1979) and
Schoenfeld ( 1987) it was not anticipated that there would be much evidence of
metacognition in the present research study.
Flavell ( 1979) has developed a model of cognitive monitoring which he
has divided into four interacting classes of phenomena: (A) metacognitive
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knowledge, ( B) metacognitve experiences, (C) goals (or tasks) and ( D) actions
(or strategies).
Metacognitive knowledge is that segment of your (achild's, an adult's)
stored world knowledge that has to do with people as cognitive creatures
and with their diverse cognitive tasks, goals, actions, and experiences.
Metacognitive experiences are any conscious cognitive or affective
experiences that accompany and pertain to any intellectual enterprise. An
example would be the sudden feeling that you do not understand something
another person has just said.
Goals (or tasks) refer to objectives of a
cognitive enterprise. Actions (or strategies) refer to the cognitions or other
behaviors employed to achieve them ( Flavell, 1979, pp. 906-907).
. . .

Metacognitive knowledge is aperson's stored world knowledge which
consists of "knowledge or beliefs about what factors or variables act and interact
in what ways to affect the course and outcome of cognitive enterprises. There
are three major categories of these factors or variables: person, task, and
strategy" ( Flavell, 1979,

p.

907). The person category can be further broken

down into (a) intraindividual differences, (b) interindividual differences and

(
C)

universals of cognition. An example of (a) might be that one might learn things
better by looking than by hearing. An example of (b) could be that agirl may
believe she will not do well in math, perceiving boys to be much better and
feeling that there is no use in trying. An example of (c) could be an awareness
that there are different ways that people understand the world, different ways of
problem solving, and different ways of communicating. One subcategory of the
task category
concerns the information available to you during acognitive enterprise....
The metacognitive knowledge in this subcategory is an understanding of
what such variations imply for how the cognitive enterprise should best be
managed and how successful you are likely to be in achieving its goal
(Flavell, 1979, p. 907).
Is the person aware of having received sufficient information to make a
reasonable judgement? A second subcategory includes task demands or
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goals. The student will come to realize that some tasks are more demanding
than others, e.g., recalling some information about the main character of astory
will require less demand than recalling all the interactions between this main
character and secondary characters. A strategy is aplan of action to affect
achieving agoal. How will the answer be determined if the child begins at
number four and has to decrease the amount by one? Metacognitive
knowledge "actually concerns interactions or combinations among two or three
types of variables" ( Flavell, 1979,

p.

907). Metacognitive knowledge could well

be the same as all other knowledge stored in long-term memory. It may result in
aconscious cognitive search. For example, achild may be searching for an
appropriate strategy to use in subtracting. More often it is an unconscious
search, but may give rise to aconscious experience. Flavell refers to this as a
metacognitive experience. This search, conscious orunconscious, may result
in inaccurate information, "can fail to be activated when needed, can fail to have
much or any influence when activated, and can fail to have a beneficial or
adaptive effect when influential" ( Flavell, 1979,

p.

908). This could refer to

confrontation or cognitive mis-match, where the processes of assimilation and
accommodation are not resulting in adaptation. There is no equilibrium.
Children are confused and will search mentally for appropriate cognitive
structures to make sense of the incoming information. This is what Skemp has
referred to as "reflective intelligence": that intelligence that can monitor and
make sense of incoming data, can justify it, can explain it, can know it, or can
dispel it.
To be reflectively aware is to be engaged in a metacognitive experience.
This data being automatically classified and related to other data by the
conceptual structures..
At the reflective level these intervening mental
activities become the object of introspective awareness... The data
necessary to answer questions comes not from the environment but from our
own conceptual systems ( Skemp, 1971, pp. 51-52).
..

.
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Skemp places reflective thought in the domain of the subconscious: it is taken
for granted. Studies of young children demonstrate that although many can
correctly work out aproblem they have difficulty describing how they did it.
Metacognitive knowledge and metacognitive experience overlap.
According to Flavell ( 1979) "some metacognitive experiences are best
described as items of metacognitve knowledge that have entered
consciousness"

(p.

908). When a person experiences puzzlement about

another person's actions, when failure is anticipated, when there is afeeling of
not expressing yourself clearly, these are all examples of metacognitive
experiences. They usually occur in situations that are mentally highly
stimulating or in which a person is very conscious about his thinking.
Metacognitive experiences can affect future action. If in asituation you feel
failure or threat you may consciously change the course of your action to avoid
those negative feelings. In subtraction, if agrade two child is involved in a
strategy which he feels is getting him nowhere, he may consciously or
unconsciously change the course of his action. Metacognitive experiences can
activate strategies aimed at either of two types of goals--cognitive or
metacognitive.... Cognitive strategies are invoked to make cognitive
progress, metacognitive strategies to monitor it.... Your store of
metacognitive knowledge is apt to contain knowledge of metacognitive
strategies as well as of cognitive ones ( Flavell, 1979, pp. 908-909).
Skemp's ( 1979) thoughts on meta- learning ( namely, knowledge
concerning one's own cognitive processes and questioning for the purposes of
clarification or explanation) and parts of the models proposed by Flavell ( 1979)
and Schoenfeld ( 1987) were used to try to understand the metacognitive
articulation in the study.
This research study will use metacognitive knowledge, according to this
model: "the monitoring of cognitive enterprises proceeds through the actions of
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and interactions among metacog nitive knowledge, metacog nitive experiences,
goals/tasks, and actions/strategies" ( Flavell, 1979,

pp.

909) and according to the

following categories presented by Schoenfeld ( 1987). Schoenfeld presents
three distinct categories of metacognitve behavior.
1. Your knowledge about your own thought process. How accurate are
you in describing your own thinking?
2. Control, or self-regulation. How well do you keep track of what you're
doing when (for example) you're solving problems, and how well (if at all)
do you use the input from those observations to guide your problem
solving actions?
3. Beliefs and intuitions. What ideas about mathematics do you bring to
your work in mathematics, and how does that shape the way that you do
mathematics? (p. 190).
Schoenfeld corroborates the view of Flavell ( 1979) and Brown ( 1975)
that young children have great difficulty articulating their thinking, but that they
get better as they get older. To describe one's thinking is not something that
many adults have had much experience with. To expect it from children is
perhaps expecting a lot. However, with the future emphasis in mathematics on
problem solving abilities, adaptability and group collaboration ( NCTM, 1989),
there is agreat need for children to be able to describe their thinking, to argue
about strategies, to express arguments carefully, orally and in writing, and to
become active participants in their own learning, rather than passive receivers
of knowledge (Steen, 1989,

pp.

19-20).

Language and Writing

Pertinent to this portion of the literature review are the statements by the
NCTM Standards that learning is "constructive" and "active," that students need
to be given opportunities for "group and individual assignments," for "discussion
between teacher and students and among students," that students need to
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become involved in "mathematical problem solving," become "familiar with
mathematical language," and need opportunities to "clarify, refine and
consolidate their thinking."
Standard Two: Mathematics as Communication ( NCTM, 1989)
describes communication as a means of forming a link between what the
children think and the abstract world of mathematics and between "different
representations of mathematical ideas"

(p.

26). Children need to "talk

mathematics. Interacting with classmates helps children construct knowledge,
learn other ways to think about ideas, and clarify their own thinking"

(p.

26).

This standard is also calling for children to be involved in "actively doing
mathematics.

. .

through exploration, investigating, describing and explaining"

(p. 26). Literacy skills are therefore integral to mathematics. Thus, writing,
frequently ignored in the past in mathematics, must also be an important part of
the mathematics classroom. Writing can take many forms: describing a
problem solution; writing to afriend about something learned; or keeping a
reflective journal of thoughts and ideas concerned with mathematics. This study
used journal writing on adaily basis as a review tool, a means by which the
children could write about what meaning they had made of math on any
particular day.
The Structured Activities for Primary Mathematics. Vol. 1, ( Skemp, 1989b)
present materials which lend themselves to communicating concepts through
language. Mode 2of schema construction is designed to encourage
communication and discussion. Writing is not specifically endorsed. In fact
Skemp ( 1989a) discourages teachers from wanting written work from children.
He states that
the connections between thoughts and spoken words are initially much
stronger than those between thoughts and written words, or thoughts and
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mathematical symbols. Spoken words are also much quicker and easier to
produce. So especially in these early years we need to resist pressures to
have "something to show" in the form of pages of written work (p. 103).
The type of writing employed by this study, that of journal writing as an
expressive, reflective, review tool was a method used throughout the entire
school for the duration of the university-based research project. It was used in
this present study to determine if journal writing in mathematics, at the Grade
One /Two level, could be used as an effective means of demonstrating
relational understanding.
Constructivists maintain that meaning cannot be transmitted; it must be
personally constructed. In the theory of language development, word meanings
are also transmitted, through language itself, and through the socio-cultural
world of the child (Vygotsky, 1962; Brunér, 1956). The construction process is
described as a process of negotiation between parent and child, child and other
adults, child and peers, and later child and text ( Bishop, 1988; Donmoyer,
1990). Cockcroft ( 1982) claims that discussion between teacher and pupils and
among pupils themselves should be included in mathematics teaching at all
levels. Negotiation of meaning, and group or class discussions, necessitates
the use of language. However, this language, in a mathematical sense, should
be "purposeful talk, on a mathematical subject, in which there are genuine pupil
contributions and interactions" ( Pine & Schwarzenberger, 1988)

These

authors infer that lack of mathematical language can inhibit reflective
statements and that by becoming involved in meaningful language the student
can develop an awareness for mathematical concepts and ideas embedded in
language. In the classroom, the teacher's role is to develop a problem-solving
atmosphere in which communication of all types can occur. This atmosphere
should be conducive to enabling the children to personally construct meaning
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in an environment in which children are free to talk about their mathematics
(Silver, 1985).
There is evidence in the literature ( Hughes, 1986; Hiebert, 1984, 1989)
that children come to school with much informal, intuitive knowledge about
mathematics. Mathematics instruction has sought to order this somewhat
disorganized, chaotic thinking into form and understanding, or syntax and
semantics ( Hiebert, 1984), or instrumental and relational understanding
(Skemp, 1989a). It is possible to learn form and understanding independently
of each other and not see the connection. The connecting of the two types of
mathematics usually does not occur in a mathematics classroom, but must
occur for relational understanding to develop. Children must see the
mathematical connections ( Skemp, 1989; NCTM, 1989; Hiebert, 1984, 1989).
The usual school setting does not appear to be conducive to the establishment
of relational understanding. This is".

. .

in contrast to children's surprising

fluency with mathematics in some situations outside of school, where they often
display severe deficiencies on more traditional school tasks" ( Hiebert, 1989, p.
38).
The abstract world of mathematics, the domain of symbolism, and the
ability of children to connect the symbol with meaning is the theme of. Hiebert's
(1989) article. It is asimilar argument to that of Skemp's ( 1989a), encouraging
teachers to strive for the establishment of conceptual structures. Skypek ( 1981)
also realized the inadequacy of many students to verbally explain the meaning
of mathematical symbols. When she realized that they were unable to do so
she applied athree level literacy theory to mathematics. The first level was
conceptualization (encoding experiences). Here the child could examine and
explore concrete objects. At the verbalization stage the child has to make
"messages for other people from experiences with things and people"

(p.

14)
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and at the third stage, literacy, "one encodes speech into writing and encodes
writing into speech" (p. 14). She concludes by stating that it is at the oral
verbalization level where meaning is involved that the most work needs to be
done in mathematics. Reading and writing are derived skills and are
dependent on listening, speaking, and thinking. The teaching of mathematics
should "focus on thinking, to match thought with speech, and verbalizing, to
match mind with mind"

(p.

15). Lamb ( 1990) also considers thinking to be very

important but that it can be obtained by concentrating on helping astudent to
listen, speak, read, or write mathematically. He describes the language skills of
mathematics, very similar to those proposed by the NCTM Standards and by
Skemp ( 1989a). Lamb ( 1990) believes that "the ability to operate in
mathematical situations is closely related to the language arts skills such as
reading, writing, and verbal interaction"

(p.

2). Listening, speaking, reading and

writing, encompassed by thinking are pertinent to all disciplines. Children need
to see the linguistic arts as forming a base for interdisciplinary and
multidisciplinary learning ( Fulwiler, 1982). Lamb developed a "theoretical
model for linguistic interaction in the mathematics classroom," based in part on
Skemp's notions of instrumental and relational understanding.
According to Vygotsky ( 1962) the primary function of speech is to
communicate, but that to communicate requires meaning. Children obtain
meaning from simplifying and generalizing their world. However, the task of
making meaning is enhanced by social interaction. Piaget (Ginsburg & Opper,
1969) considered directed thought to be conscious, intelligent, adaptable and
social, and can only be communicated through language. All thought to Piaget
was egocentric or socialized. Vygotsky maintained that egocentric speech did
not disappear or atrophy; it went underground and became inner speech. The
pattern of the development of speech for Vygotsky was social to egocentric to
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inner; for Piaget it was nonverbal autistic thought to egocentric thought and
speech to socialized speech and logical thinking. Bruner ( 1961), Piaget
(Ginsburg & Opper, 1969), and Vygotsky ( 1962) all maintain that thought would
be unnecessary unless there was some need for it or some meaning to be
made. There is aconnection between thought and action. Bruner ( 1961)
perceives thought to be an "internalization of overt action" (p. vi). Vygotsky
(1962) proposes that children use thought to understand their world. Skemp
(1989a) maintains that thought implied in intelligent learning preceeds action;
thought that is conducive to instrumental learning follows action. There is a
need for the development of thinking schematically (Skemp, 1989a; Bruner,
1961). Schematic thinking or thinking in structures ( Dienes & Reeves, 1965) is
a higher order thinking pattern and can be reached through the channels of
communication, especially verbal language where ideas are exchanged and
reality is tested. Skemp ( 1989a) maintains that children in the early school
years should be involved in much more verbal interaction because "the
connections between thoughts and spoken words are initially much stronger
than those between thoughts and written words, or thoughts and mathematical
symbols" ( p. 103). Vygotsky ( 1962) states that children first must master the
external structure of asign (the word-object relationship) before the functional
use of the sign (or its inner symbolic structure). In mathematics this could apply
to the signs for greater than and less than. Children must first understand what
these signs mean, what they stand for in reality, and how to use them in context
before they can move the symbols around apage of math problems.
Thought does not develop in avacuum. It is dependent on outside
factors, such as the child's world of actuality, is determined by language, and is
the cognitive element present in intelligence. The task or experience to be
engaged in is of extreme importance. Piaget (Ginsburg & Opper, 1969) and
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Williams & Kamii ( 1986) maintain that children think better if their thought has
an interesting focus, if they can interact meaningfully with concrete objects, if
they have opportunities to make decisions, if they can become involved in
mental action, where communication is necessary, and if they are in an
environment offering multiple opportunities to manipulate objects.
A child is not a miniature adult, nor does he think like an adult. Piaget
(Ginsburg & Opper, 1969) concentrated on the distinctive characteristics of child
thought, on what the child has rather than what the child lacks. He maintained
that the difference was qualitative rather than quantitative. Children differ, not
so much in the way they understand but in the way their minds work to process
thought. For Vygotsky ( 1962) the process of concept formation is "the result of a
complex activity in which all the basic intellectual functions take part

.

insufficient without the use of the sign or word, as the means by which we direct
our mental operations, control their course, and channel them toward the
solution of the problem confronting us"

(p.

58). He then described the

categories of concept formation: thinking in unorganized categories, thinking in
complexes, and thinking in concepts. The last stage of thinking in complexes,
that of pseudo-complexes, is for Vygotsky ( 1962) the transitional link between
thinking in complexes and thinking in concepts. Until the child is able to think in
concepts he is unable to engage in adult-type thinking. The development of
concept formation is thus an extremely important task of the school. Skemp
(1 989a) has developed a clear case for solid concept foundations being laid in
school in the early years as it is upon those basic concepts that all further
learning develops.
Vygotsky ( 1978) maintains that all higher order cognitive skills originate
in, and develop by the internalization of, individuals' interactions with others.
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Every function in the child's development appears twice: first, on the social
level, and later on the individual level; first between people
(inte rpsychological), and then inside the child (intrapsychological). This
applies equally to voluntary attention, to logical memory, and to the
formation of concepts. All higher functions originate as actual relationships
between individuals (Vygotsky, 1978, p.57).
Vygotsky's thesis is that children can reach higher order skills first at the
interpsychological level and then internalizing those skills at the individual,
internal level ( reflection), thus approaching what he calls the Zone of Proximal
Development (ZPD). The ZPD is the potential that each child is capable of
reaching with the help of the group or an adult, or any more experienced
learner. This could be agood justification for small group interaction in problem
solving. Bishop ( 1988) has spoken of the culture of mathematics, of the fun, the
joy of working together, making mistakes, interacting of personalities, the sense
of community, and the development of mathematical enculturation. He claims
that participation in that culture is how an individual comes to make meaning of
mathematics and truly understand what mathematics is all about.
Writing should be an important part of every mathematics classroom for
two major reasons: it helps the children clarify and extend their thinking, thus
enhancing cognitive development, and it helps the teacher understand what the
child is thinking and therefore better able to plan an instructional program
(Burns, 1988).
Children develop or emerge into literacy similarly to the process involved
in becoming speakers of their native. language. The process involves practice,
encouragement, much reading of excellent models, responsiveness to
readiness for atask and freedom to share ideas and get feedback from others
(Smith, 1975). Gambrell ( 1985) maintains that reading and writing should be
allowed to develop naturally, as does the first language, by trial and error and
by successive approximations to the real thing. According to Piaget ( 1969) and
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Hiebert ( 1989) all children progress through stages of literacy development
irrespective of socio-economic or cultural background. The literacy stages also
appear to approximate what Vygotsky ( 1978) has referred to as the two levels of
the child's cultural development (social between people and psychological-inner or reflective) ( Friedman, 1985).
Writing assists and clarifies thinking and learning in all disciplines
(Fulwiler & Young, 1982; Langer & Applebee, 1987). The kind of writing
engaged in should reflect the unique conception writing has in that discipline.
Current advocates of "writing across the curriculum," aterm coined by Britton
(1980), have stressed the role of writing in learning for some time now.
"Thinking skills are taught best when related to some content and writing
provides a particularly welcoming context for thinking deeply about such
content" (Langer & Appleebee, 1987,

p.

3). Writing has to have afocus, it has to

be about something. In writing, as in thinking and in learning, the person doing
the writing, or thinking, or learning, or all of these has to construct meaning
about what he is writing, thinking, or learning. The focus of the educational task
should always be on important and meaningful material. The main role of
writing in mathematics is to to help the child make sense of the material, to help
clarify his thinking, and to inform the instructor as to what and how the child is
thinking.
A "writing across the curriculum" program ( Britton, 1980) places some
responsibility for language instruction with every teacher. Britton ( 1975)
presents three kinds of writing: "transactional" or writing to communicate ideas
as in university term papers, "expressive" or writing to represent experience to
our own understanding, and "poetic" or writing as avalue-forming activity
(Britton, Burgess, Martin, McLeod & Rosen, 1975). Language becomes away
of knowing, similar to the ways of knowing described by Eisner ( 1985) and to
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writing as away of knowing described by Burton ( 1985). Writing can become a
formal or "transactional" way of knowing, an interpretive or "expressive" way of
knowing or an "aesthetic" way of knowing ( Eisner, 1985). Phenix ( 1964)
describes similar realms of meaning. All modes are valid ways of representing
reality. For the purposes of this study "expressive" writing will be the type
explored.
Vygotsky ( 1962) states that what children can do today with adult help
they can do unaided tomorrow. Children need models in their development.
Social interaction is higher when students have reached the optimum of
incongruity. To motivate children and to thoroughly engage them in the activity
there needs to be adelicate balance between familiarity and challenge.
Otherwise there will be no growth and consequently no learning. It is in this
delicate balance that most new learning occurs, most communication,
collaboration and most writing. Skemp's structured materials, which are
designed to provide a problem-solving situation, involving a challenge, should
be ideal activities from which expressive writing can be generated. Expressive
writing is the expression of asituation in the child's own words. It is meant to be
reflective writing, non-evaluative, non- risk-taking, explorative, and free.
Children begin to write in this mode at an early age and should be encouraged
to learn to write by writing and by rewriting, with no pressure to conform to rules.
Langer & Applebee ( 1987) propose three roles of writing:
1. writing to draw on relevant knowledge and experience in preparation
for new activities. This requires that the teachers believe the students to
have relevant knowledge.
2. writing to consolidate and review new information and experiences.
3. writing to reformulate and extend knowledge. Here the use of
language is to reorganize and reflect upon what students knew or had
learned.
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Role two or the review mode was the one employed by this study. It took
the form of adaily journal being kept by all students. It was for expressive
purposes only. The teachers read the students' journals to determine what
sense the students were making of the activities and subtraction concepts.
Through teacher- led journals and appropriate questioning, the children were
led into mathematical vocabulary and ideas to write in the journals. These
ideas may not have yet been apart of the students' experience. The teachers
were therefore acting as experienced learners leading inexperienced learners.
Children can write about mathematical subject matter, either independently or

in ateacher- led manner, but the subject matter is part of their life experience--it
cannot be divorced from the rest of life. Therefore it would be almost impossible
for these young children to write only about mathematics. It could be assumed,
therefore, that their journal entries would contain expressive writing about a
number of topics.
No evaluation or spelling check appeared anywhere in any of the
journals. The only comments were daily responses from the teachers for
purposes of clarification and encouragement The focus was on
communication, motivation to respond, and privacy (Gambrell, 1985). The daily
response signifies to the child that the teacher considers what is written to be
important. Children look forward to reading teacher comments.
The mathematics dialogue journal was away to help consolidate, in the
students' own words, what they had learned that day. For some children in
Grades One and Two the daily writing of ajournal might present some
problems. If the children had not yet developed the concepts about which they
were supposed to write, they would either write nothing at all; signify they did
not understand the concept, or write about something quite different. Once the
concept is developed, then the words are easily found to describe it (Vygotsky,
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1962). Another possible problem area for these young children is their literacy
ability. That is, they may not know how to record on paper the words they want
to write or they may be very slow still at the art of penmanship. "The child's
imagination is limited by the physical struggle to manage the pencil" ( Kintisch,
1986,

P.

169).

Writing can be quite a laborious task for new initiates into the "literacy
club" ( Smith, 1988). Children may understand aconcept, but due to lack of
written vocabulary and speed may not be able to record enough for the teacher
to know what they meant. For children like this aclass journal is avery good
idea. This study utilized adaily class journal concurrent with individual
journals. Children were free, on any given day, to choose to write
independently or with the teacher.
The expressive writing for review purposes, in the dialogue journal
format, is like any form of self-expression or self-exploration. It is that form of
writing engaged in to test ideas, clarify thinking and make sense of experiences.
It gets students in touch with themselves. It personalizes knowledge
(Freisinger, 1982, in Fuiwiler & Young, 1982). Expressive writing reveals a
deep structure. It lets others in on what is going on. It is similar to logic-in-use,
the draft, or the unfinished product. It informs as to process rather than product.
It is considered interpretive. Words used connect with thinking. Our words, our
language in spoken or written form, is an expression of how and what we think.
"The relation between thought and word is a living process. Thought is born
through words. A word devoid of thought is adead thing, and athought
unembodied in words remains ashadow" (Vygotsky, 1962,

p.

153). Vygotsky

further maintains that every thought is ageneralization ( p. 124) and that thought
is not merely expressed in words. " It comes into existence through them" ( p.
125).
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Language becomes atool for discovery and an aid to learning, both in
spoken form, as in the collaborative group process of the mathematics activity,
and in the expressive reflective writing for review in the mathematics dialogue
journal. The journal, to be successful, must be a regular classroom occurrence,
must be considered important by the instructor and must not become confused
with other classroom routines (such as class announcements).
Children should write to learn writing and should write frequently.
Journals are an excellent tool for ensuring frequent writing. Journals, according
to Fulwiler ( 1982), may be focussed narrowly on the subject matter of a
discipline or broadly, on the whole range of a person's experience. Journals
are a means of summarizing the day's work and of focussing on specific issues
and concepts of problem solving.
A writer can be considered a "problem solver of aparticular kind"
(Berkenkotter, 1982,

p.

33 in Fulwiler & Young, 1982). Writers' solutions "will be

determined by how they frame their problems, the goals they set for themselves
and the means or plans they adopt for achieving those goals" (ibid.). In problem
solving the conceptualizing of the problem's stage is the most crucial. Concepts
need to be developed and understood before language related to them is
possible, either spoken or written (Vygotsky, 1962). "An essential part of the
writing process is explaining the matter to oneself" ( Berkenkotter, 1982,

p.

39, in

Fulwiler & Young, 1982).
Smith ( 1988) considers that most learning is social and occurs best if one
is initiated into the club of learners, writers, mathematicians and so on. The
benefits of club membership are great. To apply his concept to mathematics the
benefits would be:
1. meaningful learning
2. useful learning
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

continual and effortless learning
incidental learning
collaborative learning
vicarious learning
risk-free learning
All of the above benefits are in existence for babies being initiated into

the first language club. If literacy in reading and writing emerge like afirst
language and if mathematics and language and writing are connected then
possibly mathematical literacy could also be seen as emerging. Maybe there
needs to be a mathematical literacy club. The teacher's main job would be to
see that the club exists and that every child is in it. The teacher has to model
mathematical literacy, must recognize its importance and must provide
opportunities for the club members to learn about it.
Although dialogue journals may concentrate on expressive writing, they
may also include examples of transactional writing, where the child has
modelled a more experienced learner's ideas. These ideas may not yet be a
part of the writer's experience of the situation. These ideas may be embedded
in expresssive writing, but may later become transactional.

Summary

Technological, content knowledge is expanding at such a rate that it will
be impossible, if it is not already, to cover the content prescribed by the
curriculum. Curriculum for a New Millenium ( 1989), the NCTM Standards and
futurists like Steen ( 1989a) and Benjamin ( 1989) are stressing a movement
away from acquisition of classroom oriented, teacher directed knowledge to a
more process-oriented curriculum where knowledge must be accessed actively
by each student. Thinking skills, creative and critical, strategies for solving
problems, and individually addressing the construction of knowledge all seem
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to be very important areas to develop. Skemp, ( 1971, 1989), Flavell ( 1976),
and Schoenfeld ( 1987) consider that the responsibility of the teacher is to
present carefully developed material of astimulating nature whereby
knowledge can be independently constructed, where the teacher acts as a
negotiator in a non-direct teaching approach, where specific thinking skills are
taught and others are modelled, and where the child is encouraged to develop
an internal monitoring and control system.
Reflective intelligence, meta- learning, relational understanding (Skemp,
1979), and metacognition ( Flavell, 1976; Schoenfeld, 1987) are very important
in the process of problem solving and in light of the emphasis placed on
problem solving in the NCTM Standards. From research on the needs of
employees in industry, it would appear that the ability to relationally understand
and therefore be able to make mathematical connections will be avery
important aspect of mathematics instruction. Relational understanding was
explored at the Grade One and Two levels in the present study.
Language is viewed as a medium of communication either with
ourselves or with others. Writing, as ameans for clarifying thinking, can
enhance cognition. Journal writing, especially reflective, expressive writing in a
no- risk situation, is used in this study as atool for consolidation of thinking.
Writing, like language, should follow as closely as possible the conditions
present in first language acquisition.

CHAPTER III
Methodology and Procedures

Research Setting

The study was part of a larger one conducted in aCalgary elementary
school. The entire school was involved in the larger university-based study, the
purpqse of which was to field-test Skemp's ( 1989b, 1989c, 1989d, 1989e)
innovative mathematics learning materials. This researcher was mainly
concerned with the subtraction unit as it was being taught on aday-to-day basis
in one of the classrooms. The regular classroom teachers in the research
classroom, one of the Grade One/Two classrooms, presented asubset of the
activities in the Subtraction network. There was relatively little disruption of the
normal classroom routine.

,The Research Classroom

The classroom was large, bright and airy. Desks were arranged in
groups. Children had an individual desk but often worked elsewhere in the
room. Occasionally, certain children were placed in a particular group, but
usually the children found their own social organization. Occasionally, groups
had to be changed during the activity time because of behavior or inability to
work with another member of the group
Mathematics was taught in the research classroom from 10:30 until 11:30
every morning, right after morning recess. The children often came in hot and
excited from their recess play. To settle them the teacher regularly led them in
singing afew songs. Once they were settled and focussed she began the
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lesson. She sat on achair by achart stand and all the children sat on the
carpet beside her. She always had all the necessary materials handy by the
chart stand or on the table behind her and usually introduced each activity by
having some students help her demonstrate the activity to the rest of the class.
Following the song some general management suggestions were given after
which there was often aquick review of the previous day's activity. The song
and management part lasted about 5-to- 1O minutes, the actual lesson
introduction lasted about 10-to-i 5 minutes, the group activity time for the
children lasted from 15-to-25 minutes, and the journal writing lasted about 10to- 15 minutes.

Immediately following math time the children often lined up to

go somewhere else in the school. Timing was astrong consideration in this
classroom. This was evident throughout all aspects of the math lesson. Each
day the above organizational format was followed and the mathematics time
ended promptly at 11:30. Everything was extremely organized. The children
appeared very comfortable with this order and responded very well to all
directions from the teacher.
The Nature of the Participants in the Case Study

This research study focussed on 2children, randomly selected from over
130 Grade One and Grade Two children in a local elementary school. The
random selection was conducted by a random numbers computer program
which selected 2children (one from Grade One and one from Grade Two) from
the group of over 130 children who had agreed to be part of a research project.
Either of these two children, or any other child in the study, could have chosen
at any time to withdraw from the study. At any time the investigator could have
stopped the research or the classroom teacher could have ended the study.
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The two randomly selected children happened to be in the same classroom.
These two children became the pricipal informants in the case study. The total
population, which consisted of this entire Grade One/Two class, also
contributed to the overal data collection. The study was mainly qualitative with
some quantitative elements. It could therefore be considered an eclectic study.
The investigator worked with these two students as well as with the
whole of this Grade One/Two class to explore relational understanding and the
context in which it occurred. The two case study informants, therefore, became
part of the total population participating on any given day. As all the Grade One
and Two classrooms were virtually following the same outline it could be
assumed that similar results could be found in all the Grade One and Two
classrooms in this school.
The part of the study which concentrated on language documented the
successions of language interactions of the above two randomly-selected
children, Alice, in Grade One and James, in Grade Two. Each day these two
children communicated verbally with each other, with the group in which each
was working, with the researcher, or combinations of the above. The two case
study informants were part of a larger population for the purpose of the
language-for-meaning part of the study and were part of the total population for
the writing-for- meaning part of the study. Where appropriate, observations were
made of the whole class. The writing-for- meaning part of the study involved an
analysis of all the journal entries from all participating students for every day of
the study.
This study began with four weeks of general classroom observations.
Over a period of six weeks following the observation period the class was
presented with tasks from the subtraction network of the Structured Activities for
Primary Mathematics. Vol. 1(Skemp,1989b). All students in this class
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participated. The researcher was a member of the class almost every day
during math time for the complete duration of the program.

Materials Used in the Study

This study used the activities from the subtraction network, code- named
Num 4, of Structured Activities for Primary Mathematics. Vol. 1. Skemp ( 1989b).
During the -study the activities from Num 4.1/1 through Num 4.8/3 were
presented by the classroom teacher, atotal of 24 activities.
Each main seàtion of the subtraction network (namely Num 4.1, Num 4. 2,

)is

organized under the headings CONCEPTS, ABILITIES, and

DISCUSSION OF CONCEPTS. The activities contained in each of the main
sections all relate to the main concepts and abilities introduced at the start of
each section. Each of the activities, namely Num 4.1/1, Num 4.1/2,
outlined under the headings of MATERIALS and WHAT THEY DO.

..

.

is further

During the

chronological unfolding of the activities in the analysis section the above areas
will be summarized.

Research Design

The tasks with which the children were presented were all part of aunit
on subtraction, designed and produced by Skemp ( 1989b, 1989c,1989d,
1989e) in England. The activities included modes 1, 2, and 3 of Skemp's
schema construction, where the children must construct knowledge for
themselves with the teacher as indirect guide and negotiator. Thy encouraged
co-operative problem solving and developing of awareness of the meaning of
subtraction. Inherent in all the activities was the potential to think relationally.
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Prior to the date set for commencement of the study, all the teachers
introduced Skemp activities that would normally have been encountered prior
to those involved in the study, proper. The intention was to expose the teachers
and students to the format, the language, and the general enactment of the
Skemp,project materials. Twenty-three of the 30 activities in the subtraction
network, Num 4, were covered in the research study. Generally the teachers
worked through these activities at the rate of one per day, with the occasional
day for review.
The teachers had access to multiple quantities of each activity as the
school had produced 15 sets of each activity. As most activities are for groups
of 2to 5children there were enough of each activity for at least one group of 3065 children to work on at any given time. The teachers were also part of an inservice university course to assist them in the introduction of these activities in
the school. This course consisted of prior inservice sessions as well as two
inservice sessions during the study itself. Teachers were encouraged to
express their opinions of the progress of the study at any time.
Other than the prior Skemp activities some of the children had been
exposed to afew other Skemp activities in this school year and the previous
one, but not anything of the magnitude they were now encountering.

Sources of Data

In this research study data was gathered in the following ways:
1. Audiotape recordings made daily of all interactions between the
investigator and the sample children and their partners.
2. Field notes taken daily in class to record lesson introductions and
general happenings in the class which would shed any light on the
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nature of understanding of the two sample children or of any children in
the room.
3. Children's journals, which were recorded by the researcher and
responded to daily by the researcher or teacher.
4. Teacher and investigator journals which were personal reflections of the
day's activities.
The researcher tried to be as unobtrusive as possible and did not
interfere in any way with the teacher directed part of the activity. When the
children had established their groupings the researcher at that time moved in
closer to one of the sample children to take part in the activity either as a
participant, an interested onlooker or as apassive observer. The activity, time
constraints and the dynamics of the group interaction, or lack of it, determined
the role.
Some of the data was gathered by using atechnique similar to that used
by Schoenfeld ( 1987). Such questions as the following were asked:
1. What (exactly) are you doing? Can you describe it to me? ( Ioften
pretended Ididn't know the activity and asked the children to teach it to
me?) What are you being asked to do in this activity? or How do you
think Dr. Skemp wants you to play this game?
2. Why are you doing this activity? What strategy are you using to work out
the result? What plan do you have?
3. What does
mean to you? ( here Iwould substitute words like
subtraction, decrease, lower ..... Iwas looking for an understanding of
terms).
4. How does this strategy help you get the answer? Is there another
strategy you can use?
5. Can you think of how you would use this in real life?
At no time did the researcher criticize the children's strategies, behavior,
or results. The researcher watched them work and responded with what was
considered at the time to be appropriate questions. The researcher did not try
to teach the activity. If it were obvious that the children did not understand the
activity, the researcher would try, by appropriate questioning, to get them to
articulate what they had to do.
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The researcher always established at the beginning of each taped
interview (i.e., interaction) the day, date, time, names of the children, and a
beginning awareness of expectations of the activity. The children were very
agreeable to providing this information. Then the children proceeded for a
while working independently, unless the researcher was an active part of the
group. As the game progressed the children were asked questions that were
appropriate to the group and to the activity. These questions were not preestablished for that group or that activity. Although certain general questions of
a monitoring or control nature were always present in the researcher's mind the
specific questions asked were natural and arose out of the material and the
group dynamics. All questioning arose from the specific situation, and was
based on children's responses.
This study took all the recorded data and plotted out aqualitative
development of understanding made by the two children through the
subtraction strand. Would they develop agreater ability to articulate meaning,
either verbally or in writing as the unit on subtraction progressed? Did
relational understanding develop as children became more involved and
engaged in the activities? Were they able to understand the material
relationally? How did this sense of relational understanding manifest itself?
How was understanding communicated? To what extent, and under what
conditions, were metacognitive ideas communicated? Were some activities
more conducive to adeeper level of understanding? If so, what were the
characteristics of these activities that produced this deeper understanding?
Was it evident that language and writing enhanced understanding and clarified
thinking? How?
The study also looked at how representative these two children were of
the whole class. This segment of the study depended mainly on journal entries
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made each day for the duration of the project. These journal entries were
examined for the types of comments made and the depth of thinking
demonstrated.

CHAPTER IV

Analysis of the Data

Introduction

This study was conducted within the context of amuch larger universitybased research project. To describe what occurred in aGrade One/Two
classroom during a six-week experimental period, the following information was
summarized from field notes, journal entries, tape transcripts, inservice teacher
workshops and textbook lesson outlines.
The descriptive analysis contains two strands of documented information.
One strand depicts achronological record of understanding, demonstrated by
the two randomly-selected children through the subtraction unit. An attempt has
been made to document how, to what extent and within what context, these two
children came to a relational understanding of the concepts in the subtraction
unit. The chronological strand will combine a language-for- meaning and a
writing-for- meaning interpretation as both must interact to show how these two
children came to an understanding of subtraction.
The second strand of the analysis was concurrent with the first and was
based on examination of journal entries made by all the contributing members
of the class during the subtraction unit. The journal entries were used to
determine whether or not the understandings of the two selected children were
representative of those of the rest of the class. The journal entries fell into four
main categories, described below. The categories were selected on the basis
of comments recorded in the journals. Mathematical content which children
chose to write about and the manner in which, through writing, they evidenced a
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particular way of thinking mathematically and demonstrating relational
understanding were of special interest to the investigator.
Following is asummary of the four main categories of journal entry
content, classified on the basis of all the entries available to the researcher.
Each category presents asummarized list of thoughts and ideas recorded by
the students, that are, according to the researcher, representative of that
particular type of thinking.

Journal Entry Classification

A. Socialization

In this category the children wrote about who they played with, who
fought with who, how many were in the group, who went first, if they played well,
if anyone cheated and so on. They were more concerned about the social
interactions and co-operation versus competition. Some children wrote about
helping other children, yelling at other children, or being irritated by other
children. These children would sometimes mention the name of the game and
then proceed with social information.

B. Procedural Knowledge: Explanation of Game and/or Definition of Terms

These children described the name of the game, how to play it, the rules
of the game, and could often give the definition or meanings of words or terms
used (e.g., the difference means

...

.).

They were seldom arriving at any new

knowledge. Rather, they were repeating what they had been directed to do,
were following the process and content of the activity, or possibly were
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extrapolating from the activity, but what they said was tied very closely to the
game plan of the activity. They were not making creative leaps or generating
new problems. They were retelling the story of the activity. These children
mainly restated the procedure of the activity.

C. Metacognitive Awareness

This section could be further divided into many sub-areas. For the
present journal analysis purpose this would be unwieldy. The fact that some
children were operating at this level is indicative of the type of materials with
which they were interacting and the wealth of language that arose from the
materials. Some children were able to predict future performance ( Iknow Ican
win tomorrow if Ido...). Some were conscious of the importance of what they
were learning, as if it would help them in many ways in math. Others thought
the activity too easy and had aplan to change or extend the activity to make it
more challenging. Some got involved in troubleshooting ( Ihad difficulty with
today's activity because). The knowledge of recognizing difficulty is itself a
metacognitive awareness. Many children used the word strategy in terms of
what strategy they used to get the results. This involved the actual working out
of the problem. Recognition of strategies or actions performed on the materials
is a metacognitive awareness. Some children were able to verbalize the
concept of control and self- regulation. When working on aproblem the children
stopped, reassessed what they were doing, and replanned to go in adifferent
direction, but no journal entries indicated this. By the time the children came to
write about it the problem possibly no longer existed and the children wrote
about it instead as astatement. The reader would not be able to see the
wrestling that had occurred. Again it was evident talking to some children that
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analyzing of the problem had occurred. They weren't sure of what they were
doing so they were logically going through the steps to find away of working it
out. This aspect of metacognition, analyzing, was not evident in any journal
entries.
Types of writing that reflected relational understanding were part of this
category. Metacognition was chosen as acategory rather than relational
learning because it encompassed a much broader area. Many of the
metacognitive comments were also relational and those will be discussed
throughout the analysis.

D. Eclectic

Journal entries in the eclectic category were representative of all three
earlier categories. Very few entries were of this kind. Most children
concentrated their wilting in one of the first three catgeories. For the purpose of
this study the main focus of each journal entry will be included in the summary
of entries for each day.
The remainder of this chapter presents adaily unfolding of descriptive
information combining the two strands (chronological enactment and journal
analysis) for the two selected children and their respective partners for the day.
The portion of each day's presentation will consist of adescription of the task
about to be engaged in [from Skemp ( 1989b),

pp.

131-162]. Following the

presentation of the task by the teacher and ensuing class responses (from field
notes), was the activity time ( language-for- meaning) involving one or both of the
two selected children, and their respective partners. The data for the activity
time came from field notes, audio recordings, and teacher comments. Lastly the
writing-for- meaning part of the morning, taken from an analysis of the journals of
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the two selected children and their respective partners, along with samples of
all the journal writing for that morning will be presented. At the end of each
session there will be ashort analysis of the data for that day. At the end of each
day will be asummary table showing the distribution of the types of journal
entries represented by the Grade One/Two class of 27 children. At the end of
the chapter is asummary of the findings.

Description of the Sessions

Session 1:

Num 4,1/1 Start. action, result (do and say)

Session 1introduced most of the Grade One and Two children in the
research classroom to the subtraction network in Strutured Activities for
Primary Mathematics. Volume 1(Skemp, 1989b). The children had already
completed some specified addition activities to prepare them for the format of
the new activities. The first subtraction activity was Num 4.1/1

Start, action,

result (do and say). This is "
an activity for 2, 3 or 4children. Its purpose is to
introduce the take-away kind of subtraction in a physical form" ( Skemp, 1989b,
p. 131). This activity is the first one in the subtraction strand and is contained
within the larger sub-section Num 4.1 ACTIONS ON SETS: TAKING AWAY.
Here the overall concepts are "(i) Sets as operands, (ii) Taking away as actions
and (iii) Starting and resulting numbers" and the main ability is "to relate the
physical action of taking away to the starting and finishing numbers of aset"
(Skemp, 1989b,

p.

131). The children use aStart, Action, Result (SAR) board,

and Start, Action and Result cards, aset loop, and objects to put in the set loop.
They shuffle the cards in the three sets and place them face down in the
appropriate spaces on the SAR board. One of the Start cards is turned over, a

I
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set of objects is made to represent the Start number, an Action card then
signifies how many to subtract and then the appropriate Result card is located
to show the answer. The children are asked to verbally describe what they just
did.
Following the lesson as described in Structured Activities for Primary
Mathematics, Volume 1(Skemp, 1989b,

p.

131), the teacher demonstrated

exactly what to do. She distributed the materials and then had the children
randomly find partners and do the activity. The Grade One girl, Alice ( randomly
selected for the study) was part of the teacher- led group on the carpet. The
following was what she said to the teacher: "We played ' pick up the start card
and read what it says." Alice, even on the first day, was describing the activity.
The Grade Two boy--James (also randomly selected for the study), wrote in his
journal: " Ithink that it was hard. But it is easy." James was approaching what
could be a metacognitive awareness. One would want to ask why was it easy;
unfortunately the next day he could not remember.
There were no in-class tape transcripts made for this activity, as the
researcher was conducting observations for the larger university-based study.
The only data available to the researcher were the journal entries made by
students and teacher and field notes from adiscussion with the teacher. It
appeared that neither Alice nor James had difficulty with the activity. They were
able to explain how the game was played and they had followed the rules
correctly. They wrote very short accounts of what transpired (as did all the
children who wrote on this particular day). Writing math journals was a new
experience for many of the children. The teachers commented later at an
inservice workshop that some of the children had to be given the vocabulary to
use in their math journals and that most of them didn't know what to write about.
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On Session 1, 14 children wrote journal accounts of the day's activities,
either independently or in aclass journal with the teacher. The 4children who
wrote with the teacher on the carpet were all from Grade One. Three wrote
procedural responses and 1wrote a metacognitive one. These class journal
entries read like astory and appeared to be responses to specific questions
from the teacher. Alice's entry: "We played ' pick up the start card and read
what it says" was followed by Alastair's: "Then you put the number of blocks
that it says on the card." This was followed by Robin's: "Then you pick up the
action card and read what it says. Then you take away as many as the card
says. Then you look for the result card that tells you how many numbers is on
it." These three entries constituted the three procedural ones. The
metacognitive one was: " Iliked the part when you pick up the action card. Iwas
surprised that we did subtracting."
One Grade One child and 9Grade Two children wrote independent
entries. The Grade One child wrote: " Ilike to play start, action, result. It is fun. It
is very fun." This was asocialization response. Of the 9other independent
entries, 3were socialization, 4 procedural, and 2 metaôognitive. One of the
metacognitive ones was written by James, namely: " Ithink that it was hard. But
it was easy." A Grade Two socialization entry was: " Ihad alot of fun today. My
partner was Eleanor and Eleanor made lots of mistakes, but Ihelped her and I
will show you how Idid it." A procedural entry was: " Iplayed SAR with Jeremy.
It is fun. The reason Icalled it start, action, result subtracting is because instead
of adding we subtract."
Thirteen children did not submit any written journal entry. They had their
journals in front of them, but nothing appeared on the paper. These children
could have had many reasons for not writing. They could simply not have
known what to write or possibly the act of getting it onto paper was too difficult
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for them. Also, they could have been busy thinking about what they were going
to say and run out of time as they only had about 10-to-i 5minutes to write. It is
also interesting that only 1Grade One child wrote anything independently.

Table 1
Num 4.1/1 Start, Action, Result (do and say)
Journal Response Summary

WlthTeacher

Independent

Total

Sodalization

Procedural

4GR1

0

3

1

0

OGR2

0

0

0

0

1GR1

1

0

0

0

9GR2

3

4

2

0

4

7

3

0

14

Metacognilive

Edectic

As indicated 14 children wrote journals; 13 did not. Of the ones who did
write, 64% were from Grade Two. None.of the comments were lengthy. The
children were just beginning to write mathematics journals. For some of the
Grade Ones the act of writing was avery difficult one. They were just learning
how to form letters and consequently had little written vocabulary. The 5Grade
One children who responded, 1independently and 4with the teacher, present
an interesting picture. How much did the teacher's questioning affect the
children's responses? If the 1Grade One girl, who ventured to write on her
own, had chosen to work with the teacher, would she also have been capable
of a metacognitive response? Why did only 14 children respond in writing?
This was the first day and consequently it would be difficult at this point to make
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any predictions. The journal response table for Session 1raises more
questions than it answers.

Session 2:

Num 4.1/2

Taking away on the number track (do and say)

On the second day of the study, Session 2, the class moved on to the
next activity, Num 4.1/2

,

Taking away on the number track (do and

say). The purpose of this activity is to "introduce the use of the number track for
subtracting" (Skemp, 1989b,

p.

220). This activity uses an SAR board, a

number track, cubes to fit the track and Start, Action, Result cards. The children
shuffle the cards and place them face down in the appropriate places on the
SAR board. The Start card is turned over and the corresponding number of
cubes placed on the number track. The Action card relates to how many are to
be taken away. This action is performed on the cubes and then a Result card is
selected to show the answer. Then the children verbally describe what
occurred. This activity, like all of the Skemp structured activities, emphasizes
the importance of talking about what is happening, communicating ideas, and
getting feedback from peers and teacher.
The teacher showed the children how to perform the activity by having a
child play the game with her. As each step was introduced, the teacher and her
helper discussed it in great detail, making sure that everyone understood what
was occurring.
Again there were no audio- recordings or transcripts made as the
researcher was conducting observations in another classroom as part of the
larger university study. Consequently, the only data source were the journals
and teacher and researcher field notes.
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Alice wrote with the teacher the following comment: "When Iwas going
to play Inoticed Ididn't have enough. We had 7, so we got 3 more." Alice was
continuing along the lines of procedural, approaching a metacognitive
awareness. She did realize she needed more and she had worked that out by
counting the spaces on the number track. She was beginning to show an
aspect of troubleshooting because she knew she needed more. James wrote in
his own journal: "Hi-- my name is James. Iplayed S.A.R. with Paul." James
was operating at the social-interaction level. Again both children played the
game correctly and had no difficulties.
For Session 2, 14 children responded by writing journals. Four of these
children wrote with the teacher in the class journals. Three of these responses
were of ametacognitive nature, one by Alice, namely: "When Iwas going to
play Inoticed Ididn't have enough. We had 7, so we got 3more." One other
Grade One child wrote: "Ilike using the number track board. It was fun using
the plasticene with it." This comment was more of asocialization, approaching
aprocedural nature. One Grade One student, the same one as on the previous.
day, wrote an independent comment (socialization): " Ilike to play SAR. I
played with Elizabeth. Ihad lots of fun. Iplayed two games with Elizabeth. It
was fun SAR game. It was very fun." Of the other 9students (Grade Two), 5
wrote socialization comments. James' was one of those: "Hi, my name is
James. Iplayed S.A.R. with Paul." Three comments were procedural and one
was acombination of social and metacognitive. An example of aprocedural
comment was: "Today we were playing agreat game and its called SAR. We
learned to remember to say it. What we did was we had to turn over an S. If it
said 'start with aset of 5' you would have to put 5of them on the mat that was in
the hoola hoop. And if you pick up an action and if it said 'decrease it by 2' you
would have to take two away from the long part of paper that had numbers on
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it." The child who wrote the combination social-metacognitive response said: " I
played with Peter. The game is pretty boring after you've played it lots." When
asked about the game being boring, this child commented that he knew all the
answers, that he needed something that would make him think more. The
teacher- led group on the carpet was producing more metacognitive responses
than the independent group. The teacher was in control with this group. She
asked them questions and when they responded she followed up on their
responses by asking them further questions. The children were thinking
through what they had experienced, but their thinking was being channelled
and appropriate words and ideas were being discussed. The teacher was
helping these children to think mathematically. She was acting as a more
experienced learner helping a less experienced one.
It is difficult to know to what extent relational understanding was
occurring based solely on the journal responses. After discussion with the
teacher the children were reported to have all been very much involved with the
activity and were discussing what to do at great lengths. This activity and
discussion would appear to be conducive to relational understanding occurring.
By examining only the journals it appears that 14 of the 27 children responded,
with 50% of those responses in the socialization category. To write relationally
the children have to have a relational understanding of the material and need
the ability to express themselves in writing. Some of the children were quite
likely experiencing a relational understanding, but this was not evident in what
they wrote. They may have chosen not to write about the relational experience
or they may have been unable to write about it. The metacognitive category
includes feeling-type written expressions such as "Iwas surprised," "Ithought
this activity was boring," " Ididn't like this activity because.

.

.

,"

"
Ithought this
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activity was fun.

..

These statements could be considered relational if the

."

children were making mental connections.

Table 2
Num 4.1/2

Taking away on the number track (do and say)
Journal Response Summary

Sodalization
With Teacher

Independent

Total

Procedural

Metacognilive

Ededic

4GR1

1

0

3

0

OGR2

0

0

0

0

1GR1

1

0

0

0

9GR2

5

3

0

1

7

3

3

1

14

As indicated 14 out of a possible 27 children responded by writing
journals. Only 4Grade One children responded, all with the teacher in the
teacher- led journal. Almost all the Grade Two children wrote independently
and most of these comments were socialization ones. It is still early in the
series of subtraction activities. These children, for the most part, were
beginning to learn about subtraction and for many of them the experience of
writing math journals was a new one.

Session 3: Num 4.2/1 (
a)

Predicting the result

For Session 3, the third activity, Num 4.2/1, version (a), Predicting the
result, was introduced. This is the first activity in section 4.2 SUBTRACTION
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AS A MATHEMATICAL OPERATION. The main concept for Num 4.2 is
"subtraction as a mental operation" (Skemp, 1989b, p.132). The ability is "to
predict the result of 'taking away' actions on sets, by mentally subtracting ( using
physical aids initially)" ( Skemp, 1989b,

p.

132). Activity Num 4.2/1 is "an activity

for 2children, or 2teams. Its purpose is to use the new concept to predict
physical outcomes" (Skemp, 1989b,

p.

133). This game, like previous ones,

uses an SAR board, Start, Action and Result cards, set loops and objects to be
placed in them. The game is played as in Num 4.1/1, except that this time, after
the Action card is turned over, the child must first predict the result and then
place the correct Result card in the result space. Another child then "physically
checks this prediction by taking away the indicated number of objects and
counting the resulting set" (Skemp, 1989b,

p.

133).

The teacher introduced the activity as described above, again with a
child playing the game with her in front of the rest of the class. Once again the
researcher was occupied with classroom observations in other parts of the
school. Consequently, the only data available were the journals and initial field
notes.
Alice's journal entry on this day (written by herself) was: " Ifelt that it was
better for me to count in my head. Iliked it alot." The teacher responded by
saying: "Wow! Alice, that's an important discovery. Thanks for telling me this."
James wrote in his journal: "Today Iplayed with Carol--it was fun." Alice was
describing the beginning of astrategy that would help her in days to come. She
was able to visualize the game pieces. This was a metacognitive strategy and
could be considered an example of relational understanding, if she would now
be able to communicate verbally what and how she was counting in her head.
James, although he understood what he was doing, was not yet able to
articulate what he was learning in astrategy format or even to explain the game.

7'2
On the third day 16 children responded in written form in journals, three
of these with the teacher in the class journal. The 3children who wrote with the
teacher were all from Grade One. Two wrote procedural responses and one
wrote a metacognitive one. One procedural response, which was approaching
a metacognitive one, was: "Sometimes we forgot to use the plasticene. Ipicked
up the cards, then Iput the blocks on what the cards said. Then Ithought what
the number would be. Iguessed. Sometimes I'm wrong and sometimes I'm
right." The metacognitive one was: "We used the plasticene all the time. I
counted by looking very fast. Imade the right answer by comparing with the
little card--the action card." Of the 13 children who wrote independent entries
three were from Grade One and each of the Grade One students wrote an entry
representative of socialization, procedural or metacognitive. Alice's entry, a
metacognitive one, was: " Ifelt that it was better for me to count in my head. I
liked it a lot." Jolene (the same girl who had written independently on the
previous two days) wrote: " Ilike to play SAR. It is very fun." Alastair, also from
Grade One, wrote aprocedural entry: "Ilike SAR. You take away. It's very
small. You just pick up the start card and read what it says. You do the same
with the action--only you take away." Of the Grade Two journal entries, 7were
classified as socialization, 2wrote procedural and 1metacognitive. Many of
these children writing independently were quite involved in the social aspects of
the game. From the start they had chosen to write by themselves. They had,
therefore, not had the benefit of the teacher's modelling of the kinds of things to
write about. It is interesting that 2of the children from Grade One who had
previously worked with the teacher were now writing procedural and
metacognitive entries. These 2children felt quite confident now of the kinds of
things that would be acceptable in ajournal and had a better understanding of
how to think through what they had been learning. Over the past two days
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these children had offered the teacher suggestions which had been accepted
and expanded upon. They had heard other students' suggestions and had
listened to how the teacher had accepted, expanded or modified them. They
had listened to her questions during the class journal talk time and had
benefitted from the rich verbal exchanges that had taken place. One example of
asocialization Grade Two entry was that written by James, namely: "Today I
played with Carol--it was fun." A procedural one was: " Iplayed with Eleanor.
When Itook aS card Ihad a 10 and when Itook an action card Ihad a0so I
didn't have to use the plasticene." The metacognitive entry was: "At SAR I
found it better for me to play the game when Isubtracted. Because it gives me a
bit of achallenge because when Iadd it's sort of easy, but when Isubtract it sort
of gives you a harder time. Ialways like achallenge."
Only 3of the 12 Grade One children have responded in writing
independently, possibly for the same reasons as stated previously. Another
reason, however, could be that the concepts were quite difficult for them and
they were struggling to understand the concepts of subtraction. The verbal
interaction in days to come will, hopefully, clarify this point.
The Grade Two children could be finding it difficult or easy, depending on
their ability level and experience with the concepts. So far the journal
responses indicated a more serious interest in socialization than in
demonstrated understanding of the concepts.
Unfortunately, during the first three days of the research study the
researcher had to be elsewhere conducting observations for the larger study in
which the present one was included. The above three activities, with their
limited data ( no audio recordings) were included to permit an overall
description of the complete subtraction strand, with particular emphasis on the
development throughout the subtraction strand of the two randomly selected
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children, and also to present adaily awareness of where the two selected
children were in relation to the others.
Table 3
Num 4.2/1 Predicting the result
Journal Response Summary

Socialization
With Teacher

Edectic

3GR1

0

2

1

0

OGR2

0

0

0

0

3GR1

1

1

1

0

1OGR2

7

2

1

0

16

8

5

3

0

Independent

Total

Procedural Mecognive

Session 4: Num 4. 2/1 ( b) Predicting the result

For the fourth session the activity Num 4.2/1 ,Version (b), Predicting the
result was introduced. This activity is similar to Num 4.2/1, Version (a), except
that after the Start card has been chosen the appropriate number of objects are
placed into abag. The number on the Action card signifies the number to be
taken out of the bag. A prediction is made regarding the remaining objects in
the bag. Then the bag is emptied and the objects are counted physically to
check the result.
Just before the lesson began the teacher reviewed collection
procedures. Some of the children had been getting game pieces mixed up or
lost around the room and they needed to be reminded about where the pieces
were to go. The children were gathered around her on the carpet. They were
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all paying very close attention. Then she began to introduce the new activity.
She showed the children apaper bag and put six cubes in it. Then she said to
the class, " I'm going to make it four less. What do Ido?" Someone responded,
"take four away." She then asked them

to predict how many would be left in the

bag. She told them they may not have the right answer: "aprediction is agood
guess." She asked the children to think about how many were in the bag at the
start and then after she had taken four away. She conducted this activity in an
oral manner, showing the children the bag and the cubes. The children were all
listening and trying their best to understand what she wanted them to do. One
boy correctly estimated that two would be left. The rest were asked if they
agreed. Some more examples were given and after six minutes the children
were given their materials and requested to go off in groups of two to do the
activity.
During the activity time the two children randomly selected for the
researcher were not available. Alice was absent and James was out of the
room. The researcher worked with two boys who were not on task. These boys
were fooling around, throwing the cubes and blowing air into the bag. They
seemed to need some direction. The researcher began by asking them if they
knew how to play the game.
Researcher: (to Nathan) Pretend I'm a Martian and have never seen
or played this game before. Could you please explain to
me what to do?
Nathan:
Turn over acard and read what it says (he does this)--8.
Then take 8blocks and put them in the bag. Turn over an A
(action) card ( he does this)-- 1. Make it 1less. Make a
prediction. Empty the bag--ahl Iwas right.
Later Nathan wrote in the class journal: "We took the cards and left them
in a pile. One got lower and one got higher. You could use magic or get a
wizard."
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Nathan knew that take away, make it less, and decrease meant the
same. He did not describe what he was doing in his mind, but said that he
knew the answer. He was not always certain that his predictions would be,
correct, but it did not matter agreat deal to him. The wizard would give him the
right answer. He felt there was an element of magic in what he was doing.
The researcher then asked Arnold to explain the game.
Arnold:

First you take some blocks-- 10.
Flip astart card. It says "Start with aset of 7."
The action is "Make it 4less." Ithought of 7, put it in my
head and took away 4. Icounted backwards in my
mind,7,6,5,4,--the answer is 3. Now there's 6in the bag
(new game). It says to take 5away. Ipredict 2 left. ( He
was wrong but didn't seem to mind. He said he found this
game easy. "it's like Iplayed this game once and Iknow
it. I'm good at math-- Icame here in the middle of last
year and I'm good").

Later Arnold wrote in his journal: "Iwas playing with nobody, but the
teacher was writing about the game. Ireally know how to play this game." The
researcher responded to Arnold: "Thank-you Arnold for playing this game with
me. You gave me lots of good information for my research. Could you teach
this game to someone who had never played it before?" Arnold responded the
next day that he could.
In the above transcript the language Arnold used indicated a
metacognitive awareness which in turn indicated relational understanding. He
was able to put a number in his head and take away four by counting
backwards in his mind. He said he found the game easy. He had an
awareness of himself as being agood mathematics student. He also
maintained that he could teach the game to someone who had never played it
before. This kind of statement infers that Arnold thinks he has agood
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understanding of the activity. The fact that he got the wrong answer, however,
may not be indicative of a relational understanding of the concept.
The researcher's randomly selected student in Grade Two (James)
appeared before the end of the lesson. He wrote in his journal: " Iplayed with
Allison. Ithink it is like math because you can subtract."
So far James has not been able to articulate what he is doing or learning.
He is caught up in the socialization of the game; almost every journal entry so
far has been concerned with who he has played with. He is understanding at a
surface level what he is doing, but cannot yet put this understanding into words.
During the period of time that the researcher worked with the two boys
described above, the classroom teacher and her student teacher were rotating
around the room helping and working with groups of students. The activity time
lasted about twenty minutes, after which the students wrote individual or
teacher-directed journal entries. Prior to writing their entries the teacher wrote
questions for the children to consider:
1.
2.
3.
4.

What surprised you when playing this game?
Why are you doing this stuff? What are you learning--discuss?
There is no one right or wrong answer.
How is this activity like real math?
Today 19 children responded by writing journal entries, 4 of these with

the teacher.

These 4entries were all of a metacognitive nature. One example

is: " Idid it on my fingers. Say that it was 8, take away 4, it would be the same
as four plus four. If it was 8you would think 4." Alice did not write ajournal
entry today, but the following one from aGrade One boy was an example of a
metacognitive response: "Today Iplayed SAR. Jack got 14 every time except
one time, If Ihad 8and had to take 2away, Iput 8in my head and counted
down 2and it would be 6. 1counted down, with my fingers." The same little girl
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from Grade One continued to write independent socialization-type entries: " I
like to play with Treena. It is fun, very, very fun. Ithink sometimes. Iused my
fingers too, when Idon't know. It was fun when Iplay with Treena." This entry
was close to a metacognitive response, because she had become aware of a
strategy to help her count. A procedural entry from grade one was: "Today I
played with the bag and sometimes Icounted the blocks, but today Icounted
only five." The 10 Grade Two entries comprised 5 socialization, 4 procedural
and 1metacognitive. James' entry: "Iplayed with Allison. Ithink it is like math
because you can subtract" is an example of socialization. An example of a
procedural entry was: "Today Ilearned a lot. Ihave something to show. I'll tell
you. We used apaper bag. When you turn over the S card-except there is
something different-you put the blocks in apaper bag." A metacognitive entry
was: " Iplayed with Michael and we got about ten rounds done. Ithink it is
better when Iuse the paper bag, because it gives you abetter tool to subtract. I
used astrategy. It was counting the numbers in my head." This was the first
time the word strategy had been used in the children's journals. The teacher
and the student teacher were using the word "strategy" as they talked
individually to the children. The child quoted above was using the term in his
journal. He may or may not have understood the term, but at least he was
practising using it in his expressive language.
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Table 4
Num 4.2/1 ( b) Predicting the result
Journal Response Summary

Socialization
With Teacher

Independent

Total

Procedura
l Melacognhlive

Eclectic

4GR1

0

0

4

0

OGR2

0

0

0

0

3GR1

1

1

1

0

12GR2

5

5

2

0

19

6

6

7

0

Session 5 Num 4, 2/4 Crossing back

For the fifth session the activity Num 4.2/4, Crossing back was played.
This is "anumber track activity for 2, 3, or 4children" ( Skemp, 1989b,

p.

134).

The main concept is "correspondence between subtraction and actions on the
number track" and the main abilities are "(i) To link mathematical ideas relating
to subtraction with number track activities, and (ii) To use the number track as a
mental support for subtracting" ( Skemp, 1989b,

p.

220). The children had

already played Crossing in addition so were quite familiar with the format of
this game. The game Crossing (
or Crossing back) involves a game board,
aone-to-six die and three markers for each player. The game board has nine
columns, with nine squares in each column. Some of these squares are
occupied by flowers. These occupied squares cannot be landed on. The
children can move any player in any column and can have all three players
eventually at play at the same time. Once amarker is placed in acolumn, no
other marker can occupy that column until the first one has finished. The object
of the game is to get from finish ( number 10) to start ( number zero) without
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stepping on any flowers. The children have to think, plan ahead, and strategize
to play this game well.
There was very little introduction at the beginning because of the
familiarity of the game to the children. The teacher showed them the game
board and told them they were starting at 10 and returning to zero. She played
the game with 2children who were sitting near her on the carpet. It was quickly
understood. The child r
en seemed very eager today to play this activity. There
was a more noticeable excitement than previously, possibly because of the
familiarity and the remembered fun with addition. The researcher observed
both Alice and James playing this activity, each in their own groups. Alice
seemed to be using her finger to point to the spaces on the board. She was
asked to explain what she was doing. She said that she was doing the
counting in her head, going backwards, and as she was counting in her head
she was also pointing to the spaces on the board. She was asked if what she
was doing was subtraction. She said that it was because she was counting
down and the numbers were getting smaller. Alice (aGrade One child) had
found auseful strategy to help her subtract and she was very much aware of
this strategy and used it to good advantage. In her journal Alice wrote: " Ifelt
this strategy was good for me to win, and it was." The teacher responded with,
"What was your strategy?" Alice responded with, "Counting in my head and
pointing with my finger." Knowing her strategy and how to use it correctly and
knowing that what she was doing was subtraction were examples of
metacognitive awareness. Alice had great motivation to win and her strategy for
this Session was geared to that end and it worked. This particular strategy that
Alice used was also indicative of relational understanding. She was making
connections between the game board and mental concepts.
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James was also more attentive today and more focussed on the activity.
He said that this activity was math to him because he was counting down, that
the numbers were getting smaller. Later in his journal he wrote: "Today I
played with Robin. Ithink it is like math because it has abit of subtraction in it-minus 1, minus 2, minus 3. But we didn't have any S. A. R. today. Please sign
here." James seemed a little confused about the activity being math because
for the previous four activities he had carried out computations with the help of
an S. A. R. board. This one required no board or cards, but for the first time he
associated it with real mathematical computations. To James subtraction is real
math, and although the previous activities had also been about subtraction he
somehow had not seen the connection. He was able on this occasion to
explain the activity to the group and to the researcher. He seemed quite excited
about this activity and wanted to play the game many times. He was still
conscious of the socialization of the activity. It was important to him to recognize
his partner in the activity. Although James was still quite preoccupied with who
he was playing with and where he played, he was beginning to show an
awareness of the game, the fact that it related in some way to math and could
today, for the first time, explain the game to the group and to the researcher.
Today 20 children responded by writing journal entries, 6 of these with
the teacher and all of these 6from Grade One. The teacher- led group all
showed evidence of responses of a metacognitive nature, an example of which
is: " Icounted.in my head. Iwould think about if there was aflower there Iwould
move another marker." This child had worked out a strategy for planning
ahead. He knew he could not land on aflower so he had to check each column
carefully to find the appropriate square to place his marker. This metacognitive
entry was also indicative of relational understanding. Of the 14 children who
responded independently, 3were from Grade One and 11 from Grade Two. Of
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the 3Grade One students, 1wrote a metacognitive response, quoted above.
The other 2were socialization ones and contained similar wording: "Today I
played Crossing back. It was fun. Iplayed with Jolene. It was fun. She won
two times. Iwon 1time." The 11 Grade Two entries contained 4socialization, 3
procedural, 3 metacognitive, and 1eclectic. There was a much greater spread
of types of journal writing today, due perhaps to the familiarity with the material.
More children were risking making a metacognitive comment because they felt
comfortable with the activity and knew intimately how to play the game. One
example of asocialization entry was: "I'd wind 2times. Nathan wind 1time.
Nathan went to the washroom after me. He followed me to the washroom. He
was saying he won 3times. Isaid no you didn't win 3times all the time." An
example of aprocedural entry was: "We had to go to start to win the game-that's why it's called Crossing back. It was sure fun, but when you land on
flowers you have to go back to finish." An example of a metacognitive entry
was: "When Iplayed this game Iused all my strategies. The first one Iused
was the best one Iknow. Istarted with one man and Iused it until Icouldn't use
it anymore. Ithink this is a really good way to learn math cause either way
you're adding or subtracting." The girl who wrote the eclectic entry had a
combination of socialization, procedural, and metacognitive: " Iplayed with
Margaret. We played about 7times. This game counts backwards. Iwonder
why Ihave never heard of this game before. Iused my fingers to count.
Margaret won 5times and Iwon 2times."
Of all the Sessions covered to date by the present study, Session 5
produced the highest number of metacognitive comments. Six of these
comments came from the teacher- led group on the carpet. It is unknown to what
extent these children were prompted in their writing and, consequently, it is
impossible to say if they had really developed adeep understanding of the
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concept. It is possible that Alice was understanding the concepts relationally;
her strategies were dominated by acompetitive spirit. She quickly found a
strategy that worked for her, to produce the greatest number of winning
situations.
The independently written metacognitive comments all demonstrated a
relational understanding of the concept.
Table 5
Num 4.2/4 Crossing back
Journal Response Summary

With Teacher

Independent

Total

Socialization

Procedural

Mecogntive

Ededic

6GR1

0

0

6

0

OGR2

0

0

0

0

3GR1

2

0

1

0

11GR2

4

3

3

1

20

6

3

10

1

Session 6: Num 4. 2/3 Returning over the stepping stones

For the sixth Session the activity was Returning over the stepping
stones, Num 4.2/3. This is aboard game for 2, 3, or 4children. Its purpose is
"to introduce the idea of subtraction as counting back" (Skemp, 1989,

p.

134).

This activity uses agame board, aone-to-six die and markers, one for each
child. The children begin on the island, which is number ten, and have to get to
the bank, which is zero, by stepping on aseries of stones. Each child, in turn,
throws the die and the number thrown gets subtracted from the stone that is
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presently occupied. That player then moves to the new stone. If the new stone
is already occupied by another player then the first player cannot move. The
exact number is necessary to reach the bank.
This game was introduced by the teacher brainstorming for rules for
Stepping stones, a game already mastered during addition. The children
were very forthcoming with many rules for Stepping stones. Alice said, " if
you touch it you must move it." The children and the teacher discussed how
many markers they would have. Some of the children wanted more than one
marker. A discussion ensued, but the teacher insisted for today that they use
only one marker each. James sat quietly through all of this discussion. The
teacher asked him to hand out the game boards. Before they started to play the
game the teacher presented the class with three questions to think about as
they played the game and then to write about after the game:
1. What helped you play the game?
2. What was your strategy?
3. What would you advise to others as agood way to play this game?
There was no emphasis by the teacher regarding winning, either who
won or how many times. The children did not consider winning an important
aspect of this game. The introduction and discussion lasted fifteen minutes.
During the next twenty minutes the children played the game. During this
activity the researcher sat with James, Robin and Alastair. What followed was
quite astrange interaction. These three boys knew exactly how to play this
game, could explain the rules, but could not or would not focus on playing the
game properly. It didn't matter to them who won, or in fact if anyone won at all.
They were not very interested in making the game harder. They joked and
made fun of comments made by the researcher. It was very hard to keep them
on track. In his journal James wrote: "To make it abit harder Ilike it when you
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get the exact number. It kind of makes it harder when you have the exact
number." Alastair wrote: "Today Ihad 2partners." Robin wrote nothing in his
journal. Alice wrote in her journal: "My strategy was to point with my fingers
and count out loud." Although the three boys knew exactly what to do and why,
they could not get focussed enough to play the game properly. During the
game they were caught up in the socialization of the game and in explaining to
the researcher (when asked to do so) what the game was all about. They
developed no real strategy except for James who wanted the exact number to
go out because that would make the game harder.

Alice, on the other hand,

was continuing on from the strategy she had discovered the previous day, that
of counting and pointing with her fingers. In her group of two Alice and her
partner were intensely occupied with playing the game "by the rules."
James:
Researcher:
All three:
Researcher:
Robin:
Researcher:
James:
Researcher:
All three:
Researcher:
Alastair:
Researcher:
(No answer.
Researcher:
Robin:
James:

Researcher:

-

You have to get the exact number.
When you played Stepping Stones going to the island did
you have to get the exact number to get to the island?
Yeah
What would the exact number be for you Rob?
3
If you get a3you'll be out. What do you want to do?
Why don't you all agree on what rule you want?
Rob wins.
If you agree you don't need the exact number to win
does that make the game easier?
Yeah I
Is that what you want, though? Do you want the game to
be really easy?
We want the game to be really easy.
Why?
They got involved in an argument about whose turn it
was)
Do you find subtraction difficult?
No, it's acinch.
Ithink the teacher wanted us to say it. (e.g., "Istarted
at 7. Irolled a3and now I'm on 4") This time, start
saying it right now (James was trying to keep everyone
on track--the other two were being abit silly)
If you had a2could you have played (talking to James)?
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James:
Researcher:
James:
Researcher:
James:
Researcher:

No, but Igot a3.
What would have happened if you had touched it first?
Iwould have had to move it and gone back.
How do you say what you just did (to James).
Istarted on 7. Irolled a3and now Iam on 4.
If you had put that into an equation what would that be
equal to?
James:
Like 7take away 3equals 4 (7-3=4).
Researcher: (to Alastair and Rob) you're getting abit wild.
Alastair:
Yah--'cos we're on tape.
James:
6; 1 ...2...3...4...5...6 Istarted on 6; Irolled a6and now
I'm on zero. 6-6=0.
Researcher:
What other words would you use for minus?
Robin:
Take away, decrease
Researcher:
Is that one you use very much? (decrease)
Robin:
Yeah, sometimes we use decrease.
Researcher:
If you're talking in life about candy and stuff what
words do you use? Say James had 10 candies and you
took some, what would James say?
Alastair:
You're a rat; you're under arrest..
Researcher:
What if Icame by and say "Why is he arat?"
Alastair:
He stole my candies
Researcher:
How many did steal? If James didn't use the word
steal what word might he use?
Alastair:
Take
Researcher:
Yeah, he took some candy he wasn't supposed to. O.K.
are you going to play the game again? Have you
decided to change the rules or are you still agreeing to
any number? Are you supposed to go first Rob
you
won the last game?
All three:
It doesn't matter.
Researcher:
Can you agree on that? If you start the game, do you
have an advantage over the other people? There might
be an advantage in going first and winning.
Robin:
Yeah
James:'
Since Rob won Ishould go first.
Alastair:
But Ialways get last
Robin:
You go since Ialways started ( to James)
James:
1, not avery good start.
Researcher:
You're supposed to say something; are you forgetting?
James:
Oh yeah, Iforgot. My brain doesn't go very fast.
Researcher:
O.K. what do you do; you're on 10 and you rolled a 1and
you landed on ag, and Alastair was on 10 and rolled a5
and landed on 5. Now you roll, it's your turn.
Alastair:
Ihope Rob lands on 17. (there is no 17)
Robin:
It landed on a6.
Researcher:
Ithink you know Rob cheated. ( Rob had obviously
dropped the die on the carpet, picked it up and placed it
with the 6up on the table. No-one seemed to care).
--
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Researcher:
Alastair:
Researcher:
Alastair:
Researcher:
Alastair:
Researcher:

Does it matter who wins?
Yes, it does.
Is it agame you can help someone else to win?
No.
If Rob won every time would it matter to you?
Yeah, it would. I'm not having much fun here.
You said earlier you don't have to have fun to win.

The three children were not focussed on the activity. Possibly the fact
that they were on tape made them act abit silly. They were not playing the
game by the proper rules, yet they seemed to know and understand what the
rules were. Before the game began many of the children wanted to use more
than one marker each, which they thought would have made the game more
challenging. The children had played it in the addition form many times in the
past. One of the children, James, was conscious of the fact that the group was
not playing properly and tried to get the others on track. When asked
individually to make sentences or equations all three children could do it. They
knew and could explain the rules very well. When Alastair commented that he
hoped Rob would land on a 17 (knowing that there was no 17) he was
indicating that he understood the game and that he did not care who won. This
was further emphasized when Rob cheated and no one seemed to care. It was
almost as if they wanted the game to be over as quickly as possible.
After about twenty minutes the materials were collected, the teacher
called the children to the carpet, where they were given their math journals. The
three questions given to the children before they played the game were again
asked. The teacher wanted the children to write about their strategies in their
journals. Some children who had difficulty writing stayed with the teacher, who
wrote their comments in the class journal. The other children went back to their
desks to write in their journals. The journal writing process took twelve minutes.
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During the journal writing time 5children chose to write with the teacher
on the carpet. Two of these children offered asocialization response, one of
which was: "We had fun. We won both times." Three offered aprocedural
response, 1of which was: "It was backwards. We used one marker." One
wrote a metacognitive response: "Two times Ifell in the water because I
touched it when Icouldn't move it. It helped more when Iused my fingers." Of
the 16 student-initiated journal entries 6were socialization, (Sat Grade Two
level), 3were procedural (2 at Grade Two level) and 7were metacognitive (5at
Grade Two level). At the Grade One level the same little girl who had faithfully
written adaily journal entry once again wrote a socialization-type entry: " Ilike to
play Stepping Stones. It is fun. Iplayed with Caitlyn. It was fun. Did you have
fun? Ihope you have fun. Ilike to play with Caitlyn. The game was fun." An
example, at the Grade One level, of aprocedural comment was: " Ilike Stepping
Stones. To play Stepping Stones Ineed one dice and three markers and one
gameboard." Alice gave us an example of a metacognitive comment at this
Grade level: " My strategy was to point with my finger and count out loud." At the
Grade Two level an example of asocialization entry was: " Ilike math you know.
Well Iworked with Eleanor and now Ihave to go." A procedural entry was: "The
way me and Michael decided who goes first is that we roll the dice and whoever
got the highest number got to go first. Ilike this game." James wrote an
example of a metacognitive entry: "To make it a bit harder Ilike it when you get
the exact number. It kind of makes it harder when you have to get the exact
number."
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Table 6
Num 4.2/3

Returning over the stepping stones
Journal Response Summary

Sodatization
With Teacher

Independent

Total

Procedural Metacognhtive

Eclectic

5GR1

2

2

1

0

OGR2

0

0

0

0

4GR1

1

1

2

0

12GR2

5

2

5

0

21

8

5

8

0

To date this was the greatest number of independent metacognitive
comments. The activity for Session 6seemed divided between those children
who found the task too easy and became focussed on something else and
those children who revelled in the familiarity and consequent challenge that the
game produced. For the latter group, familiarity meant that the rules and
materials of the game were well known. Consequently the focus of attention
could be on trying to figure out good strategies for counting back.
The metacognitive journal responses were also indicative of relational
understanding. Both Alice and James showed evidence of relational
understanding, both in their journal responses and in their verbal comments
during the activity. The children with whom the researcher interacted also were
very aware of the structure of the game, knew exactly how to play it, and what
the purpose was, but chose to play it by different rules. This was evidence of
relational understanding.
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Session 7: Num 4.3/1

Number sentences for subtraction

For Session7 the activity was Num 4.3/1

Number sentences for

subtraction. Num 4.3/1 is the first activity in the Num 4.3 section NOTATION
FOR SUBTRACTION: NUMBER SENTENCES.

The main concept of Num 4.3

is "the use of written sentences of these two forms for representing
5-3=2

and

5

2
the operation of subtraction, and its result. The abilities are (i) To write number
sentences describing actions of 'taking away' with physical materials and (ii) To
use number sentences for making predictions about the results of physical
actions, and to test these predictions" (Skemp, 1989b,

p.

135).

Num 4.3/1 is

"an activity for 2, 3, or 4children. Its purpose is to introduce awritten notation
for subtraction, initially as arecord of something which has been done" ( Skemp,
1989,

p.

135). The children work on the number sentences by using aStart,

Action, Result board and cards, reversible cards and objects to be placed in a
set loop. Some of these materials are the same as for Num 4.1/1 and Num
4.2/1, the reversible card is anew addition and the Start and Action cards have
the semblance of anumber sentence written on them. The children shuffle the
cards, placing them face down in the S. A. R. spaces, the top Start card is
shown and an appropriate set of objects is then placed in the set loop. Then a
different child turns over an Action card and performs that action on the set of
objects and then locates the Result card which shows the answer. While the 2
children are performing the Start and Action and Result someone else in the
group is recording the three stages (S. A. & R.) in vertical format first and then
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later in horizontal format. Then the cards are put at the bottom of the piles and
the game continues.
The tape transcript for Session 7was accidentally erased.
Consequently, the journal entries were the main source of data.
James wrote in his journal: 'Today Iplayed with Robin. Ihad fun. Today
we recorded." Alice wrote: "Today we played S.A.R. subtracting and it was fun.
Ilike math--it is fun. Iplayed with Caitlyn." Both James and Alice had fun but
did not say why they had fun. They both commented on who they played with
and a little about what they did. From the comments and observations made in
class it appeared that today's activity was not as enthralling as the previous two.
Today the children were symbolically representing what they had conceptually
learned. It was a more work and less fun oriented activity. Some children in
the class were not realizing that they were subtracting. One boy wrote 10-3=13.
When asked why, he said he thought he would be getting more. One girl wrote
6= 5-1. The teacher was not sure if these children were just unfamiliar with the
format and the representation of symbols or if they were unsure of the math
involved. Most children when they recorded did take away. However, 1girl
wrote 8=4-4and read itbackas4+4=8.
Of the 21 out of the Grade One/Two class of 27 who responded in written
journal form, 8of the children were from Grade One. Of these 8, 3wrote in the
class journal with the teacher (2 metacognitive responses and 1procedural).
Jolene wrote: " Iplayed with Elizabeth. Numbers are good for you. When you
listen very carefully you know all the numbers and you might get very good at it."
This response was recorded as a metacognitive one as it implied a realization
of how one could come to an awareness of number. A procedural response
written by Allison was: " Ipicked up the S card and it said 5. Then Eleanor
turned over the other card--it said 5, too. My result was zero." The other 5
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Grade One children responded independently (5 socialization entries and 1
metacognitive). Alastair wrote: 'Today Iplayed with Andrew and we recorded"
(socialization). Alice's entry was: "Today we played S. A. R. subtracting and it
was fun. Ilike math--it is fun. Iplayed with Caitlyn." Peter wrote: "Today I
played S. A. R. Ilearned things like 9-2=3 and all sorts of other things. It was
fun." This was atentative metacognitive entry because it related to what he had
learned, but in fact he had learned something that was not correct. Thirteen
Grade Two children responded with independent entries (8socialization, 1
procedural, and 4 metacognitive). James' entry (socialization) was: "Today I
played with Robin. Ihad fun. Today we recorded." Rebecca wrote a
procedural entry: 'We had to pick up start and if it said 'start with aset of 9' you
put nine on abit of paper and this is what it looks like." An example of aGrade
Two metacognitive entry was: " Ihad apretty good time at S. A. R. because
when Iplayed with the number shots it was better because it gives you more of
achallenge because you have to remember all the other things you have to do-like you have to say your sentences."
Table 7
Num 4.3/1

Number sentences for subtraction
Journal Response Summary

With Teacher

Independent

Total

Socialization

Procedural

Melacognive

Eclectic

3GR1

0

1

2

0

OGR2

0

0

0

0

5GR1

4

0

1

0

13GR2

8

1

4

0

21

12

2

7

0

9$

The greater number of socialization responses as compared with
Session 6could have resulted from afamiliarity with the concept, the
symbolization of the concept, the game being too easy or too difficult, or lack of
excitement in the activity. Some children who had previously recorded that the
work was boring were finding that this activity was achallenge. It caused them
to think, to search through their schemas for appropriate connections. But some
of the children were not making the right connections, that is, they were not
relationally understanding the concept. Although 7children did write a
metacognitive-type response, indicating, for example, that they had astrategy,
there is no way of knowing from that response if the strategy was an efficient
one.

Session 8:

Num 4.3/2

Predicting from number sentences

The activity for Session 8 was Num 4.3/2 Predicting from number
sentences. This is "an activity for 2children or 2teams. Its purpose is to teach
them to use written number sentences pedictively." The materials "are the
same as for activity 1, except that the result cards are replaced by pencil and
paper for each child" ( Skemp, 1989b,

p.

137).

There was no audio recording available for Session 8. Once again,
journals were the main source of data.
James wrote in his journal: "Today Iplayed with Cooper. It was fun.
Today we played S. A. R." Alice wrote in her journal: "Today we played S. A. R.
predicting. And it was fun. But we didn't get very much time to play--it was slow
playing with three and Ilike playing games."
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Nineteen children responded in written journal form today, 3with the
teacher (all Grade One). Of these 3, two wrote a metacognitive comment, one of
which was: " Ididn't guess. Iused my fingers. Ididn't want to make any
mistakes. It worked pretty well for me." The other Grade One teacher-aided
entry was asocialization one: " Ionly did 3, but Iwanted to think up more. I
thought up more, then Ihad to come and write." Three more Grade One
children responded independently, 2 with socialization-type entries and 1
procedural. Alice's socialization entry was: "Today we played S. A. R.
predicting. And it was fun. But we didn't get very much time to play--it was slow
playing with three and Ilike playing games." Alastair's procedural entry was:
"Today Iplayed with Robin and we picked up S card and read the number. You
have to do the same with the A only you subtract and then comes the result."
Thirteen Grade Two children responded, all independently (5 socialization, 1
procedural, and 7 metacognitive). An example of asocialization entry was
given by James, namely: "Today Iplayed with Cooper. It was fun. Today we
played S. A. R." A procedural one was given by Rebecca: 'Today we played
SAR. It sure was fun. We couldn't use the R cards. We had to count them-instead we turned the S card and if it said 'Start with aset of 10' you would have
to put 10 sea shells on the mat." A metacognitive one was: "At SAR Ilearned
that when Ipredict Ithink what number Ihave to take away. It is afun game."
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Table 8
Num 4.3/2

Predicting from number sentences
Journal Response Summary

Socialization
With Teacher

Independent

Total

Procedural

Me1acognive

Ededic

3GR1

1

0

2

0

OGR2

0

0

0

0

3GR1

2

1

0

0

13GR2

5

1

7

0

19

8

2

9

0

There has been adaily increase in the Grade Two written responses and
to date this is the highest number of Grade Two metacognitive responses.
These last two activities have become more abstract and have involved
symbolic recording of numbers. The Grade Two children, many of whom
seemed to be quite familiar with the concepts, were beginning to feel
challenged by the materials and task before them. This could explain why more
were becoming involved in writing and that more of the writing was dealing with
metacognitive areas. These children were really thinking. It could also be that
there was enough review built into each lesson that the children were becoming
familiar with the concepts and were more eager to take risks with what and how
they were thinking. The metacognitive comments were for the most part
indicative of a relational understanding.
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Session 9:

Num 4.4/1

Personalised number stories

The activity for Session 9 was Num 4.4/1 Personalised number
stories.

Num 4.4/1 is the first activity in the section Num 4.4 NUMBER

STORIES: ABSTRACTING NUMBER SENTENCES. The main concept of Num
4.4 is " Numbers and numerical operations as models for actual happenings, or
for verbal descriptions of these" ( Skemp, 1989b,

p.

138). The abilities are: (i) To

produce numerical models in physical materials corresponding to given number
stories, to manipulate these appropriately, and to interpret the result in the
context of the number story: first verbally, then recording in the form of a
number sentence and (ii) To use number sentences predictively, to solve
verbally given problems (Skemp, 1989b,

p.

138). Num 4.4/1 is "an activity for 2

to 6children. Its purpose is to connect simple verbal problems with physical
events, linked with the idea that we can use objects to represent objects"
(Skemp, 1989b,

p.

138). The children need objects for counting, paper and

pencils, their names on small pieces of paper and sets of Start and Action
cards and number stories. After the children have chosen a number story they
put their name onto the blank in the story, shuffle the Start and Action cards,
place them face down in the appropriate places on the number story game
board, turn over aStart card, then an Action card, the named child reads the
story and works out the answer, while someone else records on paper what has
transpired.
The teacher passed out rectangular cards for students to put their names
on. The names fit into the blanks on the card. The teacher today is asubstitute
and is unfamiliar with the game. She read out the instructions from the book (as
described above). The children selected partners. James and Cooper were
partners; Alice and Margaret were partners. The introduction and initial
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discussion took about 25 minutes. The class action part took 20 minutes and
the journals took about 10 minutes.
Cooper made the equation 7 3= 3, checked his work by counting one
-

by one and then corrected it. James made the equation 10

-

2= 8. He had to

count one by one to get 10, count again one by one to get 2and also count and
check one by one to get 8. Cooper made the equation 10

-

5= 5. He knew the

answer right away. He counted by ones up to 10 and then by twos (although he
denied it). He then said that 10

+

5= 5and also said that he had been

practising take aways. He seemed a little confused, but when asked what 10
take away 5was, he could say 5. He used his fingers to help him count. It was
hard to get James started as he did not seem too interested in playing this
game. He read out, "James has 6cherries on his plate. He eats zero of them,
so now he has 6." James knew immediately the function of zero. Both boys
seemed to enjoy this activity. They needed blocks to help them count as if
unsure of the answer they obtained.
The researcher then asked the two boys if they knew what subtraction
was all about. Cooper said it was like taking away numbers to make them
smaller. James said it was making numbers smaller. When asked how
numbers were made smaller he said, " Ijust take away." The boys were then
asked if they knew any other words that were sometimes used in subtraction.
Cooper said to increase, got confused when challenged, and then changed it to
decrease. They started thinking about things like losing teeth and used the
words lose and lost. Pocket money resulted in the words spend and less than.
The boys were asked if they liked this activity. They said that yes, it was fun.
When asked what was fun about it, they could not make any statement. When
asked if they learned anything new this morning they said, "No

,

it's sort of like a

practice, isn't it? We've done this before with adding, but not subtracting."
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James wrote in his journal: "You used S. A. R. and we made an R ( result).
Please answer my question or else. Do you think it is like math?" The
researcher answered by saying: "Today Iwatched you and Cooper play this
game. You talked about it a lot as you were playing and seemed to really
understand it. These stories are like problems--very much apart of math."
Cooper wrote his journal entry with the teacher: "Ialways have the right
answer. Icount in my head and Icount by twos," (although he had earlier
denied that he had counted in twos).
The researcher then worked with Alice and Margaret. Alice read out her
problem card. " Istarted with aset of 5. Iate 5of them. My result is zero." Alice
was asked if she knew what zero meant. She said none. She was asked if it
changed what she started with if she took zero away. She said no. Alice and
Margaret had selected all the number cards up to ten and had organized them
in order in front of them to help them in locating the answers. They were not
using them as astrategy to get the answers. Once they had worked out the
answers they quickly found the card. Both these girls were very efficient at
finding the answers. When asked for other words to use instead of subtraction
they said "taking away," "make it less," "gave money to the shopkeeper," "spent
it," "give to my friends," "fell down" (some apples tell down from the bowl), "eat"
(eat some of the chocolate bar and there will be less), "falling out" or "losing" (as
in teeth), "drinking" or "pouring" ( milk), "flew away" (as in birds in acage), and
"jumped out (as in rabbits jumping out of a hutch). The girls continued giving
many more examples of taking away using words other than "take away" and
"subtract." They showed very clearly that they relationally understood the
concept of subtraction. In her journal Alice wrote: 'We did alot of subtracting.
For some examples Ipretended Ihad 7rabbits and Ileft the door open and one
of the rabbits was gone." The researcher wrote back: "Ireally liked the new
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stories that you and Margaret created. How can rabbits, apples and lost teeth
help you subtract?" Margaret wrote in her journal: "We had two pairs of start
cards. This game subtracts." The researcher wrote back: "Your new stories
that you created are super. Thanks for sharing them with me. You and Alice
seem to really know what subtraction is all about."
To date this was the most productive morning for the researcher, possibly
because of the involvement of the researcher (the experienced learner guiding
the inexperienced learner), in particular the questioning and prompting of the
children for them to generate different words to describe subtraction. The ways

in which the children were able to verbalize what they were doing and to show
the researcher by counting with blocks what they were trying to work out
indicated how they were thinking about subtraction. Both groups were very
conscious of their partners, but no mention was made about them in their
journals. They could explain the game and knew exactly what to do, although
the boys were uncertain that they could trust the answers they obtained. Both
groups were much more interested in creating new word problems, using their
own language and making up their own equations. This may have been partly
due to the researcher's initial prodding for different words to describe
subtraction. In any event the prodding seemed to have paid off and the wealth
of different language and ideas to describe subtraction situations was very
rewarding. The children were exhibiting a relational understanding, had
internalized the process of subtraction, and were using it in avery creative
manner.
Of the 18 children who responded in written form, 7were at the Grade
One level, 4of these working with the teacher on the large class journal. They
all wrote metacognitive responses, one of which was: " Ialways have the right
answer. Icount in my head and Icount by twos."

Of the 3other Grade

One
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children who responded, two wrote socialization entries, one of which was:
"Today Iplayed number stories. Ihad fun." Alice wrote a metacognitive entry,
recorded above. Fourteen Grade Two children responded (all independently).
Four wrote a socialization entry, an example of which was: " Iplayed with
Jeremy. He had amarker--it had arrows. We had name tags and S A R cards.
We shuffled the cards and then we played. He had to go to the washroom. We
had to go. Iwas right--it was fun." Four children wrote aprocedural entry, an
example of which was James': "You used S. A. R. and we made an R ( result).
Please answer my question or else. Do you think it is like math?" Three wrote a
metacognitive entry, an example of which was: " in this game Jack started first,
but when it was my turn it was interesting when Imove because when Iturned
over the start because the number is mostly nine."

Table 9:
Num 4. 4/1 Personalised number stories
Journal Response Summary

Mth Teacher

Independent

Total

Socialization

Procedural

Metacognitive

Eclectic

4GR1

0

0

4

0

OGR2

0

0

0

0

3GR1

2

0

1

0

11GR2

4

4

3

0

18

6

4

8

0

As indicated earlier, the verbal comments during the researcher student
interaction were clearly indicative of relational understanding. The
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metacognitve written comments alone did not clearly indicate that a relational
understanding existed. It seems to be quite important to connect the written
comments with what the children said. Metacognitive comments are indicative
of deep thinking and the thought or feeling that aconnection exists, but they do
not necessarily indicate that the connections have occurred, or what kinds of
connections have been made,

Session 10: Num 4. 4/2 Abstracting number sentences

For Session Ten the activity Num 4.4/2 Abstracting number
sentences was introduced. This is an extension of Personalised number
stories, this time in symbolic or abstract form. The children had to record their
equations in aspecified format. The teacher took about 10 minutes to introduce
the activity, showing the children the format she required of them in recording.
She had some children help her on the carpet, then the children found small
groups and worked on the activity for 15 minutes. During this time the
researcher worked only with Alice and Hachael and then spoke to James and
his partner during journal writing time.
Alice read from her number card: "Alice saw 10 rabbits in the field. Zero
ran away. Then there were 10 rabbits left in the field." When asked what
happens when zero is taken away she responded, "Well, there's the same
number left." When asked if she would respond to the question asked of her
yesterday in her journal by the researcher she responded, "Well, you can
always think about them ( rabbits, teeth, money). And, you don't always have to
think about harder things, like you don't always have to use multi- links, right."
The researcher replied, " It's going to get boring using multi- links if that's all we
can use to subtract with, isn't it? You didn't use them at all in the lesson today,
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did you?" Alice said, "Today we didn't use them. The teacher gave us some but
they were just laying down and we didn't use them. We don't use them
because they're too easy for us." The researcher said, "Too easy, so you're
able to subtract now without using these kinds of things. You can think of the
problem in your mind, can you?" The children both seemed to think they could
work the problem out in their minds without using any manipulatives. They had
in fact taken this dimension of subtraction to an abstract level. Alice and
Rachael took turns at making and reading the problems and recording them
horizontally and vertically. They were very articulate about their problems and
seemed to understand everything they were doing. Today Alice wrote in her
journal: "Today we played number stories and Ilike it. Today is my cousin's
birthday. Ilike what we did. Ilike Stepping Stones and Crossing." Rebecca,
Alice's partner for today, wrote: "Today Iplayed Number Stories. It was fun.
We had to turn over the start card and if it said 'start with aset of 10' you have to
put 10 on the mat."
James was working today with Jack and Cohn. The researcher spoke to
them during journal writing time and asked them to read out their entries.
James read: "Today Iplayed with Jack and Cohn. Ihad fun with them. Today I
had no strategies. Ilike math, do you?" Cohn wrote in his journal and read: " I
played number stories with Jack and James. We should play with 3 more often.
It is fun ,
.We played lots of games. Ilike this game." Jack read out: "Today at
Number Stories Ifound that it isn't very fun for me because the numbers that I
play with are very low and it's pretty easy. Ilike using big numbers because it
gives you more of achallenge because when you add and subtract, it's harder."
The two boys, Jack and Cohn, continually found the activities very easy.
They sometimes complained about being bored, but when extensions of the
activities were indicated they were able to rise to the challenge. They had afirm
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grasp of all aspects of subtraction and whoever they worked with benefitted
from their expertise with this skill area. On this particular day James benefitted
from the knowledge and challenge of his two partners; he seemed much more
attentive to what was going on and was able to read out and explain number
sentences with no difficulty. He used no cubes to help work out the answer and
said he had no particular strategy. Yet it was apparent from observing him that
something consistent was happening, which he was not able to articulate.
From the class of 27 children, 21 responded today with journal entries.
Seven Grade One children responded, 3of them with the teacher. Two of these
responses were socialization ones, one of them being: "when we were all done
the cards we mixed them up again. It was easy and fun. Since Iworked with
two people Idid quite a lot of pages." The one metacognitive response was: " I
taught Caitlyn acertain way of playing. Iput the start and action cards on the
floor instead of in apile. We picked them up to make astory. It's not as messy."
Four other Grade One children responded independently, all with socializationtype responses, an example of which is Alice's, namely: "Today we played
number stories and Ilike it. Today is my cousin's birthday. Ilike what we did. I
like Stepping Stones and Crossing." Eighteen Grade Two children responded,
8with socialization-type entries, 4with procedural ones, and 2with
metacognitive ones. James' entry: 'Today Iplayed with Jack and Cohn. Ihad
fun with them. Today Ihad no strategies. Ilike math, do you?" is an example of
asocialization response. Rebecca wrote aprocedural entry: "Today Iplayed
number stories. It was fun. We had to turn over the start card and if it said 'start
with aset of 10' you would have to put 10 on the mat." Jack's entry is an
example of a metacognitive response: "Today at Number Stories Ifound that it
isn't very fun for me because the numbers that Iplay with are very low and it's
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pretty easy. Ilike using big numbers because it gives you more of achallenge
because when you add and subtract, it's harder."
Although all the children with whom the researcher interacted seemed to
have a relational understanding of the concept, the same type of understanding
was not evident in the journal responses. This was quite an abstract, symbolic
activity and, although the children were able to talk about it with understanding,
they were possibly not able to write about it.
Table 10
Num 4. 4/2 Abstracting number sentences
Journal Response Summary

WfiiTeacher

Independent

Total

Session 11:

Socialization

Procedural

3GR1

2

0

1

0

OGR2

0

0

0

0

4GR1

4

0

0

0

14GR2

8

4

2

0

21

14

4

3

0

Num 4. 4/3

Metacognilive

Eclectic

Personalised number stories--predictive

For Session 11 the activity Num 4.4/3, Personalised number stories-predictive was introduced. This is afurther extension of activities Num 4.4 /1
and Num 4.4/2 with the emphasis on prediction.
On this particular day James was working with Alice and Caitlyn. The
following is an excerpt from atape transcript for the above activity.
James:

James has 9balloons. Ralph bursts 5of them. Now he
only has
left.
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Researcher:
James:
Alice:
Researcher:
Alice:

Caitlyn:
Researcher:
Caitlyn:
Researcher:
Caitlyn:
James:
Caitlyn:
Researcher:
James:

How did you get your 4?
Ijust thought. Iused my fingers in my head.
Alice had 7 big balloons. While she was playing she burst
one. Now she has 6 left.
How can you do that so quick?
If Ihave 7, when Itake one away Iknow it's back one so
it's 6. 7 minus 1equals 6. (Alice had recorded this
equation vertically and horizontally)
Caitlyn has 10 balloons. When she is playing she burst 2.
Now she only has 8left.
You got that very quickly.
Well, it's easy if it's a low number.
Which part is a low number?
2
James has 6 big balloons. While he is playing he bursts 3
of them. Now he only has 3.
You know how Ido it? Iwant to know, well, when Isee a
picture in my head Iwant to draw it right away.
Aha! So it doesn't go away. O.K. if Ihave 8oranges and I
don't eat any how many will Ihave left?
8

The 3children involved in this activity together were all using different
strategies to make sense of what they were doing. James thought of fingers in
his head, Alice knew she had to count backwards, and Caitlyn drew a picture in
her head. These 3children were aware that they could use these strategies to
help them find the correct answer and they could articulate what the strategies
were.
In their journals these same three children shared the following:
Caitlyn:

Today Iplayed with Alice and James. My strategy was I'm not
supposed to tell. It was so fun.
The researcher responded to Caitlyn: Thanks for secretly sharing your
strategy with me. Sounds like agood one.
Caitlyn had told Alice and James what her strategy was during the
activity time, but didn't feel she could openly share it in her journal. When
asked why she didn't want to share it she said that it was a really good strategy
and she always got the right answer if she used it.
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Alice:

Today we played Number stories and we had to guess our results.
And Iplayed with James and Caitlyn. My strategy was to use my
head and Ithink of apicture and take away from it.

This was not what she had shared with the group earlier, but on a
previous occasion she had shared asimilar strategy. The researcher
responded to Alice: Super strategy Alice; thanks for sharing it with me.
James:

Idid not have fun because Ilike the higher numbers. One of my
strategies along time ago.. (
did not finish)
Researcher: Keep going James. Iwould like to know what strategy you
used a long time ago.
.

Nineteen children responded today in journal format. Of these 19, 7
were at the Grade One level and 1of these 7worked with the teacher. She
wrote asocialization entry: " Irecorded 2times on apiece of paper." The other
teacher-led entry was from aGrade Two girl (the first and only teacher- led
response from Grade Two). She wrote: " It doesn't matter if you don't get the
right answer because sometimes people make mistakes." She later wrote the
exact comment in her own journal. Of the 17 children who wrote independently
6were from Grade One. Of these 6, 3wrote socialization comments, an
example of which is: "Today Iusually knew the number stories, so Iusually got
the numbers right and Ithought in my head." Three wrote metacognitive
comments, an example of which is Alice's, namely: "Today we played Number
stories and we had to guess our results. And Iplayed with James and Caitlyn.
My strategy was to use my head and Ithink of apicture and take it away." Of the
12 Grade Two entries, 4were socialization, an example of which is James': " I
did not have fun because Ilike higher numbers. One of my strategies along
time ago.

.

.

(
did not finish). Two were procedural, an example of which is: '9

played first. Itake apiece of paper and a number sheet and Ipicked up astart
card and Eleanor wrote that number and Ipicked up an action card and she
wrote that too. Then it was Eleanor's turn and she picked up astart card too
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and it was my turn and Idid the same and then it was Eleanor's turn again."
Five responses were metacognitive, an example of which is: 'When Iplayed
this game Ifound it boring because I'm agrade 2er and Ilike using really high
numbers."

Table 11:
Num 4. 4/3

Personalised number stories--predictive
Journal Response Summary

Sodalization
With Teacher

Independent

Total

Procedural

Metacognilive

Edec

1GR1

1

0

0

0

1GR2

0

0

1

0

6GR1

3

0

3

0

11GR2

4

2

5

0

19

8

2

9

0

This activity was an extension of Session 9. It produced about the same
range of journal entry responses as did Session 9 (6socialization, 4 procedural
and 8 metacognitive). Alice's comment about thinking of amental picture is
indicative of relational understanding, but the "boring" comment shows no

-

indication that the child had any relational understanding. Again the need to
connect the written with the verbal is necessary.
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Session 12: Num 4. 5/3 Diver and wincher

For Session 12 the section Num 4.5 NUMERICAL COMPARISON OF
TWO SETS was introduced, in particular the activity Num 4.5/3 Diver and
wincher. The concepts to be developed in Num 4.5 are
(i)

(ii)
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

(iv)

Numerical difference between two sets, combined with the
relationship 'is greater than' or ' is smaller than': e.g., 'This set
is 3greater than that set.'
Difference between two numbers, as in (i).
The abilities are
To be able to say which of the two sets, or two numbers, is the
larger; and by how many.
To express this comparison in the alternative way, i.e. which is
the smaller, and by how many.
To be aware of the equivalence of these two statements.
To use the general notation for subtraction.
(Skemp, 1989b, pp. 142-143).
The activity Diver and wincher is "agame for two children.

Its purpose

is to use numerical comparison at a mental level, to achieve goals in a physical
situation" ( Skemp, 1989b, p.143). To play this game the children need a model
of a boat with adiver. The wincher, on the deck of the boat lowers or raises the
diver according to instruction from the diver. The game requires aone-to- nine
die and ashaker.
The teacher took about 10 minutes to introduce this activity. She
explained the meaning of diver and fathoms. " If the wincher lets you out 2
fathoms you then go to the 2fathom level. If the next card says 5fathoms, how
many more fathoms from 2fathoms do Iget let out to get to 5. The card gives
the level you're to be on, NOT the number you go up or down." During this part
of the introduction, with all the children sitting as usual on the carpet, James
was very noticeably upset. He had fallen in a mud puddle and had dirty pants
and he was upset that his mother would be mad. Consequently, he was a little
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distracted and not completely focussed on the explanation of the activity. The
teacher continued to give examples such as: " If we're on the 5fathom level and
we have to get to the 1fathom level what will we ask the wincher to do?" Robin
said, " Haul me up 6fathoms." Jack said, "Let me out 1fathom." The children
were having some difficulty grasping this concept. Jack said, "How will you ever
get to 10?" "Good question," said the teacher. "The dice only goes up to 9so 9
is the highest level you can get to."
The children found apartner, got acard and adie that went up to nine
and went off to spend the next 25 minutes playing this activity.
The following is an excerpt from atape transcript illustrating an
interaction between James, Cohn, Peter and the researcher.
Researcher:
James:
Researcher:
James:
Researcher:
James:
Researcher:
James:

It's quite difficult to play this game. How did the
teacher tell you to play?
Well, you roll the dice and then if it lands on a6and you
tell the wincher to let you down 6.
O.K. do that. Now the difficulty comes in the second time
you roll. O.K. let's see.
5
What does that mean now?
Let me up one fathom.
Why do you ask him to let you up?
Because the dice t
ells you where to go.

James did in fact seem to, at this point anyway, understand what he had
to do. He realized that 5fathoms was ashallower level than 6and that he had
to go up one to get there.
Researcher:
Cohn:
Researcher:
Cohn:
Researcher:
Cohn:

How do you think you play Cohn?
Well, you take and roll the dice and it says 6, it doesn't
mean you go down 6. It means you go to 6.
How many fathoms do you go up?
You have to go up 3fathoms ( he was on 9). The diver
asks the wincher to do it and up he does it.
The number you roll on the dice, that number is what?
That tells you to go down or up. Say you roll 6and then
9, you don't go up 9, you go down to 9and then ask the
wincher to let him down 3fathoms to get to 9.
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Peter:

( noticeably fidgeting and wanting attention) Yeah and
when the diver gets to the boat we change sides.
Right now I'm the diver and Igot a9. Isay, "let me up 9
fathoms" and then he lets me up 9fathoms. Now Ishake
again and say, " let me up 1fathom ( he had rolled an 8).

At this point all three boys, in their explanation of the game to the
researcher, seemed to understand quite well how to play the game. The
transcript continues with the game in progress.
James: ( rolls a5) Wincher, let me down 5fathoms.
Peter: (the wincher) O.K.
James: ( rolls a3) Let me up 3
(He should have asked the wincher to let him up 2so that he would land on
3)
James:
Let me up 2 (Cohn corrected him)
James:
Let me down 4 ( he lands correctly on 7)
James:
Let me up 3 ( he lands correctly on 4)
Researcher:
Because your destination is 4fathoms. Do you find this
game harder than others?
James:
yes, 'cos it's harder with numbers.
The boys continued for afew minutes getting positioned on the correct
level. Then the researcher realized they were using the line at the side of the
paper to help them count backwards and forwards. They readily admitted it, but
seemed to require to use it to accurately determine which level they were to be
on. These 3boys also used their fingers to help calculate the correct level.
They seemed a little confused about the number to go up or down and the place
to land on. They did understand how the game was to be played, but needed
the concrete help of fingers or lines on the board to arrive at the correct level.
The researcher then continued with Alice and Janice. They knew that the
first number meant the first level and the second number involved going down
or going up to the next level. However they cheated. Alice rolled a9and then a
4 and Janice pulled her up to a 4 level without Alice making any comment such
as "wincher pull me up 5fathoms."
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The following is a short excerpt from acontinuation of the earlier
transcript.
Researcher:
Alice:
Researcher:
Alice:
Researcher:
Alice:
Researcher:
Alice:
Researcher:
Janice:
Researcher:

Alice:
Researcher:
Janice:

Alice and Jesse, Iwant to ask you the same questions
that Iasked the boys. Put your diver down 9fathoms.
Say you roll a4, what does that mean?
You go to 4.
How do you work out where to land?
You're the wincher and you're asked to move him so many
fathoms.
But how do you know how many?
We count them with our fingers.
O.K. You roll a9and then a4, now what do you do?
Go back to 4.
Oh, so you say where he has to land and then you work out
how many he has to go up?
This is afun game.
Ihear everyone much louder today and having more fun
and I've heard arguments. Did you find this challenging,
Alice?
Ifound it very easy.
How about you, Jesse?
Well, so and so. Ifound it hard and easy too.

Before they wrote in their journals the teacher asked them to write about
what was achallenge for them. She said she did not want anyone to write
about who their partners were or who won.
The following are the journal entries for the above five children on this
particular day:
James:
Cohn:

Peter:

Today Iplayed anew game. Imade 2mistakes. It is hard
for me. It is only hard when you roll your second number.
Me and Peter played divers and winchers. Paul was the
wincher twice and the diver once. Iwas the diver twice and
the wincher once. It is better for me than the other games
we have played because the last one was very easy
because we were only subtracting and in this game you
add and subtract. It is fun. The diver has the hardest drop
because he has to get the subtraction right and the wincher
doesn't.
Ifound that it is harder to find the right number in this on the
scale you might say because when the right number is in
your head for when you go up or down, you forget how

Alice:

Janice:
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many fathoms you have to ask the wincher to go up or
down.
9-5=4 My strategy was to take away the number that the die
said to and Iwould count the levels up to the level Ineeded.
This game was alittle hard and alittle easy. It was fun. It
was easy for me because all there was is adiver and a
wincher. You have to move it up or down and count the
numbers.
You pull the diver to the number on the die. We knew
where to go by counting with my fingers. This game was
sort of hard and sort of easy.

This was avery challenging game for the children. Some thought it was
easy and in fact stated that it was easy, but they were using inefficient strategies
to arrive at the answer. To move the diver around the board according to the
number on the die provided the correct result, but not the most efficient strategy
for arriving at the result. Although most children could articulate how to play the
game, the enactment of the game was quite different from the description of it.
This game introduces a new aspect of subtraction, that of comparison and
determining the relationships of smaller than or greater than. There was avery
high noise level in the room and agreat amount of arguing over the play.
Children were inventing their own ways to play the game and only seemed like
they were playing it correctly until they were closely watched. As the teacher
wrote in a report about this activity: "Many of the children found the wincher's
job the easiest to do, and found being the diver difficult for two reasons: they
didn't seem to have the strategy for their commands to the wincher, and the
strategies they were using were not concrete, rather, they were using their eyes
to count levels, or their recall of basic facts to help." This activity produced a
great deal of discussion between students and teacher and much more writing
in journals than had previously been the case. It is interesting that Alice found
the game easy and yet while playing she was not playing the game by the rules,
although she was able to state what the rules were.
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Today 22 out of the 27 children responded in journal format, 8of these at
Grade One level and 14 at Grade Two level. Of the 8Grade One entries, 2
(both procedural) were written with the teacher, 1of these being: " Irolled the
dice then Igot a3. Margaret got a4. Ihad to move down 4. She moved down
3. She had to go down 1. That was just how you could do it." Of the other 6
Grade One entries, 3were socialization, an example of which is: "Iliked this
game. It was neat. It was fun. Eleanor always picked the same number." One
was procedural: "Today Iplayed divers and winchers. It was fun. What we do
is somebody be the wincher and somebody be the diver. The diver rolls the
dice. When the diver says what number the wincher puts you there. We had
fun. We got lots of numbers." Two were metacognitive, an example of which is
Alice's: "9 5=4 My strategy was to take away the number that the die said to
-

and Iwould count the levels up to the level Ineeded. This game was a little
hard and alittle easy. It was fun. It was easy for me because all there was is a
diver and awincher. You have to move it up or down and count the numbers."
At the Grade Two level the 14 responses were divided into 4socialization, 3
procedural and 7 metacognitive. An example of a Grade Two socialization
entry was: "Today Iplayed wincher and diver.. Ihad alittle bit of fun. Ihad to
help Nathan a little and Iunderstand and Nathan does too even if Iyell at him
cos he is my friend and Iknow how he feels. Ihad been the diver two times and
Ihad been the wincher one time and Nathan had been the wincher two times
and the diver one time." An example of aprocedural entry was Janice's: "You
pull the diver to the number on the die. We knew where to go by counting with
my fingers. This game was sort of easy." An example of ametacognitive entry
was Cohn's: " Me and Peter played divers and winchers. Paul was the wincher
twice and the diver once. Iwas the diver twice and the wincher once. It is better
for me than the other games we have played because the last one was very
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easy because we were only subtracting and in this game you add and subtract.
It is fun. The diver has the hardest drop because he has to get the subtraction
right and the wincher doesn't."
Table 12
Num 4.5/3

Diver and wincher

Journal Response Summary

WrthTeather

Independent

Total

Sodafization

Procedural

Melacognitive

Ededic

2GR1

0

2

0

0

OGR2

0

0

0

0

6GR1

3

1

2

0

14GR2

4

3

7

0

22

7

6

9

0

This activity produced the greatest number of journal responses to date
and the greatest number of metacognitive journal responses for the entire
research study. As indicated earlier, however, some children who appeared to
be understanding the concept and thought the activity easy were not using the
most efficient strategy to arrive at the answer. Alice's journal entry is classified
as metacognitive, because she stated that she had astrategy, but her strategy
was not the most efficient one. This activity produced agreat deal of
puzzlement, frustration, and challenge. The children were intrigued by the
activity and showed obvious signs of being engrossed and highly motivated. It
was a new subtraction concept and at this point it appeared that only afew
children had relationally understood the concept.
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Session 13: Num 4. 5/1

Capture

For Session 13 the activity was Capture ( Num 4.5/1). Capture is "a
game for two. Its purpose is to introduce the comparison aspect of subtraction"
(Skemp, 1989b,

p.

221). For this activity the children need 2 number tracks from

1to- 10, a 1-to-6die and 10 cubes for each player. After the die has been rolled
for each player the appropriate number of cubes are placed on each number
track. Whoever has more has to give the other player the number of cubes
more that he has. The cubes taken off the track cannot be used for further
placement on the track, but they can, if necessary, be given back to the other
player. When all the cubes are captured or the player does not have enough to
put down what the die requires the game is over. The other person is the
winner.
This activity was introduced and led by the student teacher. The
introduction was conducted as usual with all the children sitting on the carpet in
front of the teacher. The teacher played the game with Peter. She rolled adie
and said six and then put six cubes on a number track. Peter rolled atwo. The
teacher said, " Now we must compare what Ihave with what Peter has." She
had two children stand up to compare similarities and differences regarding
who had more. She diverted their attention back to the number track and asked
the children how to compare the two sets of cubes. Alice said, " By color: The
teacher's are black. J. Paul's are green. The teacher explained that she has
four more so Peter has to give her four. The teacher rolled again. This time she
got 4and Peter got 5so she had to give Peter one. The third roll resulted in the
teacher getting 1and Peter getting 5so she had to give him 4 (3of his own and
1of hers). The next roll gave the teacher a2and Peter a6. He quickly said she
had to give him 4 more. The class were quite active and noisy. They seemed to
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consider the game asort of race. Many children were talking and moving as the
teacher talked, and many were cheering Peter by saying, "Go Paul go." The
teacher quickly finished the 10 minute demonstration by telling the children that
if they rolled a5 but did not have that many cubes then the other person would
capture them. If they rolled the same number of cubes, they should just
continue playing.
Everyone seemed very excited to begin this activity. They quickly found
apartner, abag of cubes, 2 number tracks, and adie and spent the next 20
minutes busily playing the activity.
The following is an excerpt from atape transcript of the above activity
illustrating an interaction between James and Cohn and between Alice and
Janice.
Researcher:
Cohn:

James:
Researcher:
James:
Researcher:
Cohn:
James:
Cohn:
James:

Cohn, what have you done so far?
We've rolled the dice and Igot 4the first time and he got
1so he gives me 3. Then Igot 4again and he got 3so he
gives me 1. Now I'm going to roll --- 3.
Now I'm going to give back 2 men so Idon't get captured.
How would that make you less able to be captured?
Because if Igive him 2of my men they would be
captured, so Igive him 2of his men
What happens if you both get a6?
If we both get a6we just take our blocks off.
You have to give me one of yours (to Cohn).
You got 1and Igot 6.
If he gets 2and Iget 6 he would have 4more and he
rolled a5and I... (got mixed up).
got a6.
Iwon it.
No, we tied.
She goes first. She has to give me one. Now it's your
turn.
1
6
Iowe you 5; here's your 5 blocks.
lgot a4
Ihope Iget a6---1. Iowe you 3
3
2
.

Cohn:
James:
Janice:
Alice:
Janice:
Alice:
Janice:
Alice:
Janice:
Alice:

.
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Janice:
Alice:

You owe me one of mine.
This game can be a long one.

The game went on for afew more minutes and Jesse won.
Alice:
Janice:
Alice:
Janice:
Researcher:
Alice:
Janice:
Alice:

Now I'm going to be yellow and you're pink and Igo
first ... 6
4--I owe you 2.
Ihope she gets a 1
6
Maybe you'll get a6too.
5--I only owe you one.
2
4

Alice thought she was winning but after afew more minutes Janice got
lucky and won the game again.
The journal entries for the above 4children are as follows:
James:

Cohn:

Alice:

Janice:

Today Cohn and me only played one game for the whole
math period. When the teacher flashed the lights Cohn and
me finished the game.
Me and James kept playing one game of Capture all math
time. Nobody won. It was fun. Sometimes James didn't
believe me when the dice said 6and Isaid 5by an
accident. Just as the teacher flashed the lights it was atie. I
liked this game because some of the numbers were hard.
Today we played Capture and Iwon 4times. Janice won 0
times. It was fun. Iwant to play it again and Ihad alot of
fun playing it. Pretend Ihad a6and Janice had a3. Then
Janice would have to give me 3of hers. If we both got the
same number we wouldn't have to give anything. She was
terribly mad. She said that she would make herself turn red
and then fall flat on her face and hurt her toe.
Today Iwent to capture. Iplayed with Alice. You capture
other people's cubes.

Everyone in the room seemed to be really enjoying this game. Many
complained when the lights flashed and they had to stop and clear up. The
children had little difficulty understanding the rules of the game and could
explain it clearly when asked to do so. The noise level during activity time was
very high, probably due to the high level of competition. Cohn and James
played the same game for 20 minutes and although James got abit confused
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they both seemed to be very efficient at determining how many cubes to give
the other person. When asked how they knew the answer so quickly they both
said they looked at both rows of cubes and where one ended they counted on
to get to the end of the other one ( matching one to one, determining which is
longer and by how much). The transcript of the game played between Alice
and Janice gave no indication of Alice winning and some definite indication that
Janice won at least two games. However, in the journal entry Alice had won 4
and Janice none. One might wonder why it would be important for Alice to
make up astory in her journal. The girls also used the counting on strategy to
get the answer.

Both the girls and the boys used the concrete presence of the

cubes on the number tracks to assist them in determining how many to give
their partner. Cohn was beginning to make aconnection between the first throw
of the die and set of cubes and the second number on the die without the cubes
actually being present. There was afeeling that one could plan to get acertain
number, that there was in fact some kind of hidden strategy to get the wished-for
six. Some children seemed reluctant to say that this was agame of luck or
chance.
Twenty-four out of 27 children responded today in written journal format.
This is the greatest response throughout the study. Many of the journal entries
were long and quite involved in the description of the activity and what occurred
between the child and partner. Four children (all Grade One) wrote with the
teacher. Two responses were socialization, one of which was: "it was afunny
game. Hugh won 4times and Cooper won 3times." Two responses were
procedural, one of which was: "you see if the number is the same height and if
it's not then you have to give the person 4if you have 2and they have 6." The
other 6 Grade One responses (all independent) consisted of 3 socialization, 1of
which was Janice's: "Today Iwent to capture. Iplayed with Alice. You capture
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other people's cubes." Two were procedural, 1of which was Alice's: "Today
we played Capture and Iwon 4times. Janice won 0times. It was fun. Iwant to
play it again and Ihad a lot of fun playing it. Pretend Ihad a6and Janice had a
3. Then Janice would have to give me 3of hers. If we both got the same
number we wouldn't have to give anything. She was terribly mad. She said
that she would make herself turn red and then fall flat on her face and hurt her
toe." An example of ametacognitive comment was: "Today Iplayed Capture to
get high numbers. Ijust nicked off lots of high numbers. Ihad green cubes and
Robin had red and the score was 2-2." Alastair explained that if he got high
numbers then there would be little chance of giving away any of his cubes. If he
got low numbers then he would most likely have to give some to his partner. At
the Grade Two level 14 children responded, all independently. Four were
socialization entries, an example of which was James': "Today Cohn and me
only played one game for the whole math period. When the teacher flashed the
lights Cohn and me finished the game." Six entries were procedural, an
example of which was: "Today Iplayed a new game called Capture and Arnold
won 3times and Iwon no times. This is how you play. First you have atrack
and you have adice too and you have some multihinks too and you have to roll
the die." Four were metacognitive, an example of which was: "Today at this
game it kind of confused me because when Iplayed the game Ididn't quite
understand some of the rules. It was interesting when Ikept rolling a6 in the
first game. The game was kind of difficult because when somebody rolls the
dice its funny when the person might get aone."
This activity produced a high noise level and much competition. It was a
very social activity. It was also quite an easy activity for the children to learn
how to play. It involved only afew materials, was quick to organize and only
required 2 people. Games involving more than 2seemed to create more
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argument and consequently more time was needed to sort out disagreements
and get everyone back on track. Groups of 2worked very well, providing the 2
children were compatible. Everyone liked to have aturn and have one
frequently. With 2there was ashort waiting time. For all of these reasons, and
possibly others, the fewer metacognitive comments in the journals were not
surprising. The children were more interested in who they played with, who
won and how many times and what the game was like. However, it was evident
during the researcher-student interaction time, that there was evidence of
relational understanding as the children explained their strategies for playing
Capture.
Table 13
Num 4. 5/1 Capture
Journal Response Summary

With Teacher

Independent

Total

Sodalization

Procedural

Metacognitive

Eclectic

4GR1

2

2

0

0

OGR2

0

0

0

0

6GR1

3

2

1

0

14GR2

4

6

4

0

24

9

10

5

0

Session 14: Num 4. 5/2 Laying the table

The activity for Session 14 was Num 4.5/2 Laying the table. This is
"an activity for six children. Its purpose is to introduce numerical comparison of
two sets in apractical everyday situation" ( Skemp, 1989b,

p.

143). For this
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activity the children need 8knives, forks, spoons, plates, cups and saucers, and
cards representing appropriate numbers of each of the objects. The shuffled
cards are selected individually by the students, after which each student gets
the appropriate number of table items indicated on the card. Once everyone
has the correct number of objects the game proceeds by each child reading out
what is on the card, then saying how many children are actually present at the
table, and indicating how many more of each object is now needed. Then they
lay the table. If they have made their comparisons correctly each child at the
table should have one each of all the utensils.
The teacher introduced this game by showing the children cards with
pictures to represent saucers, knives, forks, plates, cups and spoons. She said
it was agame for 6children. Each child should pick acard and gather the
appropriate number of utensils. The table is set with the materials shown on the
cards. Then the children sit down and determine what is missing.
The children were sorted into groups of 6. Each group was given a
bucket of utensils and apacket of cards. On this particular day there were extra
adults in the room so every group had an adult working with it. The researcher
began with the group that Alice was in, but one child in this group became very
difficult and made the task of playing the game almost impossible. The
researcher then moved to the group that James was in. This group was
extremely noisy and excitable. Everyone had to go to the bathroom ( not all at
the same time). They were all talking at the same time and it was very difficult to
settle them down to ask any questions or even to listen clearly to what they were
saying. Everyone in the group seemed to be quite clear about what they had to
do and could easily produce the correct answer. They were much more
preoccupied with the tiny utensils and what other interesting tasks they could
perform on them. The following tape excerpt will clarify this point: (James and
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six other boys are playing this game. It is not clear on the tape exactly who is
talking at any one time).
Researcher:
James:
Researcher:
James:
Researcher:
James:
Researcher:
James:
Researcher:
Cooper:
Researcher:
Cooper:
Researcher:
Alastair:
Researcher:
Alastair:
Researcher:
Alastair:
Researcher:
Alastair:

How many plates did you have?
2
You have to set the table for 7so how many more do you
need?
5
Did Rob give you the right number?
Yes
Do you have 7 now?
7
Cooper, how many cups the first time?
6
The table has to be set for 7. How many more do you
need?
1to make 7.
Alastair, how many knives to begin with?
4
How many more to make 7?
3
Did Robin give you the right number?
No, not yet.
Can you make the right number?
One radical, two radical... (counts to 7) knives.

The boys fooled around abit and Robin who was in charge of the
utensils deliberately gave the boys the wrong number of utensils. They all knew
what they had and how many they needed. They had to subtract from seven to
get what they needed and they all did this in their heads very quickly.
Researcher:
How many do you have? Get all your parts in front of you.
James:
Ineed aplate and afork.
Researcher: (who was playing the part of troubleshooter) Alastair (the
new caretaker of utensils), James needs aplate and a
fork.
James:
Thank you.
Researcher:
Give yburseif afork Robin. O.K., Look and see how many
different things are in front of you.
Robin:
Look at this. I'm eating my card.
Researcher:
O.K. boys, do you want to start again?(they seemed to be
in great confusion about where their utensils were located)
Robin:
Can Ihave 4 knives?

Researcher:
Alastair:
Researcher:
Paul:
Researcher:

Cooper:
Researcher:
Cooper:
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Good, you decided to give them to him. Alastair, what is on
your card?
3of them (points to picture on card)
O.K., Paul, what's on your card
5saucers
You're all set now--James, Paul and there should be one
here. O.K. Cooper what have you done with your card ( he's
sitting on it).
(produces card) 3 spoons
They're not spoons.
3cups

The game continued 2 more times with different caretakers. The
researcher stayed with this group as it was obvious it would have degenerated
into agame of hiding cards and throwing or hiding utensils. All boys could
quickly and easily calculate the exact number of pieces they needed.
The journal entries from some of the boys with whom the researcher worked
were as follows:
James:

Paul:
Rob:
Michael:
Andrew:

Alastair:

Today Iplayed with 6other boys. The game was easy. The
game was boring. Say Ihad 5saucers. To get 7 Iwould
have to get 2more.
Today Iplayed Laying the table. It was fun.
Today Iplayed Laying the table with ... it was fun.
Iplayed with... Iwish Icould play this game again. Igot
the 2tries. It was fun.
Today Iplayed Lay the table and Ihad fun playing it. This is
how you play. First, 1had to get 6children and they were...
We had fun setting the table and Iforgot what we're
supposed to do.
Today Iplayed in agroup of 7and it went like this. First I
put up acard. It might say 2knives. If it did then Iwould ask
the person that passed out the things to give me 2knives.

This activity put classroom management to the test. The children were
very restless and fidgety throughout the whole activity. Although the children
knew how to correctly compute the math involved, they only did so when
requested to by an adult. The general feeling from the group of seven that the
researcher worked with was that the game was not enough of achallenge.
These boys either knew or had quickly memorized their number facts to seven
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or had remembered the utensil in the picture. The picture of afork signified the
number needed. They were not inventing any new strategies. Instead they
were much more intent to play with the' utensils and call them funny names.
These boys did not really consider this to be amath activity. They said it was
too easy, too much fun, and it was like playing house.
Alice's journal entry for this day was:
Iplayed Laying the table with.... We liked it. Iwant to do that again.
When will we play Crossing or Stepping Stones and when will we have
quiet reading. Iwant to do this game again because this game is perfect
for me. Iwant to do more reading.
The teacher responded: What makes this aperfect game for you?
Alice:

It was a little challenging for me and alittle easy.

Twenty-three children responded today with written journal entries, 4with
the teacher and 19 independently. The 4who wrote entries with the teacher
consisted of 2socialization comments, an example of which was: "Sometimes I
don't get aturn. Idon't like working with 6people. Ilike to work with 2." There
were 2 metacognitive entries, an example of which was: " it teaches you about
setting the table and about math and about how many to add." Peter, Alastair
and Alice ( recorded above) all showed examples at the Grade One level of
independent entries of the types socialization, procedural and metacognitive
respectively. Ten Grade One children responded in total. Thirteen Grade Two
children responded. Five of the responses were of a socialization nature, an
example of which was: "Today we did a new game. It was fun. The teacher
said to get into groups of 7. Ilike this game." Five of the responses were
procedural, an example of which was: " How you play ( 1) Iget 7people (2) one
person is the tubkeeper (3) turn over the card (4) it will say something (5) the
tubkeeper gives you what you need (6) then people get cards (7) when
everybody has acard (8) they tell the tubkeeper (9) how much they need to
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make 6 ( 10) have fun setting the table." Three responses were metacognitive,
an example of which is James' entry: James: "Today Iplayed with 6other boys.
The game was easy. The game was boring. Say Ihad 5saucers. To get 7, I
would have to get 2 more."

Table 14
Num 4.5/2 Laying the table
Journal Response Summary

With Teacher

Independent

Total

Socializati
on

Procedural

Metacogni'dve

Ededic

4GR1

2

0

2

0

OGR2

0

0

0

6GR1

4

1

1

0

13GR2

5

5

3

0

23

11

6

6

0

This game was another very social one, involving about 7children in
each group. The room was extremely noisy throughout this activity and it was
very obvious that socialization was taking precedence over following the
directions for the activity. The materials were familiar to the children in real life,
but many had never played house with them in the classroom. The children
were playing with the dishes, calling them funny names, and throwing them
around. Many of the children considered this game very easy. When asked, all
the children said they understood what to do and when questioned could give
the correct answers very quickly. Some seemed a little confused. They thought
the game was easy, but felt there was a hidden challenge. Most of the
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metacognitive journal comments related to terms like "easy," "boring," or
"challenging," none of which indicate evidence of relational understanding.

Session 15: Num 4. 5/3 Diver and wincher

For Session 15 the activity Diver and wincher was tackled again, 5
days following the initial activity. This game had caused some confusion during
Session 12. Many children found it challenging, but many had not played it
according to the directions. The teacher wanted to ensure that all the children
properly understood the concept of comparison in subtraction. She introduced
the activity by telling the children that, "
Diver and wincher was harder
because you can't see the number. You have to keep it in your head." Jeremy
asked, " If you're on 10 and you throw a10, what do you tell the wincher to do?"
The die only goes up to 9so it would not be possible to be on ten. The teacher
asked James, "if you were at 2and rolled a2, where would you go?" James
answered by telling his own story and showed his confusion. The teacher
asked, "How do you figure out how many to go up or down?" James answered,
"Count the spaces and guess in your head." The teacher then responded,
"O.K., Irolled a7. What do Itell the wincher?" James replied, "Let me out 6
fathoms." The teacher asked, " Is he right? Hands up for this number of fathoms
Hands up for another prediction.... Hands up for not sure..

. ."

Most

children chose adifferent prediction and arrived at the answer of 7fathoms.
After about 20 minutes of introduction and discussion the teacher passed out
the materials for the game, while the children sat in groups in acircle on the
carpet. She kept the children in these groups near her on the carpet while she
demonstrated once again how to play the game. This time the children played
the game in their groups, following her directions. She rolled a 1and said,
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"Take me to the level of 1fathom." Everyone did that. She rolled the die again
and got a5. The teacher asked the class what the command would now be to
the wincher. Elizabeth said to the class that she had told the wincher to let her
down 5fathoms. The teacher asked Elizabeth to look at her depth gauge. It
said 6. Michael said, "Take me to level 5." The teacher said, " No, we can't tell
the wincher to take you to anumber. We must tell the wincher how far to let you
go down." The children seemed to be getting the idea of what to do. The
researcher spoke to James in his group regarding his understanding of what to
do. He said, " Irace to the first number. Iunderstand more that you have to go
up to the number and not just go up 2or 3." Alice was on level 8and had just
rolled athree. She told the wincher to pull her up to level 3. She should have
asked to be pulled up 5fathoms so that she would arrive at level three. She
found it hard to keep the original number in her head.
All the activity time was spent in groups around the teacher. No tape
transcripts were made because the entire activity time was taken up by the
teacher and class interaction. The journal entries for this day proved very
fruitful.

Twenty-two children responded, 9Grade Ones and 13 Grade Twos. Of

the 9Grade Ones, 3wrote with the teacher. One entry, asocialization one was:
"Sometimes my teacher is my partner. Igot a7. Go up or down here. Iget 3and
Igo up 4." A second entry was procedural: "Say Mandy rolled a3. Then it said
3again. You can't go, so you had to roll the dice again. Then you got aone,
then you had to move up 1, no 3, no 2, then you're up. What if you get a6.
Then you have to go down to 6. If you're on 3then you have to move down 3
more. Three down and three down is 6." The third teacher-led entry was a
metacognitve one: 'The way Idid it is Iused my fingers and my eyes. Icount on
my hands by 2's. Icount 2,4,6,8. If Ican't do it by twos Ido it by l's. Ithink
where I'm going to end up at to decide." The other 6Grade One entries, all
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independent, comprised 2 socialization and 4 metacognitive entries. An
example of asocialization entry was: "Today Iplayed with Margaret. Iplayed
Divers and Winchers. We had fun. We played two times."

An example of a

metacognitive entry was: " If Irolled a6and Iwas on 7, Iwould say ' bring me up
1.' The first time Igot 0it was 10. That time Iwas on the boat." Alice also had a
metacognitve response: "Today we played Divers and Winchers. Iwant to do
that game again. Ithought this game was easier for me this time than last time.
Iwant to do aperfect game for me." Of the 13 grade two entries, 2were
socialization, an example of which was: "Ihad agreat time at Divers and
Winchers. My partner was Elizabeth and we played a long time together.
Elizabeth was the wincher first. Iwas the diver. Irolled a6. Ihad to tell
Elizabeth 6and 9and she knew all the other numbers, but one time Iwas
looking for zero and Elizabeth said go and Iwent and lgot azero." One entry
was procedural: "Today Iplayed with Tracy. It was hard when we started. Then
we started to do what we had to do. What we had to get amat to play with and a
dice to roll with. When we had all the things we needed we had to set the game
up before we played the game. We started to play. Somebody had to be the
diver. Tracy kept saying, 'doesn't the diver know how to breathe?' It was so
funny when she says that Iwas the wincher." Nine of the entries were
metacognitive, an example of which was James' response: "Divers and
winchers today. Ifound it was better for me and Iunderstand it better. Today I
played with Michael. Last time Ifound it hardest of all."
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Table 15
Num 4.5/3

Diver and wincher

Journal Response Summary

Socialization
Wah Teacher

Independent

Total

Procedural Melacognitive

Ededic

3GR1

1

1

1

0

OGR2

0

0

0

0

6GR1

2

0

4

0

13GR2

2

1

9

1

22

5

2

14

1

As indicated in the above table Num 4.5/3 produced a high number of
metacognitive responses. Most of these responses were of adiscovery nature.
The children reported that the activity was easier in Session 15 than in Session
12. The children now wrote as if they understood it better and could record
some of the reasons. During the teacher-class discussion time the children had
many opportunities to ask questions and give responses. The teacher
remarked later that she was reasonably pleased with the students'
understanding of the concept of the missing addend at a mental level. Possibly
the time taken by the teacher to ensure that the children did develop a relational
understanding promoted the high number of metacognitive reponses. The
element of review or practice has great impact on the children's understanding.
What children are unable to do on their own they can possibly do with the help
and guidance of a more experienced learner. However, the high number of
metacognitive reponses does not by itself indicate relational understanding.
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Some of the children who wrote such responses were not clearly articulating
any evidence of relational understanding.

Session 16: Num 4. 5/1

Capture

For Session 16 Capture ( Num 4. 5/1) was repeated. Again the teacher
felt that the children had not properly assimilated the concept of comparison
and wanted the children to try this game once again. Last time it was played it
had evoked such strong competition that this could have slightly clouded what
learning was occurring. The teacher took only afew minutes to review the rules
for this activity and the rest of the time was spent in groups of two working
through the activity.
This activity produced 22 journal responses, 8from Grade One and 14
from Grade Two. Four of the Grade One entries were teacher-led ones and
consisted of 1socialization: " Iplayed this game. Ilike number 6. Iwon one
game"; 1procedural: "When you have 2and the other person has 1, they give
you 1of theirs and it's like taking away"; and 2 metacognitive, an example of
which is: "When you get a6it is more likely that your partner will get alower
number and you will capture some of their cubes." The other 4Grade One
entries consisted of the same distribution as the teacher- led ones. The
socialization entry was: "Iplayed with Allison." The procedural one was: "This
game is subtraction. Somebody takes the blocks." An example of a
metacognitive response (Alice's) was: "This time Iplayed capture it was harder
for me to play because Ileft the game for awhile. Iwas not as good at it as last
time. Iwant to play lots of games in math. Ilike math because you learn lots in
math. Math is good for me because it helps me learn alot and if someone asks
me what 6+ 6is you will know, thank-you." Of the 14 Grade Two entries, 6were
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socialization, an example of which was: "Today Iplayed capture. It was a little
bit good today. Ihad to help Nathan alot, but that's 0. K. Sometimes Ihave to
shout at him, but he understands a little bit even though he's my friend." Three
Grade Two entries were procedural, an example of which was James': "Ithink
this is like math because you give your partner cubes." Five were
metacognitive, an example of which was: "Today at capture it's like math
because you subtract downwards. Ilearned that when somebody rolls a3 and
the other person rolls a3 he can't do that question. This is afun game."
The repeated version of Capture produced more metacognitive
responses than the first one. It was evident from observing this version that the
children were focussing less on ,the competitive aspect of the game and more
on the understanding of the concept. Although all the children had been able
on both occasions to articulate verbally how to play the game, and the actual
playing of it did demonstrate this understanding, the children were not
developing, in the first version, atrue relational understanding. During Session
16, children were becoming aware of other ways to win, were developing
strategies for fooling their partner and were able to relate parts of this activity to
real life. They were demonstrating in their interaction with their partner that they
thoroughly understood the activity.
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Table 16
Num 4.5/1 Capture
Journal Response Summary

With Teacher

Independent

Total

Socialization

Procedural

Metacognilive

Ededic

4GR1

1

1

2

0

OGR2

0

0

0

0

4GR1

1

1

2

0

14GR2

6

3

5

0

22

8

5

9

0

Session 17: Num 4. 6/1

The handkerchief game

Session 17 introduced Num 4.6/1, The handkerchief game. This is
the first activity in Num 4.6 COMPLEMENTARY NUM BERS, the main concept of
which is "the remaining part required to make agiven whole" and the main
ability is "to state numerically the complement of any part relative to agiven
whole" ( Skemp, 1989b,

p.

147).

This is agame for 2children. They need a handkerchief, 10 small
objects and number cards from 5to 10. One child counts out 10 small objects
and this is verified by the other child. Then a handkerchief is placed over some
of the objects, while the children have their eyes closed. The children are then
asked to determine how many objects are under the handkerchief. Then they
check to see if they were correct. The number cards are there to remind the
children of the total number of objects.
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To introduce the handkerchief game the teacher counted out 10 buttons
and showed the children a handkerchief. The teacher covered acertain
number of buttons with the handkerchief and told the children that there was no
magic, nothing fancy. She asked them to tell her how many buttons were
showing. Then the children predicted. Teacher and class checked to count.
The teacher did this again with seven showing this time. The children counted
how many were showing and then predicted how many were under the
handkerchief. She told them if they did not know to try to make aprediction.
Someone said three. She asked how many knew that and all the hands went
up. The teacher showed them a number card which would tell them how many
to start with. She told them the reason for showing the card was to know how
many there were to begin with. She told the children they were making a
prediction and predictions are not always right. "Does it matter if you make a
wrong prediction?" The children all said no. The introduction for this activity
took about 10 minutes, management of materials took about 3 minutes (all the
children needed was abag of 10 objects and aset of cards).

They very quickly

found partners and got settled (two in agroup). The action part of the activity
took about 20 minutes. The researcher sat on the carpet for most of that time
with James and his partner Mandy. The following is aan excerpt from part of
the morning's interaction.
Researcher:
Mandy:
Researcher:
Mandy:
Researcher:
Mandy:
Researcher:
Mandy:
Researcher:

Alright Mandy, how many have you got on the carpet?
(counts) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. (the card said 8)
Do you want to cover some of them--you have to show us
the ones you are not covering so we can count them.
There, Itook 3away-- here they are.
There, you have 8take away 3?
Yes
Why don't you tell James what you just did Mandy?
Itook 3out and put them in my hand. Then Isaid 8take
away 3.
You're making this a subtraction problem then?
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Researcher: (To James) Why don't you do that--take some out--cover it
up--close your eyes. Now show Mandy. How many do you
have in your hand?
James:
2 left ( under the handkerchief)
Researcher:
2 left. How did you know what the answer was going to
be?
James:
Itook away the ones that were away and Iknew how
many were left. Ihad 8and Itook 6away.
Both these children understood the game and could work out the right
answer, but neither of them appeared to have formed acomparison strategy for
getting the answer. They were both using ataking away strategy.
Now an excerpt from Alice and Jolene:
Researcher:
Alice:
Researcher:
Alice:
Researcher:

Alice:
Researcher:
Alice:

Researcher:

Alice:
Researcher:
Alice:
Researcher:

Alice:
Researcher:

Are you ready? What number are you starting with? Do
you have some under here right now?
I'm starting with 9and Ihave some under here.
Yes, you have covered something there.
This is how many are showing.
Do you know how many are under there Jolene? Do you
have away of working it out? Can you make a
prediction--can you guess?
Iknow what's under there.
What is your strategy?
We have 9altogether and Ichecked what we have left. I
know that if we have 5and 4 it is 9and you know what
that missing number is going to be.
Why don't you let Jolene do one and see if you can do it.
Can you Alice? Cover your eyes for just a moment and
Jolene can you cover some of the buttons for Alice. O.K.
Alice you can work there.
5
You did that very fast. How did you know how to work it
out?
Well, Iknow that 4+ 5= 9. If Ihave 1more it is 10.1
have to take 1away from 10. Iknow.
If you have a4here then you know there is acertain
number under there. Why is it important to know how
many there are to begin with? There is 9there now.
Why is that important?
So you don't get mixed up, maybe.
If you didn't have that number there and you were
covering up, say this number, you might forget what you
started with. So it is important to know. Can you
explain to me how this game is like subtraction?
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Alice:

Researcher:

Alice:
Researcher:

Alice:
Researcher:
Alice:
Researcher:
Alice:

Because you guess how much there is under the
handkerchief and you can use your fingers and the things
Mandy did. ( She had watched James and Mandy)
Iwas interested in the beginning because you can't make
it subtraction because you don't know how many were
under there. You don't know how many to take away. You
are using the words take away, but you thought you had
to know how many were under the handkerchief before
you could do it--but you could use how many were not
under the handkerchief. You could use the stuff that was
sticking out at the ends and make that into anumber
sentence.
Like Mandy did?
Yes. Ididn't want to tell you that. Iwanted to see if you
could work that out for yourself. But you used very
interesting strategies, both of you. You made predictions,
not knowing quite how you made them, but you were right.
You counted on your fingers, but what were you counting?
Iwas working it out in my head.
What were you working out in your head?
How many there were under the handkerchief.
How did you you do that?
Icounted the bumps under the handkerchief using my
head and my fingers.

Finally what Alice had been doing started to make sense. She knew she
could always get the right answer because she had astrategy that worked for
her. If she counted the bumps, then the bumps plus what was outside the
handkerchief had to add up to the number on the card. She knew her number
facts quite well (from memory) so could check mentally to see if she was right.
For Alice the total number of buttons ( 7), take away what was under the
handkerchief (3--the bumps) would result in what was outside the handkerchief
(4). Then she could count the bumps, add them on to what was outside and get
the original total. The unknown, the bumps, was what the children were
supposed to determine. The following is acontinuation of the conversation
between the researcher, and Alice.
Researcher:

How is this game like subtraction for you?
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Alice:
Researcher:
Alice:
Researcher:

Researcher:

Alice:
Researcher:

Alice:
Researcher:

Alice:
Researcher:

Alice:

Pretend Ihad 9buttons. Iwould be hiding some and
Jolene would hide some. She will be taking away some
of the buttons.
The ones you hide--are they the ones you take away. Or
is it the ones that are sticking out that you take away?
The ones under the handkerchief.
You don't know the number under the handkerchief. That
is what you have to find out. You guess that number. You
have to predict that number. How do you predict that
number? ( no-one answers)
Before you can work out the answer you need to know
two things. I'll tell you one of them. You need to know
how many you have to begin with--the number on the
card. What else do you need to know before you can work
out the answer.
See if you can count them. Look where they are with your
eyes.
But there are some you can see outside the cloth. There
are some buttons you can count. Where are the ones you
can count?
Outside the cloth (points to them)
Once you count those you can use those to work out how
many are under the handkerchief. How would you do
that? If you had 10 and there were 3sticking out, how
would you work out how many there were still under the
cloth?
You would have to.
(
looks puzzled and can't finish)
You said you know your facts. If 3+ 7= 10 do you know
what 3+ [] = 10. If you have 3sticking out then 3plus
what equals 10?
(couldn't answer)
. .

The researcher returned to Mandy.
Researcher:
Mandy:

Researcher:

Mandy:
Researcher:

Why is it important in this handkerchief game to know
how many you begin with?
If you start with a6and someone puts 4under you would
want to know what the first number was so you could add
the numbers together that make 6. Then you would know
that 4would be the number under the cloth.
Do all of you agree it is important to know how many
there are to begin with? (all agree) Iheard someone say
there was a magician here today.
He (James) tricked me because he had one little button
under a big one.
Oh, that is how you did it. Ithought you put 8out and
took one away--you actually only had 7there. That
would be very confusing, wouldn't it.? How is this game
like subtraction?

Mandy:
Researcher:
Mandy:
Researcher:
Mandy:

Researcher:

Mandy:

Researcher:

Mandy:
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That is what Iwrote in my journal. It is alot about
subtraction and about adding.
A lot of people were adding today. They were using what
they knew--the pieces sticking out--for example 3.
They knew that 3plus 6equals 9.
This is the way Ithink of subtraction. The person has all
the buttons and he subtracts the number of buttons he
wants out of that one pile.
Which are the ones he wants--the ones he can see; the
ones that are sticking out or the ones that are under?
Well, sort of suppose you had 10 and you wanted to
subtract that by 6so you would take 6away and put that
under the hanky.
And then how would the person who had closed his eyes
and is now looking at the 4that is left-- how would he
work out how many were under?
He would probably add. He would probably think of a
number that would add to 4to make 10--that number
that he thought of to make 10 with the 4he probably
would think would be the number under the hanky.
Right. How could he use the 4that was sticking out; how
could he make that asubtraction problem. Start with 10
and you have 4sticking out--can you make a subtraction
story out of that?
You sort of can. 10 subtracted by 4= 6

The activity groups of 2seemed to work well all around the room.
Everyone was being constantly productive, either by counting and hiding
buttons or by trying to predict how many were under the handkerchief. The
journal entries for the four children interviewed are as follows:
James:

Mandy:

Alice:

Iplayed with Mandy. Iused to hate her, but today is the
first time Iplayed with her. Did you know that there
was another way to play this game? The way is to cover
all the buttons up and you reach your hand and pull your
hand and take some buttons and that's the way..
Today it was the first time Iplayed with James at math.
It was math because you go-- how much there are--do you
know that? Hike math. It is fun.
Iplayed with Jolene and my strategy was to point with
my finger where the buttons were and Iwould count with
my eyes. Suppose Ihad 10 and Jolene covered a number.
Then Iwould know it was 9.
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The teacher spent some time at the start of Session 18 mathematics
period discussing strategies used in the handkerchief game. Many children
said it was alright to use their fingers to count the buttons sticking out. Some
said it was alright to use fingers to count bumps. Some children read out what
they had written in their journals.
Twenty out of 27 children responded today in written journal format. The
6entries at the Grade One level consisted of three teacher- led and 3
independent ones The 3teacher- led ones consisted of 1procedural: " Ihide
buttons. Peter closed his eyes. Ihide 4. Peter said 6. It was too easy" and two
metacognitive, an example of which was: " Ihid the buttons and Alastair thought
there was 6. He was wrong and there were about 5or 7. There were 5
showing, or something else. He hid 2and he left out 5. He made it look like 5. I
don't know how." (this element of confusion is indicative of a metacognitive
awareness). The other 3Grade One entries consisted of 1socialization:
"Today Iplayed with Cohn." Two were metacognitive, an example of which was
Alice's: " Iplayed with Jolene and my strategy was to point with my finger where
the buttons were and Iwould count with my eyes. Suppose Ihad 10 and Jolene
covered a number. Then Iwould know it was 9."
The 14 Grade Two entries comprised 5socialization, an example of
which was: "Jeremy didn't get any right. He always got 5, 6or 7and Igot 9and
10. He always dropped a button in the air. Ihad to help him. He was fooling
around. Ihad to stop him. It was fun." Three entries were procedural, an
example of which was James': " Iplayed with Mandy. Iused to hate her, but
today is the first time Iplayed with her. Did you know that there was another
way to play this game? The way is to cover all the buttons up and you reach
your hand and pull your hand and take some buttons and that's the way." Six
entries were metacognitive, an example of which was: " Iplayed with Elizabeth.
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It was fun. Icounted in my head, but if Icouldn't figure out the answer in my
head, Icounted on my fingers. Igot all the answers right. The thing Ilike about
this game is that you can think of what is under the handkerchief." Many of the
metacognitive comments demonstrated an incorrect structure or schema that
the children had accessed to work this activity.

This game involved everyone

all of the time. All the students seemed motivated, challenged and completely
focussed on the activity. There was an element of confusion or disequilibrium.
This element of confusion or puzzlement caused the children to search their
cognitive structures for appropriate schemas. Although many children arrived at
the correct answer there was evidence that relational connections were not
being made.

Table 17
Num 4.6/1 The handkerchief game
Journal Response Summary

With Teacher

Independent

Total

Sodalizalion

Procedural

Mecognitive

Edec

3GR1

0

1

2

0

OGR2

0

0

0

0

3GR1

1

0

2

0

14GR2

5

3

6

0

20

6

4

10

0
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Session 18:

Num 4.6/2

Please may Ihave?

For Session 18 Num 4.6/2 was introduced. This activity is called Please
may Ihave?, agame of complements ,
. It is a "game for 4or 6children. Its
purpose is to take the concept (of complements) to a mental and symbolic level"
(Skemp, 1989b,

p.

148). For this activity the children need "four-way cards,

each showing a number from 6to 10 (and each in adifferent colour)" ( Skemp,
1989b, p. 148), and double- headed number cards. One of the double- headed
cards is placed on the table and all corresponding playing cards are dealt out to
the players. The children place on the table all sets of two cards that add up to
the number on the double- headed card. The players now need to match up
their remaining cards with complementary cards from other players. Play
begins clockwise with each player asking the question "Please may Ihave.
?"

If the player being asked has the requested card it must be handed over. If

not, then that player says, "Sorry Ido not have a.

.

.

."

Play continues until all

players have placed their cards on the table. The first out gets 2 points and
each pair gets 2points. It is not necessarily the first out who wins.
The teacher introduced this activity by choosing agroup of 3 boys to play
with. She dealt out cards to the group. They had to make pairs to make seven.
Then they began asking each other for cards. Jack would ask Andrew, "Please
may Ihave athree?" ( He had a4and wanted to find the complement to make
7). The teacher had a3and a5--she asked the boys what she should ask for to
make apair. Caitlyn said that 2went with 5. The 3boys asked each other
around the circle to find cards that make 7. Jack (who had played the game
before) explained the scoring system: "2points for each pair and 2points for
first out. It is good to try not to be out first."
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After about 10 minutes of introduction the children found groups of four
and scattered around the room to play this game. The researcher settled with
Mandy, Allison, James and Jolene to watch them play the game. The following
is an excerpt from the tape transcript of this lesson. Alice was absent today.
Researcher:

Jolene:
Researcher:
Allison:
Researcher:
Allison:
Jolene:
Researcher:
Jolene:
Researcher:
Jolene:
Researcher:
Allison:
James:
James;
Mandy:
Researcher:

Jolene:
Allison:
Allison:

You have to find pairs of numbers that add to make 7.
Have you all put in your pairs of numbers that add to 7.
(They put their pairs on the carpet) What does Jolene
have that makes 7?
1and 6;1 and 6;5 and 2
Put them so that everyone can see them. O.K. go ahead.
Please may Ihave a 1?
Who are you asking?
Jolene
Idon't have a 1
Dr. Skemp wants you to say ,"Sorry, Idon't have a 1."
Allison, please may Ihave a2?
Can you make a pair now, Jolene?
Yes
O.K., Allison, ask somebody.
James, do you have a2?
No, Ido not.
Allison, do you have a4 ? (she did) Thanks..(makes a
pair)
James, please may Ihave a 1?
James is finished. Is the game over now because James
is finished. Do you keep on going? (they decide to keep
going) O.K.
Allison, please may Ihave a4?
Sorry, Idon't have a4
Mandy, please may Ihave a4? (she did and Allison was
now out)

Mandy also said she was out, but there was a problem. Some cards were
left which did not make a pair with what Jolene had in her hand. Everyone was
requested to examine their hands and Allison found that she had made a pair
out of four and five by mistake. This game was played successfully two more
times. The 4children seemed to have no difficulty in determining what missing
card they needed to complete the pair. Later on the researcher asked them
how they were working out what card they needed.
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Researcher:
Mandy:
Researcher:

James:
Researcher:
Allison:
Researcher:
Jolene:

How did you know that was a pair Mandy?
Iremembered that 6and 1make 7.
James, you very quickly got 5and 2. How did you do it.
You had to think abit harder for 3and 4, but you very
quickly got 5and 2. How did you know that was 7?
In the last game Ihad 5and 2. Iknew that was 7. Iknow
what 5and 2is.
How did you know, Allison, that 3and 4is 7?
Because sometimes Iuse my fingers and sometimes Iuse
my head.
How about you, Jolene. How did you know that a3and a
make 7?
Icounted in my head.

Throughout the study Allison had frequently said that she used her
fingers and her head as her strategy. However, she showed little evidence of
using this strategy to arrive at answers. It appears that she had parroted the
strategy, by copying what other children or the teacher had said. Her strategy,
written in her journal, may be recorded as an example of metacognitive
awareness. However, it in no way signifies any true metacognitive awareness
or any relational understanding.
Later on in the transcript an interesting turn of events took place.
James:
Researcher:

James:
Researcher:

Mandy:
Jolene:
Researcher:

Allison:
James:
Allison:

Allison, please may Ihave a 4?
Oh, you got your 4. What did you ask Allison for? Oh,
you're asking for acard that's NOT going to make apair
with what you've got in your hand. Why is that? What is
your idea, James?
If Iget a3then I'll have apair.
And you're going to end up with more pairs on the floor.
O.K. I've never seen anyone do that before. This is very
interesting.
James, please may Ihave a 4 (everyone laughs).
Mandy, please may Ihave a6?
Ah, you've done it. Jolene's out. She gets 2 extra points
for being out. O.K. you're out too, Mandy. You actually get
the extra points, Jolene. You made the pair. It's Allison's
turn to ask.
James, do you have a4?
No, Allison, do you have a2?
I'm out.
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Researcher:

Allison:
Researcher:

Researcher:
Allison:
Researcher:

Allison:
Researcher:
Allison:
Researcher:

James:
Researcher:
James:
Researcher:

James:
Researcher:

Mandy:
Researcher:

Jolene:
Researcher:

Jolene:

Why did you ask for a4there, Allison. You had a2in
your hand and you have to try to make a7. What number
plus 2gives you 7?
Ummmmm. Idon't know.
Did you just guess a4. Look what James did with the 2
that you gave him. What number did he have in his hand
before he asked you for the 2? (Allison said a5) So
these two numbers go together. O.K. everyone, count up
your pairs. For each pair you get 2points.
Think of the game you just played and tell me how this
game is about subtraction.
Because you have 7and you have to make the number 7
you have to find how much you would need to make 7.
So if you have a2in your hand and you know you have to
make a7, how would you figure out by subtracting what
cards you need to get?
Imight use my fingers or Icould go 2+ 5is 7.
O.K. good. Is there any way you can subtract. You know
you have to make 7and you have a2. How can you
subtract to make 7?
(uncertain)
Never mind. You have avery good strategy. You're saying
if I've got 2l know lneed a5 because 2+5=7. If Ihave
a3you would probably say Ineed what?
Iwould say 4.
You would say 4 because...
3+ 4makes 7
But you weren't really using asubtraction strategy. You
were using an addition strategy to get the other number
weren't you. That's O.K. How about you, James, were you
finding you were adding 2 numbers together to get 7
more than you were taking away to make 7
Yes
This is very interesting. This activity was asubtraction
activity. How do you think you could make it subtraction.
Is there any way you can take away to get the answer?
Because you have to guess what could make that number.
It's more an adding game, you think so too. You can
interchange them alot and get the right answer, but it's
interesting that you think of them more in that way.
Jolene, did you think this game was about subtraction?
Can you tell me how you subtracted to get your answer?
(uncertain)
There's no right or wrong answer. I'm just interested in
knowing how you got your answer and if you subtracted
or added to get it. What did you do to get your answer?
Ijust thought in my head.

Researcher:
Jolene:
Researcher:
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O.K. you had to make 7. If you had a2in your hand, how
would you know what card you would need to get from a
friend to make 7?
Think
O.K. would you say 7take away 2would give me 5or
would you say Ihave 2and Ineed how many more--5
more--to make 7. Would you start with 2and add up to
make 7or would you start with 7and take away to get
your answer?

Jolene could not make sense of the different strategies. Possibly the
questioning confused her. She could not think which way she had worked out
what she needed and she was not able to articulate her strategy. Most of the
children at this point in the activity were adding on to get the answer, or working
out the missing addend (as in 3 +

-

=

7). This was very interesting. What the

children were doing was not incorrect. The procedures interconnect and are
interchangeable.
The transcript continues with the researcher talking to Margaret.
Researcher:

Ijust heard you say something Margaret that Iwould like to
explore further with you. You seem to think this game
adds more than it subtracts. Can you say more about
what you mean by that?
Margaret:
Because, say you're playing with 7and you're trying to
add up what adds up to 7. let's say lhad a6 and al. Sol
add a6and a 1to get it. that would make 7. It isn't really
subtraction.
Researcher:
So at the beginning, when you're setting out your pairs of
numbers you would be adding, right? What number plus
what number equals 7and later on when you were asking
people were you adding or subtracting?
Margaret:
Adding.
Researcher:
You were still adding, were you? If you had a2 in your
hand how would you know what number to ask your friend
for?
Margaret: 'Cos you were adding up. Iadd a2here--2... 3... 4... 5... 6... 7...
So Iasked for a5.
Researcher:
So you added up to get your 7?
Margaret:
Yeah, Ididn't know what subtract meant really.
Researcher:
O.K., can you think of away this game could be
subtraction? There is away you can do it. Not many kids
have done it this way. But can you think of how it could
be done?
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Margaret:
Researcher:
Margaret:
Researcher:

Margaret:
Researcher:
Margaret:

Oh, Iknow. If you had a5you could take a5away from a
2.
From a2?
Yes, because... Imean 2from a5. Idon't know.
What was the big number you had on the floor at the
beginning. Everybody had this in the middle. You've got
that number--that's the target number you have to get to.
If you have a2in your hand now how could you subtract
to find the missing number?
Subtract 2from 5, no not from 5. Idon't know.
What's the target number on the carpet?
7--so Ineed to subtract the 7 ( unsure)

The following were the journal entries for the same activity:
Margaret:
James:

Today Iplayed with James again. Today it was math,
because you guess what you need.
Today Iplayed with Allison, Jolene and Mandy. Ihave a
strategy. Iuse my fingers.

Neither Allison norJolene had ajournal entry for today.
Compared with some of the other journal entries from the rest of the class
on this particular day, the above 2were concentrated on the socialization of the
game and one very simple strategy. The researcher felt that she caused
interference and confusion today, possibly making the children feel so insecure
and frustrated that they couldn't quite grasp the concept. To find out if the
children truly understand and how they are able to express that understanding it
is important to ask questions, but possibly the researcher got too involved, thus
making the game confusing for the children. Comments like those above have
been made on occasions when the game has been very boring or very
frustrating. If the children do not understand relationally what they are doing it is
very hard for them to articulate their understanding. They do not like to take
risks in describing a relational process if they perceive it might be the wrong
one. However, the interference and confusion caused by the researcher could
also be very positive, as it could produce the element of frustration or
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puzzlement necessary for children to search their schemas to make sense of
the concept. There was evidence of children being challenged by this activity.
Twenty-one written journal entries were made today, 8of which were
from Grade One. Of these 8, 3were teacher- led. One was socialization: " Ilike
to play with 3people not 6." Another one was procedural: "Only if you have,
cards that make seven like 3and 4or 1and 6." The last was metacognitive:
"You have to add, but it's like you think of the number you need like 7and 1and
that makes 8." The other 5Grade,One entries were all socialization, an
example of which was: "Today Iplayed Please may Ihave. Iplayed with 4
friends. Please write back. It was fun." The 13 Grade Two entries comprised 3
socialization, an example of which was: "Today Iplayed with James again.
Today it was math because you guess what you need." Seven entries were
procedural, an example of which was: "Today Iplayed with Arnold and Caitlyn.
Caitlyn and me and Nathan kind of got mixed up so Arnold and Caitlyn and me
of course helped him. But sometimes Ihave to help him myself. This is how
you play. First you have to pass the cards around if you're the shuffler. And you
have abig card in the middle and if you have apair that makes 7and you have
to ask aperson in your group if they have the card you need." Three entries
were metacognitive, an example of which was: "Iplayed with Janice, Treena
and Elizabeth. It was fun. This game has to do with adding because say we
were 'playing with 7. So Ihad to find the pairs that would add upto 7. Say Ihad
a 1and a6so Iwould put these as apair because these numbers add up to 7."
The increase in socialization responses and decrease in. metacognitive
ones could be due to difficulty articulating in writing what was being understood
conceptually. Without very much deep thinking the children could all quite
adequately perform the tasks required in this activity. They used addition
strategies. However, although many could say how they got their answer
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verbally (by adding on or by remembering their facts) very few had subtraction
strategies and hardly any children could write about any strategies (addition or
subtraction). As indicated above the researcher's questions may have
interfered with the schemas of some of the children. They may have begun to
doubt that what they were doing was acceptable and therefore tried to think
differently. If this was the case then they would be still in astate of
disequilibrium or confusion and would therefore be unable to articulate what
they were thinking.

Table 18
Num 4.6/2 ' Please may Ihave?'
Journal Response Summary

Sodalizaon
With Teacher

Independent

Tot
al

Session 19:

Procedural

Melacognilive

Eclectic

3GR1

1

1

1

0

OGR2

0

0

0

0

5GR1

5

0

0

0

13GR2

3

6

4

0-

21

9

7

5

0

Num 4.5/4 Number comparison sentences

The activity for Session nineteen was Num 4.5/4, Number
comparison sentences. This is "an activity for 2children. Its purpose is to
teach two ways of writing a number sentence about the difference between two
numbers, and to help them realize that these are equivalent" (Skemp, 1989b, p.
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145). For this activity the children need aspecial game board, long doubleheaded number cards, small number cards, counting objects and pencil and
paper. The children sit across from each other with the instruction board
between them, choose adouble-sided card from the pile, insert it where
appropriate on the board and then choose a single- headed card from their own
pile to place in the difference slot on the board. They finish by writing
something like this on their papers:
7 > 2 diff 5
2 < 7 diff 5
7-2=5
They should then read all 3 sentences aloud:
7 is greater than 2, and the difference is 5'
2 is less than 7and the difference is 5'
7 subtract 2, equals 5'

The children were introduced to the concept of greater and less by the
teacher and her student teacher discussing greater than and less than. The
children were asked to look at 2columns of blocks and make up number stories
about them. The 2teachers chose 2cards; the children decided which was
greater and which was less and the teacher wrote the number sentence like the
following on the classroom chart. 3 < 5 diff 2
The children wanted to talk about the 2teachers. They came up with
sentences like Mrs.

is bigger than Mrs.

.

The teacher got the

children focussed on looking at the blocks and saying which is more and which
is less. She said, " Ihave 4blocks, Mrs.

has 2. What can you say

about the numbers?" Tracy said that 4 is greater than 2. She inserted the
correct sign on the paper 4> 2 The teacher turned the 2 and 4around and
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said "2 is greater than 4?-- no, 2is less than 4." The teacher showed the board
for the game and demonstrated how to play the game by using the cards and
inserting them in the boxes on the board. The first 2cards selected were a 10
and a7. The teacher inserted them on the board and wrote the number
sentence on the chart: 10

>

7 The difference is 3. They turned the board

over and it looked like 7is less than 10 the difference is 3. The teacher wrote it
7 < 10 The difference is 3. The children were told they could gently turn the
game board or walk around to see it both ways. They had to record the
sentences on their papers and they had to say the sentences they wrote. They
were told they would each need a packet of cards with one number, apacket of
long double- headed cards, ten multilinks (adifferent color from their partner's)
and one board. They were to build the numbers they drew so that they could
see which numberwas greater and which was smaller. The introduction for this
lesson took 20 minutes, the organization of materials took 5 minutes. After the
materials had been distributed the children began to work on the activity. The
researcher located Alice with her partner for the day, Treena.
Researcher:

Treena:
Researcher:
Treena:
Researcher:
Alice:
Researcher:

Alice:
Researcher:

0. K. you two, do you want to choose anumber? (Treena
draws an 8) 0. K. Alice, pick anumber. (Alice picks a4)
So it goes under there: Small number--larger number. So
where does the 4go and the 8go (the girls put the numbers
in the right places)? Now you have to make it. We need
both of these. Compare your multi-links. What can you tell
me about those two numbers?
The red blocks have more than the other.
Which one is greater?
The red ones.
Do you agree, Alice?
Yes.
O.K. you put it over there, and she puts it here. Now you've
made it, you've chosen your numbers, you've made your
multi- link columns, now you have to read out what you've
got here, Alice.
Four is less than 8and the difference is 4.
0. K. and Treena.
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Treena:
Researcher:

8is greater than 4and the difference is 4.
0. K. now you have to write that. Start with today's date
which is March 19th. Now write asubtraction sentence
which means the same as what is on the card. Start your
sentence larger number smaller number = difference.
Now fill in your numbers to make this true. (The girls
did this correctly)
-

The girls played 3 more games and, although they used the multilinks
because it was aprescribed part of the activity, it was obvious they did not need
them to understand or compute the answer. They already knew the answer
before they had completed the multi- link columns. This game forTreena and
Alice had approached asymbolic, abstract level of understanding. They were
very comfortable with the symbols and quickly wrote out their number sentences
into their scribblers.
The researcher next observed James and Allison.
Researcher:

Allison:
Researcher:
James:
Researcher:
Allison:
Researcher:
Allison:
Researcher:
James:
Researcher:
James:
Researcher:
James:
Researcher:

So, Allison and James, you're making the numbers now.
(They were building multi- link towers). Allison, how many
are you making there?
5
James, how many are you making?
2
O.K. put them together. What can you tell me about these
two numbers?
Ihave 3 more than him. See the green ( multi- links).
There are 3 more green than brown.
0. K. Allison, you look at your numbers here. You're
looking at this one and what are you saying?
2is less than 5. The difference is 3.
0. K. can you find a3and put it in there. 0. K. James,
what have you got here?
5is greater than 2. The difference is 3.
Is it the same as Allison's difference?
It's 3, it's the same. There's 3 more green than there are
brown and there's 3 less brown than there are green.
What number are you looking for?
3
0. K. put it over here. Now what does it say to do? How
many more are there in the larger number? Put your
answer here. Copy this number sentence onto your paper.

Allison:
Researcher:

Allison:

Researcher:

Allison:
Researcher:
Allison:
Researcher:
Allison:
Researcher:

James:
Researcher:
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Then James, you and Allison change places because you
have to write her sentence and she has to write yours.
Starting with 2, what's the sign? (James puts in the sign for
greater than instead of for less than) Look at the sign
James; remember that the sign is wider at the bigger
number. (Allison had put all her numbers backwards; she
had written 5> 2difference is 3, but she had written the 5, 2
and 3completely backwards). Allison, can you write a2?
Idon't know how.
Let me show you. Can you write the word difference?
(she couldn't) What's the answer, James, what would it
be? Is it the same as before, Allison? Start there and go
like that and then you've got it. Now you've each written
each other's number sentence. Go back and sit in your
own places. Now you have to write abig number
sentence at the bottom, and I'll show you on here what it
will look like. It says larger number take away smaller
number. So you do it like this (these two children had
very little idea of the symbolical representation of the
task--the researcher was leading them through it step by
step to give them amodel in the hope that next time they
could do it by themselves) 5take away the smaller
number which is 2equals 3. So that's what you write
underneath here. Let's do it again. James, pick another
card. Decide which one you think is the largest and which
one you think is the smallest. (they do this successfully) 0.
K., where's it going to go?
It goes in here (she had a5again, but James had a9this
time; she put her 5where she had put it last time--in the
larger number box)
It says the larger number has to go in there ( pointing to
the larger number box) and the smaller number has to go
there (pointing to the smaller number box) 0. K. make
your numbers (with multi- links. The children make their
columns. James complained because he couldn't find the
tenth cube-- he didn't need it, but just thought he should
have 10; Allison made acolumn of 6instead of 5). 0. K.,
Allison, how many do you have there?
5 (she had 6)
Do you have too many?
Yeah.
How many too many?
One more.
0. K., put them together, yours and James'. Which one has
more? What can you tell me about these two columns of
blocks? Allison, is yours less than his? James, is yours'
less or more than Allison's.
More.
How many more?
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James:
4 more--because Isee 4.
Researcher:
So what would your answer be for the difference?
Both children together:
4
Researcher:
Could you now write down your sentence, just like you
did up here (pointing to earlier example)
Allison:
Idon't know.
Both children once again had difficulty recording symbolically what they
had previously worked out concretely. They both needed the blocks to help
them compare and arrive at an understanding of this kind of subtraction. They
could, with persuasion and guidance, read out the sentences after they had
made them concretely and put the numbers in the boxes. Both, however, found
it extremely difficult to symbolically record what had transpired. They both had
difficulty with the greater than and less than sign. Allison was still writing her
basic numerals backwards and had been having some difficulty grasping some
of the previous subtraction concepts. Both had difficulty with the general
notation for subtraction (e.g., 7 2 = 5).
-

Jack and Cohn, sitting beside James and Allison, were now the focus of
the researcher's attention.
Researcher:

Jack:
Researcher:
Jack:

Researcher:
Jack:
Researcher:
Jack:

When you people first played this game and picked acard
one of you had a9and one of you had a3and then you
built your columns of multi- links, how did you know which
one was more than the other?
Well, we counted the numbers in our head to find the
number that adds to the number.
0. K., so if you had a3and a9, what would you do in your
head to the 3?
Iwould count from 3to make 9and when Ifound out
what it took to make 9Iwould put that down as the
difference.
0. K., can you tell me what it would be? Can you do it in
your head right now?
3is less than 9, the difference is 6.
You did that very quickly. So you counted in your head
from 3to 9and you knew there was adifference of 6?
Well, sometimes Iuse that alot, but sometimes Ijust know.
They're quite easy numbers. Ilike using hard
numbers.

Researcher:
Cohn:
said
Researcher:
Cohn:
Researcher:
Cohn:
Researcher:

Robin:
Researcher:
Robin:
Researcher:
Robin:
Researcher:
Robin:
Researcher:
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Is there anything about this game, Cohn, that you found
challenging?
Well, the difference--because once when Iput a 9and
Jeremy had 1Idid the adding up wrong in my head and I
the difference was 1.
The word difference, is that a new word to you-- learning
about the difference between two numbers?
No, we did that a long time ago.
When you're talking about the difference, are you adding
or subtracting?
Well, usually I'm adding.
Isn't that interesting that you could have the difference
between two numbers and that you could add to find the
difference? When you, Robin ( a new child had just sat
down at the table), think of the difference between two
numbers, do you think of adding or do you think of
subtracting?
Adding.
What's the difference between 3and 5.
5is 2 more greater than 3.
How did you find that Robin? How did you get the
answer to that?
Idon't know.
Did you take 2away from 5to get the answer or did you
say "2 plus how many gives me 5?"
Well, Iwas sort of adding and sort of subtracting.
Yeah, you can do abit of both can't you to get your
answer. As long as you have astrategy that really works
for you that's good.

It is doubtful if Robin had adefinite strategy in mind for the above
computation. He could not articulate it precisely. Instead he agreed with the
two strategies that had been presented to him. The transcript continues with a
conversation between the researcher, James, and Cohn.
Researcher:

Cohn:

Are you writing something there about the game to-day?
Maybe you could write something about the sign. Is there
any easy way you can think of to remember which way
the sign goes? Which direction it goes in? Think about
something in the game, something new that you learned
today when you played this game. Think about something
you discovered as you were playing, something
interesting that happened, something that you learned,
anew strategy that you came across.
Well, we didn't learn anything.

Researcher:

James:
Researcher:

James:
Researcher:

James:
Researcher:
James:
Researcher:
James:
Researcher:

James:
Researcher:

James:
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You didn't learn anything at all? You boys knew it ALL?
How about a new way of thinking about the game, new
words that you used in the game to-day that you haven't
used before that helped you to understand subtraction a
little bit better? Go through in your mind what you did
today and I'm sure you'll come up with some ideas. Can
you, James, say anything about today's activity?
Ithought it was fun because you guess what to put in the
difference.
You guess what to put in. Is math only something you
guess? If you're not guessing, does that mean you are not
doing math?
No, well, urn, it, urn, there's lots of things that's math about
this game.
But when you think about the difference, do you think of
adding or subtracting. If the difference between 5and 2
is 3would you think of that as an adding sentence or a
subtracting sentence.
Adding.
Why would you say that?
Because it's like 2plus 5you have to add.
What would the number be that you'd have to add to 2to
get 5?
3
Is there any way that could be subtracting? Is there any
way, you could say the difference between 2and 5is 3
and subtract? How could you subtract to get 3?
Start with 5, take away 2and that would give you 3.
And how would you do that? When you take away 2from
5you have to do something. You have to come back from
5. Count back, count down. You have to get lesser.
(did not answer)

The following are the journal entries for the children worked with above:
Alice:

Today we played subtraction sentences. Treena got the
bigger number three times and at the end Igot the bigger
number.

Alice had named the activity, her partner and the score. While playing
the game she had seemed to understand very quickly what to do and could also
symbolically record with precision and accuracy. However, when questioned
on her journal entry above she was not able to articulate any definite strategy
and the game had taken on akind of mechanical tone for her. She said she
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knew the answers quickly because she knew her facts. Her parents helped her
at home to drill them. She did not appear to have any strategy for working out
what the answer would be. Her journal entry for this day showed no indication
of any metacognitive awareness.
Treena:

This game is alittle about math. Ilearned alittle at math
today. Ilearned greater today. Inever knew greater was a
math word, but it was.

Treena had added to her math vocabulary today. She was determined to
connect what she had been doing with math in some way. She showed no
indication of internalization of the concept or any metacognitive awareness in
her journal entry and when questioned further about what she had learned had
not been able to give any strategy for working out the equation.
James:

Today Iwas atthe'dentist. When Icame back Iknew
what to do. Iplayed with Allison. It was fun. It was a
whole new game to me. Is it to you?

James could follow direct instructions regarding how to play the game,
but seemed uncertain when left to his own devices. He was challenged by this
activity. Many new concepts were being presented and he was having difficulty
sorting them out and getting them organized and accommodating them to an
already existing structure. He did come in late and had missed the introduction
so this probably set him off to abad start.
Allison wrote the following with the teacher: " Ilearned some math. I
learned that this game was not boring." When questioned about what she
learned she could not articulate anything except that today was like math.
Cohn wrote: "Today at difference Iforgot to record in my book--sorry." He
was questioned about what he had learned on this day and could say very
clearly what the game was about and what he had done. He remembered
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everyone's scores and sentences and said that today they had been learning
more about what the difference meant and how to write it down.
Jack:

When Iplayed this game Ifound that this was mostly
about adding because when you have to say your
sentences you would have to know the difference
between the two numbers. The way to do it is Itake the
smallest number and Iadd in my head till Iget to the
biggest number and Iwould take that number that Iadded
to and Iwould use it in my sentences.

Jack had written what he had previously spoken about. He seemed very
sure of this strategy and found it worked very well for him. In his journal he was
recording this awareness of his strategy which is a metacognitive function. This
particular strategy also indicates a relational understanding of the concept.
Jack has consistently shown a relational understanding of the different concepts
in subtraction, both in his verbal communication with others and in his journal
responses.
Robin did not write ajournal entry and could not be found to question.
Twenty children submitted awritten journal entry today, 6from Grade
One and 14 from Grade Two. Of the 6Grade One children the 3who wrote with
the teacher in the class journal gave 2 procedural comments and 1
metacognitive comment. One example of aprocedural comment was: "Every
time the difference was 4. Iplayed with Jeremy and he had 4too. 10

>

6diff 4. 2

<6 diff 4." The metacognitive comment was: " Ilearned some math. Ilearned
that this game was not boring." The fact that someone realizes that something
is not boring could be construed as a metacognitive comment. However, this
child, upon further questioning, could not articulate the reason for the game not
being boring. When classifying ajournal entry the writing must speak for itself.
Hence the classification of the above comment was given as metacognitive.
The 3 other Grade One children, all who responded independently, submitted 2
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socialization responses and 1procedural one.

Tracy's comment was an

example of asocialization response: " Iplayed with Rebecca." A procedural
one was: "There are some sentences up and left. Diff means difference." The
14 Grade Two entries consisted of 7socialization ones, an example of which
was James': "Today Iwas at the dentist. When Icame back Iknew what to do. I
played with Allison. It was fun. It was awhole new game to me. Is it to you?"
There were 5 procedural responses, an example of which was: "Iplayed with
Eleanor. It was fun. This game was not too hard for me because say Igot aten
and Eleanor got afive then we just have to put the blocks together and Ihave to
take it away." Lastly, there were 2 metacognitive entries, an example of which
was Jack's: "When Iplayed this game Ifound that this was mostly about adding
because when you have to say your sentences you would have to know the
difference between the two numbers. The way to do it is Itake the smallest
number and Iadd in my head till Iget to the biggest number and Iwould take
that number that Iadded to and Iwould use it in my sentences."
A total of 3 metacognitive entries were made today. This is indicative of
the complexity of the task. The symbolism involved in greater than and less
than is quite difficult to understand and remember, especially on afirst
introduction. The written demonstration of a metacognitive awareness seems to
be coming after the children have worked it out verbally and socially. They
need a rehearsal time to negotiate with their peers in the construction of
meaning. This was part of this activity, but because of the level of symbolism
and abstraction more time would be needed to socially interact to construct
meaning.

During the verbal exchanges between the researcher and various

children in the recorded transcripts for this day it appeared evident that
relational understanding was being demonstrated by Alice, Treena, Jack and
Cohn. Only Jack, however, wrote a metacognitive comment. When children
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relationally understand aconcept they may not be yet able to write about it.
Also, some written comments that may appear to be metacognitive must be
tested against what the children say.
Table 19
Num 4.5/4 Number comparison sentences
Journal Response Summary

With Teacher

Independent

Total

Session 20:

Socialization

Procedural

Melacognitive

Ededic

3GR1

0

2

1

0

OGR2

0

0

0

0

3GR1

2

1

0

0

14GR2

7

5

2

0

20

9

8

3

0

Num 4.5/5 Subtraction sentences for comparison

The activity for Session 20, acontinuation of the previous day, was Num
4.5/5, Subtraction sentences for comparisons. This is an activity for two
children. It is "an extension of activity 4, to be included when you judge that the
concepts for activity 4are well established. Its purpose is to establish the
comparison of numbers as one kind of subtraction, using the general notation
for subtraction" (Skemp, 1989b,

p.

146). It was apparent from the introduction

that many students had experienced difficulty with Number comparison
sentences. The teacher talked about apicture of a mouth with teeth in it, the
mouth being open to the larger number. Jack talked about cookies. The
relationship to music was discussed. Words like crescendo and decrescendo
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were presented and talked about, followed by ademonstration of louder and
softer in music. The teacher wanted to know if the students knew what> and

<

meant in math. The children were asked to remember what occurred in
yesterday's game. One student said that they had to calculate the difference.
The teacher put an example on the chart paper:

3

<

7 diff_.

Caitlyn said the difference was 4. The teacher asked her to explain and
she said, "3and 3 more is 6, then you add on one to get 7." Jeremy said, "Three
and 3is 6and if you add 1more on it would be 7so you'd know it was 4."
Allison said, "You would use your fingers and count in your head." Margaret
said, "You would use 3fingers, then count out 4more to get 7." The teacher
said she was intrigued because no-one had said you could subtract. Jeremy
said you could subtract. The teacher said, "We have two numbers on the board;
let's try to subtract them. Could you say 3subtract 7?" Cohn said, " No, you
can't; there's not 7in 3." Treena questioned, " How do you subtract 3from 7.
We know we can't do 3subtract 7so what do we do?" James proposed,
"Seven subtract 3." The teacher drew 7circles in a long column one below the
other on the chart paper and then covered 3of them. She wanted to know how
many were left. The class gave her the answer 4. She then asked for a rule for
what number should always go first. Cooper said the larger number should
always go first, "The biggest take away the smallest gives the difference." The
teacher wanted to write difference in adifferent way and asked the class for
another way to write it. Some children wrote on the paper the symbols for
greater than and less than. Finally Alastair and Jeremy said equals

(=).

The

teacher then introduced the part of the lesson that was different from the
previous activity, Number comparison sentences--the use of the flipped
down part of the game board. On this part of the board the instructions were to
"write asubtraction sentence which means the same, like this:
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Larger number -smaller number

=

difference" (
Skemp, 1989b, p.

146).
The children had to record this in their scribbler. The teacher was
remembering how mixed up the children had been the previous day and
wanted to make sure they all knew how to properly record their work so she
asked them to tell her how to write 3< 4 diff 1as a subtraction sentence in
their scribbler. Hugh started with a4and the teacher asked the class to explain
why.

They seemed to understand that 4was used first because it was the

larger number. She asked if 3-4 = 1could be written. The class said it could
not. She said they could write 3< 4duff 1but the task today called for the
number sentence to be written 4 - 3= 1. The introduction part of this lesson
lasted 22 minutes. This was an important concept and much difficulty had been
experienced on the previous day. The teacher wanted to make sure that the
children understood. After the introduction the children spent five minutes
collected their materials: one set of long cards, two sets of small cards, one
game board and aset of multi- links. There was some confusion during the
organization time, some children were fighting over materials and partners.
Generally, the class settled quickly and did much better in this activity today
than they had on the previous day. The researcher found a place beside Alice
and Treena and started asking them questions.
Researcher:
Alice:
Researcher:
Alice:
Researcher:
Treena:

What do you have to do today girls that is different from
yesterday?
We have to use this (=) and we're not using that sign (< or
>). We're using the equals and the subtract sign.
Yesterday how would you have read your number
sentence, Alice? What would you have said?
7is less than 8. The difference is 1.
0. K. Treena, how would you have read your number
sentence yesterday?
8is greater than 7. The difference is 1.
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Researcher:
Alice:
Researcher:
Treena:
Researcher:
Treena:
Researcher:
Treena:
Researcher:
Treena:

It doesn't matter which way you say it, greater than or
less than, you still have the same difference, don't you?
What would you say today, Alice?
8subtract 7equals 1.
0. K., how about you Treena?
8subtract 7equals 1
Treena, why would you not do 7take away 8?
Because you can't take away the highest number from the
lowest.
If you had 7oranges could you give me 8?
Yes.
Could you? If you only had 7and you were going to take 8
away, could you take 8away from your 7?
No, because the 8is not contained in the 7, but the 7is
contained in the 8.

At this point it appeared that Alice and Treena had agood grasp of the
task they had to perform and agood relational understanding of the concept.
The researcher now spent some time with James and Mandy.
Researcher:

Are you making your numbers with these? (the children
were using the multi- links) You don't need to if you feel
you can do without them. Are you quite happy with
subtracting without them? (they were) 0. K., pick acard
Mandy. What have you got? (2) 0. K. James, what have
you got (6). Where do you put these cards on there
(pointing to the gameboard. The children put their cards in
the proper places). What would you write down? 6
subtract 2equals how many? Mandy what do you think?
(She says 4) Inoticed you people used your fingers when
you were subtracting. Yesterday when you were doing
almost the same activity you weren't subtracting. You
were adding up to get your answer. Today the teacher
was talking about subtracting and asking you especially
to think about subtracting and Isaw you holding out 6
fingers like this and you were taking 2away and
counting what was left. Is that what you were doing?
Were you doing that, Mandy? ( Mandy then demonstrated
what she had done--exactly as had been observed. James
also did exactly the same. He touched two of his fingers,
hid them and counted what was left.) That's how you
were doing it, that was your strategy for doing it.
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The children then selected cards again, getting a 10 and a 1. They used
no cubes to help them work out the answer. They wrote the sentence 10

-

1= 9

into their scribbler and then proceeded to answer some questions posed to
them by the researcher to further test them on their knowledge of taking one
away. They were asked what they were doing when they take one away and
they knew it was making the first number one less, that they were counting back
one place. James and Mandy seemed also to have a much better grasp of the
number comparison concept today than they had done yesterday. The
researcher now returned to Alice and Treena.
Researcher:
Alice:
Researcher:

0. K. you guys, have any of you done two?
We've done three.
Is there any way you feel that you're winning at this game.
You seem to think that you've got agood card there, Alice.
How come?
Alice:
Igot 10 last time.
Researcher: ( puzzled) How can you win, though? Idon't understand
how you feel that you're winning because you got a 10.
Why do you say that you're winning, Alice?
Alice:
It's not that I'm winning, but when we get higher numbers
it means that she got a higher number than me and we
think that she wins and Idon't because she got the higher
number. She thinks that. ( It was Alice and not Treena
who had been getting all the high numbers)
Researcher:
Is this arule that you girls are doing yourself? It's not a
rule of the game. Dr. Skemp doesn't really expect you to
compete and win at this game. Ithink when you're
subtracting you should both either use multi- links or both
use the cubes, because they're not the same size and
it looks like there's two less, doesn't it? It looks
different. What is your subtraction sentence?
The time was almost up so the two girls quickly recorded their subtraction

sentence ( 10

-

9= 1), collected and returned their materials to the teacher, and

began writing in their journals.
The researcher was impressed by what Jeremy and Jack had completed.
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Researcher:

Jeremy:

Jack:

Researcher:

Jack:
Researcher:
Jack:
Researcher:

Jack:
Researcher:

Jack:
Researcher:
Jack:

Researcher:

Jack:

Researcher:
Jack:

Researcher:

Jeremy came up and told me he and Jack had done 20
questions and I'm just really impressed. I'm sure nobody else in the classroom has done that many. I'd like to
know how you could possibly have done that many in the
time you had. Most people only did 3.
Well, we found it easier to just put it in number stories
than the way we did it yesterday because it took most of
our time up and we only got 5done.
Because we had to do the opposite (greater than and less
than). If we do it in numbers like this, it's easier and we
get more done.
Ithink everybody would agree with you that today's
exercise is easier than yesterday's because you didn't
have to worry about the greater sign or the lesser sign or
the word "difference."
Next time Iplay this Iwant it to be about adding.
Well, what was this about today, Jack.
It was about subtracting.
Did you subtract to get your answers today or did you
add. Remember yesterday you were saying you added to
get your answer.
We subtracted.
Yesterday most people were adding. Today you
subtracted. 0. K.,can you give me an example of how you
would have done this one. Say 6subtract 3equals 3.
How would you have done this one?
Take the middle number that was in there and you know
the answer was 3.
How did you know it was a3? Did you count backwards
in your head or did you use your fingers or something?
Inever use fingers. You know the smaller numbers well.
That's too childish, too childish. Anybody can use
fingers, but Idon't like using fingers.
Let me give you aharder one to try. What would you do
with 16 subtract 7? Iknow you may know the answer,
but I'm asking how you would work out the answer.
Well, the way Iwould do it is that we know that you have
to add 6to 10 to make 16. If you add one more to that it
would be 17. Then you would have to take away 7and
then you would have 9.
That's very good. So 10 plus 6is 16, add one to that
makes 17. But we mostly subtract.
We might subtract 6from that; that would be 10, then
we would subtract one more and that would be 9. That
would be our answer. If you were doing 15 take away 2
that would be 13. Ijust took 2away from 5in the lower
numbers and then Idid it in the higher numbers.
0. K., so you said 5take away 2did you? And that is how
many?
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Jack:
Researcher:

That was 3, so Iknew it had to be 13.
So if you've got 15 which is 10 plus 5then you're going
to take away 10 plus 2. So to get your answer of 3there,
did you count back--did you say 5,4,3 or did you just
know that? Ithought Iheard you counting backwards.
Did you do that?
Jack:
Sometimes Ido.
Researcher:
If you were to say 15 take away 9, would you use a
different strategy?
Jack:
Yep. O.K., we know that if you add 4to 5 that's 9, so if
you have 15 you would take away 5then you would take
away 4 more then you would have your answer.
Researcher:
0. K., take the number 17 and take 3away. Say 17
subtract 3. You don't need to know the right answer, but
I'd like to know how you attack it.
Jack:
Iwould attack it down in the lower numbers. You can add
like 3 plus 4, because that's how you get 7. O.K. then you
can take 3away because it's the lowest number and you
end up with 4.
Researcher:
Then what do you have, though. Remember it's 17 take
away athree.
Jack:
Then you have to put ateen at the end.
Researcher:
A teen? How would you write it then?
Jack:
You would just write it the way you do normal numbers.
Would you give me aquestion? Like 17 take away 9. I
have agood strategy. It takes me alittle while. Iknow
that you have to add 7to 10 to make 17. So then Iwould
subtract 7from 17. And that would make 10. Then I Would
subtract 2 more and that would be 8.
Researcher and teacher:
That's really good. You've really done something really
good with the tens. You've got avery good understanding
of it.
Jack:
My Dad taught me how to add and subtract when Iwas
just a kid.
Researcher:
Well, you're pretty much just akid still, but that's an
amazing strategy you have figured out
Jack was not one of the randomly selected children for this study. The
above excerpt and others using him and afew other children are included to
show the range of understanding present in the room. Jack was understanding
and articulating his thinking at quite adeep relational level. Very few other
children in the class were demonstrating this deep level. It was very exciting to
work with children like Jack, who were able to take the basic concept to greater
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relational depths and show creativity and logic in working out the strategies and
answers.
The following are the journal entries for the students who were
interviewed in the above activity.
Alice did not do ajournal entry for the above activity.
Treena:

James:

Mandy:

It is like math. There is another word. It is bigger or better
or more, not just greater. Ilearned more today. Iused my
fingers to see what the difference was because if Ihave 8 I
will have 4.
Today we played it again. Iunderstand. Iplayed with
Mandy. It was fun. Ilike this game. Because I
subtracted Cookie Monster always goes for the biggest
amount of cubes. ( He had asmall drawing of an open
mouth)
Today it was fun. Ilearned that there are lots of ways to
do math. Math is fun you know. Ilike this game, you
know. Soon Iwill be going away.

Jack and Jeremy had no time to write journal entries because the
researcher and teacher spent all the journal writing time talking to them.
This activity, just aslight extension of the previous day's, was much better
understood. This deeper relational understanding was evident in verbal
articulation and in the written journal entries. One of the main difficulties with
the activity of Session 19 was trying to figure out which direction the sign went
(<or >).
Of the 22 children who responded in written journal format 10 were at the
Grade One level. Of these 10, 4wrote with the teacher in the class journal.
Their comments were 3procedural, an example of which was: "My number is 4
subtract 1difference 3," and one metacognitive response: "Itook the card. The
card had 10. Peter took the card. His card had 6. 10 minus 6= 4. Ilook with
my eyes at the blocks." The other 6Grade One entries consisted of 4
socialization, an example of which was: " Iplayed with Alastair. It was fun. You
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want to hear more." Of the 12 Grade Two entries 1was socialization: " Ihad a
lot of fun with Rebecca. The teacher said will you work with Rebecca a 100
percent and Idid. Rebecca did not cheat this time because Imade friends with
her. Now it was really funny because Igot a high number and Rebecca got a
low number and the next time Rebecca got a higher number and Iwould get a
low number." Six of the entries were procedural, an example of which was
James': "Today we played it again. Iunderstand. Iplayed with Mandy. It was
fun. Ilike this game. Because Isubtracted Cookie Monster always goes for the
biggest amount of cubes. ( He had a small drawing of an open mouth) There
were 5 metacognitive entries, an example of which was: " Iplayed with Tracy.
This time we used these signs

-

and

=.

You can subtract easy on your fingers

or count in your head. Sometimes people use counters if they can't count very
good. Iplayed better than yesterday because Iplayed it yesterday and if you
practise you get better at doing things. Inoticed a new way of figuring out math
questions."

Table 20
Num 4.5/5 Subtraction sentences for comparison
Journal Response Summary

'MthTeacher
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Total
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Proce
dur
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4GR1

0

3

1

0
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0

0

0

0

6GR1

4

1

1

0

12GR2

1

6

5

0

22

5

10

7

0
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Session 21: Num 4. 7/1

Change by exchange

The activity for Session 21 was Num 4.7/1 Change by exchange.
This is "an activity for 3or 4children (not more). Its purpose is to ' spell out' with
the coins themselves what is happening when we give or receive change"
(Skemp, 1989b,

p.

150). This is the first activity in Num 4. 7 GIVING CHANGE

whose overall concept is "paying a required amount by giving more and getting
change" (Skemp, 1989b,

p.

150).

For this activity the.children need play

money (or real money), aseparated partition-type tray to act as a 'till' and
pictures representing objects that can be bought and sold (all under 10 cents).
One child in each group of 3or 4acts as shopkeeper (the giver of the objects
and the recipient and exchanger of the money). Each customer gets specific
denominations of coins adding to 30 cents (2@ $. 10; 1@ $. 05 and 5© $. 01).
Each customer decides what to purchase, beginning with exact denominations
and then later requiring change. The customer checks that the correct change
has been received.
During the activity time on this particular day the researcher had to
conduct interviews for the larger university study. Consequently, there was no
interaction between the researcher, Alice, or James. The only data available are
from the teacher field notes and journal entries.
The activity today presented a similar atmosphere to Laying the table.
There was afair quantity of materials (coins, pictures of objects to buy). It was
an exciting game with a high emotional charge attached to it. The children were
playing with real money and for some this was acompletely new experience.
The objects to be purchased were in the form of pictures of real things,
laminated onto cards. The children talked at a louder level than had been
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normal over the past few days. There seemed to be agreat deal of competition
to see who could buy the most objects with 30 cents. To many it did not seem
like they were doing math. It was afun game and the children were enjoying
the experience of handling the materials. The math they were doing had
become a natural and almost unconscious process. Unfortunately, as in
Laying the table, some children used the occasion to fool around and not
focus on what they were doing. The teacher remarked that It was interesting to
watch the different groups play with the materials. Some groups had avery
organized system, with avery careful shopkeeper, who made accurate change.
In some other groups there seemed no apparent order, cards were flying
around, the shopkeeper was not doing his job and children were taking cards
without actually purchasing them. It seemed that the level of relational
understanding was demonstrable in part by the way children played with,
manipulated, and organized their materials. Those children who were
concentrating on social aspects of the activity were playing with the material
and talking to their partner about the material or about anything else. Those
children who were generally demonstrating a real desire to understand the
rules of the game were showing their understanding b going through the steps
of how to play, being very exact, and sticking to the directions given to them.
These children were understanding, but on asurface level. There were some
children who had set up creative organization systems for playing the activity,
thus demonstrating adeeper relational understanding. They could take the
subtraction concepts they had developed and use these concepts to generate
new learning. They were truly internalizing the concepts, one of the advanced
forms of schema construction. They knew the rules and exactly how to play the
game, but they also could make short cuts and had worked out strategies that
helped them find the correct solution very quickly. However, in this activity it
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appeared that the dominant force in the group led the group. If there were a
number of children operating at avery basic, play, social level, exploring and
experimenting with the materials, and only one who seemed to be working at a
deeper, relational level then the group which was exploring seemed to
dominate. The child who was understanding the concepts at a relational level
and was trying to demonstrate his understanding to the others seemed unable
to get the attention of the group. Groups need to be mixed, but maybe this kind
of behavior would indicate a more balanced mix in each group. This activity
today did not generate much math discussion, awareness, or vocalization of
what was happening, mathematically. The abundance of materials and the
money was quite distracting for some children, especially those who had not
experienced money before. These children needed time to experiment with
money and possibly play some other game with the cards to allow for some
familiarity with the materials. That way the play could be satisfied and the
children could then concentrate on understanding the mathematics involved
The above comments are in no way acriticism of the teachers. This activity was
scheduled to be carried out on this day because four other classes were waiting
for the materials on future days. Later the teachers would have time to return to
this activity and review what happened.
The journal entries for the two randomly-selected students were as as
follows:
James:

Today we played adifferent game. Ilike it. We had 5one
cents, 3five cents and 1dime and some cards. Iknow I
had
Ithought ahead.
Today we played amoney game. It was fun. Iliked it.
Each time you buy something you get less money.
.

Alice:

Today 16 children responded in written journal format, the smallest
number of responses since the third day of the project. Six Grade One children
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responded, 3 (all procedural) with the teacher, one example of which was: " if
you have enough money you can buy what you want. If you want to buy grapes
for 6cents and you only have 7cents then you keep 1cent." Three other Grade
One children responded, two with socialization comments, an example of which
was: "Today Iplayed change by exchange. Iplayed with Margaret, Allison and
myself." There was one procedural comment (Alice's) recorded above. Ten of
the Grade Two children responded, one with asocialization comment: "Today I
played with Rebecca, Caitlyn Eleanor and me. Iwas the shopman." Three
responded with a procedural comment, an example of which was James'
(recorded above). There were 6 metacognitive comments, an example of which
was: " Ilearned to use money the proper way. Ilearned if you didn't know how
to count with money it would be easierto use something to look at. Ilearned to
do this with money. If you wanted an ice cream and say it was 5cents you
would need a nickel."

Table 21
Num 4.7/1

Change by exchange

Journal Response Summary

WrthTeacher
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0

3

0
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0
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2

1
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0
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1

3

6

0
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3

7

6

0
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Session 22: Num 4, 7/1

Change by exchange

Session 22 was a review of Num 4. 7/1, Change by exchange. The
tape for this day was faded and unintelligible.
The teacher began by reviewing what happened yesterday during the
activity time. She reviewed the rules for playing the game and told the children
it, was not meant to be acompetition.
The main source of data was once again the journals.
Alice wrote in her journal: "Today in math we played change by
exchange. Ifound out that the more you buy the less money you have. And if
you don't have enough money you can give it to the storekeeper and he will
give you some back."
It was not clear exactly what Alice was intending to give to the
storekeeper. She could not remember when asked about it the following day.
James wrote in his journal: "Shop today. We played it again-- it was fun.
Igot aturn to be the storeman. Ifind it hard to be the storekeeper."
Twenty-one children responded with journals, 9at the Grade One level.
Of these 9, only 2were teacher- led responses, both procedural. An example
was: " Ifigured out that Ihad 1penny left so Igave the 5cents for the bread and
Igot back 2cents, three and then four, five. Five take away three is2, so Igot
back 2cents." Of the other 7Grade One responses, 2were socialization, an
example of which was: "Today Iplayed change by exchange. Iliked the game.
Ihad fun--did you have fun?" Three responses were procedural, an example of
which was Alice's ( recorded above) and two were metacognitive, an example of
which was: " Ifind that being the shopkeeper is the hardest job in the whole
game." Of the 12 Grade Two entries, 5were socialization, an example of which
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was: "Ihave never played this game before and Ihad a lot of fun today. I
played with Elizabeth and Rebecca and Caitlyn was the shopkeeper." Two
entries at the Grade Two level were procedural, an example of which was: " I'm
even learning more today. We exchanged a lot in this game. Because when I
gave Alice my 10 cents she counted what Iget back because Iget some yogurt
and it cost 3cents. So she gave me back 7cent." Five responses were
metacognitive, an example of which was: "Today Iwas with the same group
and we only had 4people in our group. Me and Jack and Jeremy have been
the storekeepers--poor Don. But he will be the storekeeper next day. Ithink
that the storekeeper has the hardest job because he has to watch out if one of
the customers stole something and he sometimes has to subtract from other
people's money. They are only supposed to have 30c in his pocket. Today
Jack forgot to give me 5pennies and 1dime. This game is fun. We should play
it more often."
More children responded in written form in Session 22 than Session 21.
The time spent exploring and experimenting with the materials had enabled
some children to arrive at adeeper understanding of the concepts. Some of the
play had turned into conceptual learning. The noise level was much lower
today and children were generally much more focussed. They were
concentrating on how many objects they could buy with their money and how
much change they should receive. The 7children who wrote metacognitive
comments in their journals wrote quite lengthy stories of strategies and
demonstrated a relational understanding of money.
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Table 22
Num 4.7/1

Change by exchange

Journal Response Summary

With Teacher

Independent

Total

Socialization

Procedural

Mecognitive

Ededc

2GR1

0

2

0

0

OGR.2

0

0

0

0

7GR1

2

3

2

0

12GR2

5

2

5

0

21

7

7

7

0

Session 23: Num 4. 7/3 Till receipts

For Session 23 the activity was Num 4.7/3, Till receipts. This activity
was acontinuation of activity 2which was using money in the counting on
strategy to make change. Activity Num 4.7/2, Change by counting on, was
omitted in the project.

The purpose of activity Num 4.7/3 "is to relate the kind of

subtraction involved in giving change (comparison) to the conventional notation
for subtraction" (Skemp, 1989b,

p.

151). The materials were the same as for

activity 4. 7/1, Change by exchange with the addition of a pad of till receipts,
which would be clipped to the game board. The purpose of this paper is to
allow the shopkeeper to write the customer atill receipt. The customer receives
this till receipt along with the appropriate change.
The only subtraction data available today from the Grade One/two class
were teacher notes and journal entries.
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The journal entries of the two randomly-selected students were as
follows:
James:

Today the game was abit like the other game we played
with money. Iplayed with Mandy, Alastair and Robin. It
was fun. Ilike this game. We had 'a piece of paper. This is
what it looks like. ( He drew apicture of the piece of
paper).
Alice did not write ajournal entry today.
Only 13 journal entries were submitted today, 6from Grade One and 6

from Grade Two. Of the 6Grade One entries, 3were teacher- led and all of
these were procedural, an example of which was: " Ipaid 1cent for stickers and
Jeremy gave me no change. We were all out of ones so Ihad to use afive for
something that is 2cents so Igot back 3.

.

.

2, and then it's 3, 4, 5." The other 3

Grade One comments consisted of 2socialization and 1procedural. An
example of asocialization comment was: "Todayl had fun and Iplayed with
Alastair, Mandy and James." The procedural comment was: " Iplayed with
Cooper and Jeremy and Cohn. If you had 8cents and the storekeeper needed
1cent then Igave 8cents to Jeremy. Then Jeremy gave me back 7cents for
me. 8minus 1equals 7." The Grade Two comments consisted of one
socialization: "1had great fun at till receipts. Iplayed with Caitlyn and Rebecca
and Michael. Iwas the cash register. Rebecca picked apen and it was 3
cents." Four of the Grade Two responses were procedural, an example of
which was: " Iplayed with Jolene, Allison and Tracy. It was fun. Iwas the
storekeeper first and then Jolene. This game has to do with subtracting and
adding because say somebody.

.

.

"(did not complete the entry).

Also there

were 2 metacognitive comments, an example of which was: " it is like math
because on the receipts if someone gave me something that is 3cents and they
give me 5cents. Iknow the change is 2because 3 + 2= 5and 5 2= 3."
-
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From consultation with the teacher it appeared that some children had to
leave the room early and so had not recorded an entry. in their journal.

Table 23
Num 4.7/3 Till receipts
Journal Response Summary

With Teacher

Independent

Total

Sodalization

Procedural

Mecognilive

Ededic

3GR1

0

3

0

0

OGR2

0

0

0

0

3GR1

2

1

0

0

7GR2

1

4

2

0

3

8

2

0

13

Session 24:

Num 4.8/1

Using set diagrams for taking away

For Session 24 the activity was Num 4. 8/1, Using set diagrams for
taking away. This is a "teacher-Ied discussion for a small group. Its purpose
is to relate the take away aspect of subtraction to set diagrams" ( Skemp, 1989b,
p. 153). This is the first activity in Num 4.8, SUBTRACTION WITH ALL ITS
MEANINGS. The main concept of Num 4.8 is "subtraction as asingle
mathematical operation with 4different aspects" and the ability is " o relate the
overall concept of subtraction to any of its embodiments" (Skemp, 1989b,
p.153). The materials needed for Num 4.8/1 are paper and pencil for everyone.
This activity is intended as ateacher- led one, with the teacher talking the
children through the stages of the lesson, demonstrating what has to be done
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and by the children completing written work on their papers, in accordance with
the teacher's directions.
The lesson began once the children were settled. The teacher wrote on
the chart paper

5

The teacher also drew 5circles like this 00 000 and asked the
children to cross out the ones they were to take away. Someone crossed out 3
of the circles. Everybody seemed to understand what to do. She then did
another example, this time with 10 take away 6in the same style as before.
She asked the question, "How would Ishow that I'm taking six away?" Again
the children told her to cross out 6circles. She wanted to know how they knew
to cross out six. Mandy said, "6+ 4= 10." Then the teacher posed the problem
of 8take away 8and presented to the students that she was going to subtract.
"If you start with eight and take away eight you take away all that you start with
and you've got none left." Alice liked the 8circles crossed out and thought they
looked like people in a boat paddling.
The teacher told the class that today they were to say the sentences and
draw the pictures. They were not to draw elaborate pictures, simply circles or
squares would be fine. They could draw whatever pictures they wanted, but
circles were fast and would do fine so the children might like to make them.
She announced that they would not find this activity terribly difficult and would
probably be finished quite quickly. She passed out aworksheet containing
twelve examples. The children had to draw pictures to accompany the
examples. When they had finished they could make their own examples on the
back of the paper--also with pictures. The children worked on the worksheet,
the teacher's examples and their own, until the end of the lesson. No journal
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entries were made today, as the the teacher used the entire class time to,
complete the worksheet.
James had left to go to Scotland and Alice was absent today. The
researcher decided to observe the whole class and talk quickly to as many
children as possible to get an idea of what they were doing. About 8children
were adding on to get the subtraction answer: 9take away 3would become 3
plus how many equals 9. Some children were forming pictures in their head of
the beginning set and were visually taking away whatever was necessary.
Alastair said he made the picture of 8candies and then pretended he ate 3of
them. Jeremy said that 8was abig number. If asmall number likel or 2were
to be taken away then its easier for him to count back to find the answer. If 7
was to be taken away from 8he said that counting back took too long. Instead
he counted up to find the answer: 7plus how many equals 8. Sandy was not
able to make reversibility. She checked 10 - 2and got eight by counting back
two places. When she was presented with 2 +

-

=

10, she put twelve into the

blank. She had added two to ten instead of taking two from ten or asking
herself how many she would have to add on to two to make ten. She was
having difficulty with the missing addend.

Session 25: Num 4.5/4 Number comparison sentences

For Session 25 the class did a review lesson on Number comparison
sentences. The researcher had to be present in another room to conduct
observations for the larger university research study. Neither James nor Alice
wrote journal entries. The only available data are journal entries from other
class members.
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Only 8journal entries were submitted today, 1at the Grade One level, a
socialization response: " Ithink this is fun doing this stuff. Ithink this is neat."
Seven Grade Two children responded with entries which consisted of 2
procedural and 5 metacognitive. One procedural one was: "Today Iplayed
comparisons. Isubtracted. I'll show you. Like 10 compare 10 result 10. See
what Imean. It's fun doing this." One metacognitive response was: " Ilearned
to subtract and comparison. Ilike this better than agame. If you want to count a
different way and learn how to do it all Ihave to do is make a habit of it. Say I
wanted to learn to subtract 2in my head. So say that the question was 6-5. I
put the biggest number in my head and take away the 5and my answer is 1."
Table 24
Num 4.5/4 Number comparison sentences
Journal Response Summary

Sodalization
With Teacher

Independent

Total

Procedural Melacognilive

Eclectic

1GR1

1

0

0

0

OGR2

0

0

0

0

0GR1

0

0

0

0

7GR2

0

2

5

0

8

1

2

5

0

Session 26: Num 4. 8/3 Using set diagrams for finding complements

For Session 26 the activity was Num 4.8/3, Using set diagrams for
finding complements. This is a "teacher- led discussion for a small group. Its
purpose is to relate the complement aspect of subtraction to set diagrams, and
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thereby do what they did in activities 1and 2" (Skemp, 1989b,

p.

154). The

teacher called it Complements and wanted to discuss with the children all the
word sentences that go together. She talked about number families and wrote
the problem
10

and

10
-2

2

8

She drew the diagrams similar to one she drew on the previous day and
this time filled in the circles to be subtracted rather than crossing them out. The
children helped her do about 5examples on the chart paper. Beside each
example the teacher wrote all the related number families and had the children
read them out. She asked the children which numbers were easy to subtract.
Some children volunteered numbers like zero, because there was no change in
the number, 1or 2because it was easy to count back and the whole number
because the answer was zero. The children all agreed that if they used the
above numbers they knew exactly what to do. The teacher commented that
various strategies were used for subtracting larger numbers, like 3or 4. She
asked the children to think about how they did subtraction sums like 8take
away 3or 9take away 4. Some children said they used their fingers folded
over to mean the ones they were subtracting, what was left being the answer.
Some visualized their fingers or things like cookies and candies in their head
and subtracted mentally. Others counted back, remembering they were starting
with 8and counting back the required amount to end with the answer. This was
ashort lesson today. It lasted only about 40 minutes. The teacher and the class
interacted verbally for about 15 minutes and then the students had aworksheet
where they had to draw the circles and color in the different amounts being
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subtracted. They had to explore all the related number families. Neither James
nor Alice were available to interview so the researcher interacted with other
children.
Researcher:
Hugh:
Researcher:
Hugh:
Researcher:
Hugh:
Researcher:

Hugh, you are far ahead. Can you tell me what this first
one says?
9 minus 3equals 6.
What does minus mean?
Take away.
0. K., 9minus 6, what did you do?
Idrew 9circles and colored 3.
So the ones that are not colored are your answer. Oh, Isee.
You have all the answers in before you draw. How do you
know these answers? How did you get 8 6= 2?
Idon't know.
-

Hugh:

Hugh had gone quite far ahead, but had not followed instructions. He
was using his fingers to count how many and it seemed that he was adding on
to get the answer. Once he had the answer he filled in the circles. The
researcher now interacted with Peter and the following is an excerpt from that
transcript.
Researcher:
Peter:
Researcher:
Peter:
Researcher:
Peter:
Researcher:
Peter:
Researcher:
Peter:

Peter, you've done many of them. How can you do them
so quickly?
Iuse my fingers
Here's one, show me. (7 3)
7take away 3, that's 7, (counted out 7fingers), take away 3
(folded over 3fingers) equals 4.
How come you didn't use fingers for 7 0?
'Cos if its 7take away 0you don't take any away.
0. K. if it's 8 7what would you get?
1
How did you know so quickly that the answer was 1?
You take away 7and have 1. Ijust count 8and then take
away 7, because 8is 1ahead of 7.
-

-

-

Peter was using excellent strategies for taking away all kinds of numbers.
He could articulate them quite clearly and seemed very sure they would work
for him at all times. The researcher then worked with Michael.
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Researcher:

Hello Michael, how are you doing? Can we go back to
number 1and see what you did. (9 3) Did you write
your answer first and then check to see if you have 9?
Yes.
O.K., you've got 3colored. How do you check?
There are 6there ( pointing to what is not colored) and 3
plus 6is 9.
Let's do another one. (7 3) What did you color?
4
Did you use your fingers?
No, Ijust put them down here and looked at them ( his
fingers).
So you don't touch them, you just look at them?
yeah.
Could you do this without your fingers?
Take 7in my head and take 3away and that would be 4.
-

Michael:
Researcher:
Michael:
Researcher:
Michael:
Researcher:
Michael:
Researcher:
Michael:
Researcher:
Michael:

-

Michael did in fact use his fingers extensively. Although he said he could
put the numbers in his head, he was still noticeably also using his fingers. He
had astratgey that worked for him, he could articulate the strategy, and he
seemed to have agood understanding of the subtraction concept. The
researcher now worked for awhile with Jack and Cohn.
Researcher:
Jack:
Researcher:
Jack:
Researcher:
Jack:

Researcher:
Jack:
Researcher:
Jack:
Cohn:
Researcher:
Jack and Cohn:

Researcher:

Hello, Jack, can Iask you acouple. of questions? Did you
find any examples easier than others?
Most of them were very easy.
0. K., but were any really easy?
These two.
Why?
9 - 9=0,you know that; 7-0 stays at7because you
don't take any away; if you take 1away the answer is one
below the number.
What about 5-4?
You'll always have 1left.
0. K., let's test this on other numbers. If you had 16 0
what would be the answer?
16
16, because you take none away.
18-18
-

0, because you have 18 and take them all away and you
have nothing left.
What about 15-1?
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Cohn:
Jack:
Researcher:
Jack:
Researcher:
Cohn:
Researcher:
Jack:
Researcher:
Cohn:
Researcher:
Jack:
Researcher:

That would be 14.
Because 14 is the next number under 15.
13- 12?
1, because you take 12 from 13 because you still need 1
to make 13.
What if you had 257 0
257.
368-368?
0
439 1?
438.
795 794
1
So, the strategy can apply to all numbers. What I'm
interested in is this. If you had 17 3 how would you do
it?
14.
How did you get it?
Because 17-14=3.
Is it easier to countdown 17...16...15...14?
-

-

-

Jack:
Researcher:
Jack:
Researcher:
Jack and Cohn:
Researcher:
Jack:
Researcher:
Jack:
Researcher:

Yes.
0rto say 3+ = 17?
Counting backwards is easier.
And you can always check it, 14+3=17. 0. K., try 1815.
Sometimes me and Cohn take 15 and count up
16...17...18, so you know it's 3.
So you would use the counting up strategy. 0. K., here are
some at the back of the paper to try: ( 16-5;17-12;19
8) Try to work them out. Can you explain what you are
doing Jack?
Well, 10 + 6is 16; 6away gives you 10, then 5away is
11, one more than 10.
Very good, try l7-12.
The same thing. Iknow that 7+ 10 is 17. Soluse 12.
12 is more than 10 so my answer is less than 7. Iwork
out how many more and take it from the 7.
Wonderful, now try 19 8.
The same asi. 9-1 is so its l0 more than 9so the
answer is 10 more than 1--li.
0. K., this one might blow you away. Try 13 9. Is that
different?
Yes.
Why?
I'd use 10. I'd count from 14 to 10, that's 4. So Icount
one more to make 9and that's 5 numbers counted down.
That's 9; now Itake 4more down.
That's not going to give you the right answer.
-

Jack:
Researcher:
Jack:

Researcher:
Jack:
Researcher:
Jack:
Researcher:
Jack:

Researcher:

-

-
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Cohn:
Researcher:
Cohn:
Researcher:
Cohn:
Researcher:
Colin:

(takes over) O.K.,I took 16...15..;14...13...12...11. Sot got
11.
0. K., what about 17- 12?
ltook l2 ... 13 ... 14 ... 15 ... 16 ... 17.
So you counted up?
And the other one, 19 8, you know it's 11, it's like 9 8
=1
So you use two different strategies?
Yes
-

-

Cohn and Jack had internalized and could articulate some quite
advanced strategies for working out their problems. These two boys had spent
so much time talking to the researcher that they had not been able to write in
their journals, but the comments made verbally were evidence of a
metacognitive and a relational awareness. Not only did they have adeep
relational understanding of the concepts, they also knew that they understood.
Only 8children responded in journals today, 2at the Grade One level, both of
these of ametacognitive nature. An example of one of these was: "This was
kind of hard and kind of easy. Ithought it was fun doing this game--what colors I
used." At the Grade Two level 6children responded. One of these responses
was socialization: " Ihad a lot of fun today and did take away with pictures. Did
you know that Ihave 2pages to do. Imight write on the other pages." Two
children wrote procedural-type entries, an example of which was: "Today I
played complements. Ihad fun playing this game. I'll show you what Imean.
First you have this sheet that has all these numbers. And you get to draw a
picture, and you draw 3circles and you get to color them in. Ithink it's great that
Ican do that. It's fun and it's great." An example of one of the 3 metacognitive
entries was: "The hardest one was the last 7 0. Hu.
-

.

.

um, Idon't know."
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Table 25
Num 4.8/3

Using set diagrams for finding complements
Journal Response Summary

With Teacher

Independent

Total

Session 27:

Sodalizalion

Procedural

Melacognilive

Eclectic

OGR1

0

0

0

0

OGR2

0

0

0

0

2GR1

0

0

2

0

6GR2

1

2

3

0

8

1

2

5

0

Num 4.8/4

Using set diagrams for giving change

Session 27 was the last session during which the researcher was able to
gather any data. The following week was completely occupied with classroom
interviews and observations for the university research project. The subtraction
strand continued within the classroom, but the research had to be completed
today. The activity was Num 4.8/ 4, Using set diagrams for giving
change. This is a "t
eacher- led discussion for asmall group. Its purpose is to
relate the 'cash, cost, change aspect of subtraction to set diagrams, and thereby
to what they did in activities 1, 2, and 3" (Skemp, 1989b,

p.

155). The materials

required were paper and pencil.
The teacher began the discussion by asking who remembered three
ways to subtract. She wrote the words comparisons, complements and taking
away on the chart paper (volunteered by children in the room). She told the
class that today they were going to look at making change. 'The money we start
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with is the first number, what we want to buy is the second number and our
change, what we want to discover is the result." She wrote asum like
6

on the chart paper. She gave the class a money related problem involving six
cents and two cents and drew aset diagram with eight circles (to represent
coins) on the paper. She asked the class to suppose they were shopkeepers
and acustomer gave you two cents for acandy. How much change would you
give him? She then drew the partition on the set diagram to represent the cost
of the article on one side and the change on the other. She wrote the total
amount (6) at the top of the diagram. She then directed the children's attention
to the right of the partition (the change section) and told the children that this is
what you give back to the customer. She told them it was avery similar activity
to Till receipts, except they would be drawing set diagrams. They were to
think about money and how much change they would get back. She told the
children they would not have to color the circles. She did two more examples
on the paper and then Mandy passed worksheets around the desks. The
worksheets contained short money related problems that the children had to
work out using set diagrams.
During the activity part of the lesson the researcher circulated among two
sets of students. The following excerpt is from an interaction with Jeremy, Jack
and Cohn.
Researcher:
Cohn:
Jeremy:
Researcher:
Jack:
Researcher:

O.K., first 13 -2and then 16-5. How would you work these
out?
Well, Icounted from 13...12...1 1and Iknew it was 11.
ldidll + 21s13s013-2isll.
O.K., Jack 16-5.
Well, Ijust counted backwards.
Can you say out loud what you did in your mind?

Jack:

Researcher:
Jeremy:
Researcher:
Jeremy:
Researcher:
Jeremy:
Researcher:
Jeremy:
Researcher:
Cohn:
Researcher:
Jack:
Researcher:
Jack:
Researcher:
Jeremy:
Researcher:
Jeremy:
Researcher:
Jeremy:
Researcher:
Jack:
Researcher:
Jeremy:
Researcher:
Jack:
Cohn:
Researcher:
Jack:
Researcher:
Jack:
Researcher:
Jeremy:
Researcher:
Jeremy:
Researcher:
Jack:
Researcher:
Jack:
Researcher:
Jeremy:
Researcher:
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Iknow 10 + 6= 16 so 10 + 5= 15, add one more and
that's 16 and then take 5away from 16. That equals 11.
Iuse both strategies.
How would you count backwards from 16 to get 11?
Iwould just count backwards.
How would you know where to start?
Iwould think 16 and then how many do Icount back.
Is there any chance of miscounting?
Yeah, it could be hard.
Try 19-12.
7, Iwent to 10 and knew 19-9 = 10, and 9+ 3= 12 and I
end up with 7.
How did you get it, Cohn?
19-10=9, and these two added together l + 9= 10.
Well, this is hard to explain.
What about 19 and then counting back 12 spaces?
Iwould find that very hard.
Would it be easier to count up from 12?
12+7=19.
Would it be easier to count up from 12?
Yeah.
0. K., try 433 433.
My answer would be zero.
How do you know?
If you take away all of it you have nothing left.
Try 519-1.
518.
Try 645 - 644.
It would be one.
Try 539 539.
Zero.
Because you're taking away the same number.
Let's try 321 - 1. Tell me a rule about taking 1away.
It's the number under it.
What about when you add one?
One more.
If you start with a number and you take it away you
always have...
Zero.
What about 27-0?
27.
Try 18-2.
16
How did you do that?
Itook two numbers under 8--that gives me 6, so 2under
18 must be 16.
O.K., Jeremy try 19-11.
12
Try the same strategy as Jack. 9 1is?
-

-

-
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Jeremy:
Researcher:
Jeremy:
Researcher:
Jack:
Researcher:

8
1 - 1is
None
Did you ever think to do it that way before. O.K. 16 9.
Can you say 6-9?
No, or you could turn it this way and say this is 9 16.
That wouldn't give you the right answer. Think about it.
-

-

Jack, Jeremy and Cohn have repeatedly demonstrated a relational
understanding. They have made creative connections with their strategies,
they have utilized prior knowledge about subtraction to help them in current
tasks and they could verbalize what they were doing. They knew that they knew
and they could teach the game to anyone around them. Their journal entries
over the entire study indicated a high metacognitive awareness.
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Summary of Findings

This summary examines the qualitative and quantitative data presented
in CHAPTER IV.
One question addressed by this study was to determine how
representative Alice and James were of the grade groupings they were in.
Journal response data was used to address this question as this was the only
data available for a large percentage of the children. Consequently, this first
section further analyses the journal responses of Alice -and James in relation to
their respective grades.
Figures 1to 3graph Alice's journal responses in relation to the rest of
Grade One. Figure 1illustrates Alice's responses in relation to the rest of Grade
One, excluding Alice. Figure 2 shows Alice's responses in relation to the rest of
Grade One, including Alice. Figure 3shows the collapsed categories of journal
responses for Alice and Grade One, excluding Alice.
As indicated on Figure 1, Alice had a higher proportion of metacognitive
journal responses than any other type of response (52 percent) and most of her
responses were written independently (89 percent). The remainder of the
Grade One students had a higher number of independently-written socialization
journal responses than any other independent type (31 percent) and wrote 48
percent teacher- led entries. Of the 81 independent entries 61 percent were
socialization. At this point it does not appear that Alice is representative of the
rest of the class.
Figure 2 illustrates Alice's journal entries in relation to the entire Grade
One group,,this time with Alice as apart of the group. Independent socialization
journal responses are still higher in Grade One than any other single response
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Figure 1
Proportional Journal Response Distribution: Alice vs Grade One Excluding
Alice
0.6
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(30 percent). However, if the number of metacognitive responses are
calculated (62) then the percentage of total metacognitive responses in relation
to other types of response is 35 percent. The teacher- led group, together with
the independent group, with Alice as apart of the group, had produced atotal of
62 metacognitive entries (35 percent). Forty-three percent of all Grade One
journal responses were teacher- led and of this percentage, 44 percent were
teacher- led metacognitive ones. Of the independent Grade One entries (27),
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Alice wrote 10 (37 percent). Seventeen or 62 percent were written
independently by six other Grade One students.

Figure 2
Proportional Journal Response Distribution: Alice vs Grade One Including Alice
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Figure 3illustrates the relationship between Alice and the rest of the
class when the journal response categories are collapsed. If the categories are
collapsed so that there is no distinction between teacher- led and independent
entries then the totals for Alice were: 4 Socialization, 4procedural and 11
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metacognitive. For all of Grade One (excluding Alice) the totals are: 64
socialization, 42 procedural, and 51 metacognitive.

Figure 3
Proportional Journal Response Distribution: Alice vs Grade One Excluding
Alice (Collapsed Categories)
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Twenty-one percent of Alice's entries were socialization in comparison to
41 percent from the remainder of the class. Twenty-one percent of Alice's
responses were procedural in comparison to 27 percent from the rest of the
class, and 58 percent of Alice's entries were metacognitive in relation to 32
percent from the remainder of the class. Appendix A summarizes Alice's
journal responses in relation to the Grade One group (including and excluding
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Alice). The journal response distribution indicates that if distinctions are made
between journal entries with and without teacher assistance, Alice would not be
considered representative of the group. There would be achance of less than 5
in a 100 that Alice's responses would be considered representative of the same
population as those of the Grade One class. However, if no distinction is made
between journal responses with and without teacher- help, Alice's response
distribution would not be considered significantly different from that of the rest of
the Grade One class.
Out of atotal of 300 possible response situations the Grade One class
responded 176 times (59 percent). For 41 percent of the time no journal
responses were recorded. Alice responded with ajournal entry 19 out of a
possible 25 times (76 percent).
James' journal responses are summarized and analyzed below. Figures
4and 5 illustrate graphically James' journal responses in relation to the rest of
the class. Figure 4compares James' journal responses with the remainder of
Grade Two, excluding James
James had atotal of 23 out of a possible 25 journal responses (92
percent response). Of his 23 responses, 9were socialization, 6procedural,
and 8 metacognitive, accounting respectively for 39 percent, 26 percent and 34
percent of all his entries. All three types of responses were fairly evenly
distributed. The total number of Grade Two responses (without James) was
264. As indicated in Figure 4the three main categories were quite evenly
distributed. Socialization responses (97) accounted for 37 percent of the total,
procedural responses (71), accounted for 27 percent of the total, and
metacognitive responses (92), accounted for 35 percent of the total. James'
responses appear quite representative of those in the remainder of the class.
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Almost 100 percent of the Grade Two journal entries were written
independently, as compared with 44 percent of Grade .One responses.

Figure 4
Proportional Journal Response Distribution: James vs Grade Two Excluding
James
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Figure 5 shows the journal responses of James compared with Grade
Two, including James. The same three major categories are once again fairly
evenly distributed. The total Grade Two responses are 287, out of which 106
are socialization (37 percent), 77 are procedural (? 7percent) and 100 are
metacognitive (35 percent). James' responses (39 percent, 26
percent, and 35 percent respectively) are very similar to the remainder of
Grade Two.
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The collapsed categories would make no significant difference to the
distribution of journal responses as only one Grade Two child wrote ateacherled entry.
Figure 5
Proportional Journal Response Distribution: James vs Grade Two Including
James
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Appendix B records James' journal responses in relation to those of the
Grade Two class (including and excluding James' responses). There is no
significant difference between James' response distribution and that of the
Grade Two class. There is a much greater chance than five in ahundred that
James is representative of the Grade Two class.
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Figure 6illustrates the journal response distribution of Alice and James
vs Grade One and Grade Two, respectively, on the basis of metacognitive
responses only [independently ( Ind.) and with collapsed categories (C.C.)].

Figure 6
Metacognitive Journal Response Distribution: Grade One (including Alice) and
Grade Two (including James)
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From an examination of Appendix A, Alice and Caitlyn were the only two
Grade Ones who made asubstantial number of independent metacognitive
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comments. Most independent comments from Grade One students were of a
socialization nature (31 percent). The total number of independent comments
made by Grade One was 98. Out of that number 27 were metacognitve (27
percent). The two children mentioned above had 16 of these comments (59
percent).
In contrast to the Grade One children, the Grade Two children, who
responded in writing 287 times out of a possible 300 times ( 76 percent), had a
total of 100 metacognitive comments out of atotal of 286 independent
comments (34 percent). The percentage of metacognitive responses in relation
to the total number of independent responses was 27 percent for Grade One
and 35 percent for Grade Two. However, if the categories are collapsed so that
there is no distinction between teacher- led and independent responses then
the percentage of metacognitive responses in relation to the total number of
responses for Grade One was 35 percent and for Grade Two the percentage
was also 35 percent. The total metacognitive percentage for both grades, with
collapsed categories, was almost identical.

Even without taking into

consideration the collapsed categories there is not an appreciable difference
between the percentages of metacognitive responses in relation to the total
independent responses of both grades. Journal entries indicated metacognitive
responses between 27-to-35 percent of the time.
This study also sought to determine the characteristics of activities that
were most conducive to promoting relational understanding. Table 26 indicates
the combined journal responses for each of the activities covered in the subset
of the subtraction unit of Structured Activities for Primary Mathematics, Vol. 1
(Skemp, 1989b).
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Table 26 summarizes the totals of all the tables up to Table 25. It
illustrates the distribution of written journal responses for each activity. The total
number of responses varied from activity to activity.

Table 26
Grade One and Two Combined Journal Responses
Sample\Fsp.
Category
Num4.1/1
Num4.1,2
Num42/1 (a)
Num42/1 )
Num42/4
Num42i
Num4.3/1
Num4.3,2
Num4AJ1
Num4.4,2
Num4.4,3
Num4.5,3
Num4.5/1
Num4.5i2
Num4.5,3
Num4.5/1
Num4.6/1
Num42,2
Num4.5/4
Num4.5i5
Num4.7/1
Num4.7/1
Num4.7,3
Num4.5/4
Num4.8,3

Numberof
Sodalizaon
Procedural
Responses
14
4 (29%)
7 (50%)
14
7 (50%)
3 (21%)
16
8 (50%)
5 (31%)
19
6 (32%)
6 (32%)
20
6 (30%)
3 (15%)
21
8 (38%)
5 (24%)
21
12 (57%)
2 (10%)
19
8 (42%)
2 (10%)
18
6 (33%)
4 (22%)
21
14 (66%)
4 (19%)
19
8 (42%)
2 (11%)
22
7 (32%)
6 (27%)
24
9 (38%)
10 (42%)
23
11 (48%)
6 (26%)
22
5 (22%)
2 (9%)
22
8 (36%)
5 (23%)
20
6 (30%)
4 (20%)
21
9 (43%)
7 (33%)
20
9 (45%)
8 (40%),
22
5 (23%)
10 (45%)
16
3 (19%)
7 (44%)
21
7 (33%)
7 (33%)
13
3 (23%)
8 (62%)
8
1 (12%)
2 (25%)
8
1 (12%)
2 (25%)

Melacognttive Eclectic
3
3
3
7
10
8
7
9
8
3
9
9
5
6
14
9
10
5
3
7
6
7
2
5
5

(21%)
(21%)
( 19%)
(37%)
(50%)
(38%)
(33%)
(47%)
(44%)
(14%)
(47%)
(41%)
(21%)
(26%)
(64%)
(41%)
(50%)
(24%)
(15%)
(32%)
(37%)
(33%)
(15%)
(63%)
(63%)

0
1 (8%)
0
0
1(50/6)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1(50/6)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

As indicated in Table 26, some activities produced a high number of
metacognitive responses while others produced more socialization responses.
Num 4.5/3, Diver and wincher had the highest percentage of metacognitive
responses (64 percent). Other activities that demonstrated a high percentage of
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metacognitive responses were Num 4.2/4, Crossing back (
50 percent) and
Num 4.6/1 The handkerchief game (
50 percent). Table 26 also partially
demonstrates another question that was addressed in the study, namely, if there
was evidence that relational understanding developed as the study progressed.
Table 26 illustrates ajournal response distribution which may partially address
this question. The total number of journal responses increased rapidly over the
first few activities and remained at about the twenty out of twenty-five response
rate for about 18 days or 75 percent of the time. The total responses tailed off at
the end of the study. For Session 1, 3children responded metacognitively (21
percent). For Session 5, 10 responded metacognitively (50 percent) and for
Session 15, 14 children responded metacognitively (64 percent). Different
activities had different response distributions. The responses from the above
three activities show some indication that a relational understanding,
demonstrated through a metacognitive journal response, was developing.
The larger university study, within which this study was included,
conducted interviews with Grade One and Grade Two children to assess
cognitive response levels. Pre-test interviews were conducted prior to the
beginning of the study and post-test interviews were conducted during the final
week of the study. These interviews assessed the cognitive response levels of
30 randomly selected children on the above two occasions. Alice and James
were two of these children. Appendix C illustrates the pre-test and post-test
cognitive response levels of Alice and James. Also included in Appendix C is
the university study's cognitive response distribution for Grades One and Two.
A study called Assessing Cognitive Levels in the Classroom, [(ACLIC),
Marchand, Bye, Harrison, & Schroeder, 1985)]. researched cognitive response.
levels of elementary school children in Alberta.
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The ACLIC results were set against the university study results for
purposes of comparison. Summarized results of this study's findings are
included in Appendix C, together with results from the 1990 follow-up university
study.
Alice's beginning cognitive level, according to placement at the time of
the pre-test interview, was at an Early Concrete Operations Level. Forty percent
of Grade One children in the university study were at this level, as compared
with 52 percent from ACLIC. At the time of the post-test interview Alice's
cognitive response level was representative of the Late Concrete Operations
Level. Seventy-seven percent of Grade One children interviewed for the
university study were also at this level, as compared with 27 percent from
ACLIC. Five of the 6Grade One students who pre-tested at an Early Concrete
Operations Level post-tested at a Late Concrete Operations Level. The sixth
student was not available at the time of the post-test.
James' pre-test cognitive response level was at an Early Concrete
Operations Level. The Early Concrete Operations Level accounted for 33
percent of the Grade Two pre-test responses of the university study, as
compared with 27 percent from ACLIC. James' post-test cognitive response
level was assessed to be in the Late Concrete Operations Level. This can be
compared with 67 percent at the same level for the university study Grade Two
population, and 85 percent at this level for ACLIC. There was an increase in
percentage in Early Formal Operations Level from 7percent to 33 percent from
pre-test to post-test in the university study. All of the five students who pretested at the Early Concrete Operations Level in the university study, post-tested
at the Late Concrete Operations Level. The major finding from the above data,
and from Appendix C, is the shift in cognitive response level for both Alice and
James, and for the other Grade One and Two students interviewed.

CHAPTER V

Discussion of Findings and Conclusions

Discussion of the Findings

From an examination of the data and analyses in CHAPTER IV several
major but tentative findings can be discussed. The findings should be viewed
tentatively because of the difficulty of inferring whether the children were
thinking cognitively or metacognitively about mathematics on the basis of their
relatively unreliable verbal and written responses. They also need to be viewed
tentatively because they may have been partially influenced by the presence
and interest of the researcher.
Tables 27 and 28 (
in Appendices A and B) summarize the journal
response distribution of all the children in Grades One and Two respectively. It

is apparent from these tables that most of the teacher- help time involving the
class journals was concentrated at the Grade One level. Only one Grade Two
child sought assistance from the teacher. There could be many reasons to
account for this. Most of these children, and especially those in Grade One,
were just learning to be learners in the sense of school- based learning and
were just beginning to learn how to write. The time element of ten to fifteen
minutes for journal writing made it very difficult for some of the Grade One
children to put anything on paper. They did not have the ease of penmanship
or the written vocabulary. They also were just beginning to develop a
conceptual understanding of subtraction. The concepts were difficult ones and
the children needed time to think about them, discuss them and have their ideas
tested before they committed them to paper, assuming they were capable of
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writing. Hence many of them wrote with the teacher in the class journal. They
wrote very limited comments and some Grade One children wrote nothing at all
in the first few days. Hence it was difficult for the researcher to obtain any more
than aglimpse of their understanding of the task from what they wrote and,
unless these children were involved with either of the selected children, there
would be little further data on which to base any conclusions.
Children who wrote with the teachers generally displayed writing that
indicated adeeper level of understanding than that of their peers. The teachers
asked questions of the children who chose to write with them. They followed up
on the childrens' responses and they helped the children with words like
"strategy." They acted as models for the children. Children need models in
their development. What they can do today with the help of an experienced
learner, they can do independently tomorrow. The Zone of Proximal
Development (Vygotsky, 1962) is the potential that each child is capable of
reaching with the help of a more experienced learner. In the teacher-led class
journals, in teacher-student interactions, in researcher-student interactions, and
in general class discussions there was evidence of the more experienced
learner guiding the less experienced one to adeeper level of thinking. Mode 2
of Skemp's ( 1989a) theory of intelligent learning, the second level of Skypek's
(1981) theory, and the Zone of Proximal Development all signify the importance
of the social interaction situation, between people, as away of building and
testing ideas and constructions of reality. Later, the constructions of reality
develop individually inside the child by reflection and higher order thinking.
Children who were demonstrating relational understanding of the concepts
were most likely understanding the concept in an intrapsychological manner.
The children in the teacher- led class journal group or any children who worked
with the teacher or researcher had the opportunity to have their ideas shared
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and tested, mirror-like against the ideas of the experienced learner. They were
able to take more of a risk because they felt confident that their ideas would be
accepted. Some of the children who began writing in the teacher-led, class
journal, later separated and wrote responses that revealed adeeper level of
understanding. Alice, Alastair and Robin were examples of children who wrote
in this manner. Alice wrote with the teacher for only the first two days and then
wrote independently for the remainder of the study. Some, however, stayed
with the teacher throughout the whole project. Allison, Eleanor, and Cooper did
not write one independent response. It would be difficult to make any statement
regarding the thinking or understanding displayed by these three children
based on their writing alone. The class journal writing usually involved children
in Grade One who were experiencing difficulty or frustration with the activity for
that day and were therefore uncertain and insecure about the concept, or by
children who were experiencing difficulty in recording what they wanted to say,
either with the words or the actual letter formation.
During the study there was the possibility for Grade One children to make
300 journal writing responses. One hundred and seventy-six were made,
resulting in 124 no-writing situations. The high percentage (41 percent) of nowriting situations could be due to any or all of the factors already stated. In
contrast, the Grade Two children had 375 opportunities to respond with written
journal entries and used 287 of these opportunities (76 percent response rate).
This higher response rate is most likely related to the greater maturity and
language skill of the Grade Two children. Their expressive language, both
verbally and in writing had been given more opportunity to develop. They had
been in school one year more and had been exposed to the expression of
mathematics in the classroom. In general, it appeared that the Grade Two
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children were much more comfortable with the routines of the classroom and
seemed less confused by the introduction of new materials and ideas.
From an examination of Appendix A and Figure 6it is evident that Alice
wrote the most metacognitive responses in Grade One. It is apossibility that
Alice's high number of metacognitive responses was due to the researcher's
interest in her. Also because of the researcher's presence in the group, the
children who were working together with the researcher were more likely to be
on task. Alice knew how to write and could express her ideas quite well in
written form. Her independence in writing could have partially accounted for the
frequency and quantity of her journal responses.
Figure 6 ( page 193) illustrates that there was no significant difference
between the percentages of metacognitive comments written at the Grade One
or Grade Two level, even with the categories separated. Metacognitive
responses occurred in Grade One between 27 to 35 percent of the time. Grade
One children wrote much less than Grade Two children and they had fewer total
responses, but the metacognitive percentage of the responses was very similar.
It is apossibility that most of the children who wrote anything in Grade One did
so because they had some understanding of the concepts. The higher
percentage of total responses out of the possible number of responses from
Grade Two can be mainly accounted for by the maturity and ease with language
that Grade Two children have over Grade One children. Perhaps the 59
percent total response rate from Grade One comprised those children who had
any conceptual awareness of what was occurring, whereas, although the Grade
Two children wrote more, and more frequently, the content of what they wrote
was generally of a socialization or procedural type. They might have benefitted
from some teacher- led discussion time to test their conceptual awareness.
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As indicated in Figures 1to 3and Appendix A, Alice would not be
considered representative of the Grade One class unless the journal response
categories were collapsed. Her ease of penmanship, her ability to record her
thoughts in written form, and her general ability in handling the material and
concepts, were higher than most of her classmates. It is interesting that she
began the journal writing process with the teacher- led group on the carpet and
then moved away to write on her own. However, although her written
comments demonstrated a metacognitive awareness, her verbal articulation
demonstrated, for the most part, an instrumental understanding rather than a
relational one. She claimed that she practised her basic facts frequently with
her parents and often knew the correct answer because she had remembered
it. She applied her memory of the basic facts to many of the problem situations

in an attempt to win, which was very important to her. She made afalse journal
entry saying she had won four times, when, on that specific occasion, she had
not won once. She was able to get the right answer on most occasions, but
demonstrated in Diver and wincher, The handkerchief game and
Please may Ihave that she had formulated inefficient schemas for solving
her problems. Her strategies may have worked for heron those occasions, but
they would not be suitable for other problems. Hence she will have to learn
other strategies or reconstruct her present ones to be successful in math in the
future.
It was also apparent that some children, namely, Allison, Tracy, Cooper
and Hugh were almost totally dependent on the teacher- led discussion group
(see Appendix A). Their regular attendance and consequent frequent teacherled journal responses was in contrast with Nathan and Eleanor who wrote very
little through the entire study. Some children wrote infrequently, either
independently or with the teacher, (e.g., Alastair, Peter and Robin), but their
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journal writing efforts did not reflect what they were verbalizing in activity time
and what they evidently knew about subtraction. As is evident from Crossing
back and Laying the table these boys understood the game well enough to
play it by different rules. They had difficulty focussing on most of the activities,
but could answer questions about what they were supposed to be doing and
why. Jolene faithfully wrote independent journal entries right from the start.
She was one of two Grade One children who did not join the teacher-group
once and consistently wrote journal entries of a socialization nature. Everything
was fun for her. She was having agreat time, but the tasks and concepts were
quite difficult for her to grasp.
From a horizontal examination of Grade Two, it is apparent that most
children wrote varied responses (see Appendix B). There is an indication, as
evidenced through journal responses, that as the activities progressed the
ability to form concepts and make connections increased, and continued to
increase, for afew children. Cohn responded with avariety of responses at the
start of the study, but towards the end was writing only metacognitive entries.
Elizabeth did not write much at the start of the study, but progressed towards
writing metacognitively near the end. In the middle of the study there was atime
when Don wrote metacognitive comments for six days and then towards the end
wrote more procedural comments. Jack wrote metacognitive comments for
every entry except one. James fluctuated between all three types of responses
right to the end of the study. Some Grade Two students, for example, Sandy,
did not write one metacognitive comment. The varying comments from most of
the children and the fluctuating nature of the comments are indicative of the
difficulty of the concepts that were being presented. Different children struggled
with different concepts. It appeared on afew occasions (e.g., Abstracting
number sentences, Num 4.4/2), from the nature of the verbal exchanges, that
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the children were struggling to make sense of avery difficult and abstract
concept and that many of them did not yet have the conceptual understanding
or the expressive vocabulary to write about what they were trying to understand.
From an examination of the combined journal responses (Table 26),
there appears to be an increase in metacognitive awareness, as expressed
through journal responses, with the progression of the study. The number of
metacognitve journal responses indicated that there was agrowing
metacognitive awareness over most of the study. These responses varied with
the activity, some activities producing a high number and others a lower number
of metacognitive responses. Written metacognitive responses, without checking
the reliability and substance of these comments, do not appear to provide valid
information for determining relational understanding. Some of the comments,
which were classified as metacognitive such as: " Ifound the activity boring," did
not indicate any relational understanding. Also some children (e.g., Allison)
who wrote " Ihave agood strategy. Iuse my eyes and my fingers," which would
also be classified as metacognitive, could not, when questioned use that
strategy effectively. Therefore, this comment would also not be considered an
example of relational understanding. There appears to be a high unreliability
factor attached to what children choose to write about. The question that arose
for the researcher was why these children would write about strategies if they
had no idea what astrategy was or how to use the one they recorded. The only
speculative response might be that they had heard the words and terminology
used by their peers and by the teacher and had decided to model their
responses on what others had said or written.
There were some children, however, who demonstrated, in writing and
verbally, an awareness which appeared to be relational. These children were
Jack, Cohn, Margaret, and Don. These children did not begin by writing
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metacognitive comments, but very quickly started doing so once they became
familiar with the tasks and materials. Some children at the Grade Two level
wrote no metacognitive comments, or very few (e.g., Rebecca, Michael, Sandy,
Allison, Jeremy and Elizabeth). These children, with the exception of Jeremy
were much more interested, throughout the study, in minding their neighbors'
business. They could, if asked, verbally articulate what they were doing' and
why, could give agood description of the activity, and could play the game
without difficulty, but their focus was not on trying to understand the conceptual
structure or on making any connections. Rather they were much more
interested in the group they were in, who hit who, who won and so on. James,
the Grade Two student chosen by random sample, provided the study with a
mixture of responses. He made nine socialization responses, six procedural
ones and eight metacognitive ones. He responded 23 times out of a possible
25. On the two occasions where he did not respond he was in Scotland.

It

does not appear that James increased in metacognitve ability or in ability to
'understand relationally throughout the study from an examination of only his
journal entries. On some occasions he had to be prompted to write. He said he
found writing boring. Possibly because he was an important part of the study
(and he knew that) he made more of an effort than he would normally have
done to put something in writing.
What became very interesting from an examination of Table 26 was the
changing nature of the comments, which reflected the activity that was
undertaken on that particular day. Some activities were more conducive to
written metacognitive-type comments than others. The activities that were most
conducive were Num 4.3/2,

Predictions from number sentences,

Num

4.4/3, Personalised number stories-- predictions, Num 4.5/3, Diver and
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wincher--first and second times, Num 4.6/1, The handkerchief game and
Num 4.7/1, Change by exchange--first and second times.
Unfortunately, relatively little data was collected during the Predictions
from number stories (
Num 4.3/2) session. Consequently, it was difficult to
know what transpired during the activity that made it so conducive to
metacognitive awareness.

Num 4.5/3, Diver and wincher, when played for

the second time, received the most metacognitive comments of the entire study.
What made this activity so conducive to this type of thinking? The first time it
was played the children were very obviously excited about the game. It was
different and fun, it caught their attention and was motivating. The children all
seemed to understand what to do but most of them used inefficient strategies
(without realizing it) to arrive at the solution. They all wanted to be the wincher,
because all the wincher had to do was respond to the diver's commands. They
were very eager, afew days later, to try again. This time, however, the teacher
worked very closely with the children and modelled for them what to do. In fact,
she kept the children with her on the carpet during the entire math time. She
gave the children directions and they responded in their small groups by
moving the diver up' or down appropriately. This modelling seemed to help the
children develop asolid conceptual understanding of that aspect of subtraction.
This is afurther example of how the Zone of Proximal 'Development can be
reached by an experienced learner guiding a less experienced one. Also the
activity was no longer a novelty. The children had experimented with the
raising and lowering of the diver and were ready to concentrate on
understanding the concept. The time lapse from the previous try seemed
sufficient to enable the children to realize they had used an inefficient strategy
and ready them for a more efficient strategy for solving the problem. Had the
review come the next day, the children might not have been able to abandon
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their previous strategies so readily. The important characteristics were the
aspect of review, teacher modelling, challenge, incongruity, puzzle, frustration,
and interest in the activity. It involved a high level of social interaction, with the
children in charge of their own learning. There was a high level of motivation to
play the activity and to understand what to do.
The other repeated game, mentioned above, displayed similar
characteristics. Capture (
Num 4.5/1) produced, during the second class, a
much greater concentration and focus on the mathematical concept of
comparison. There was still an element of serious competition, but the children
could be observed using more creative strategies and trying to make the game
last longer. The first time Capture was played the children were quite noisy
and there was much arguing. The second time everyone seemed much more
serious and eager to play the activity the way it was intended. The social
interaction was still great, but the conversation was more focussed on the
activity. The more advanced strategies appeared indicative of relational
understanding.
The handkerchief game, (
Num 4.6/1) was avery easy game to start
to play. It required few materials and involved only two children. It was easy to
setup and understand, and had maximum involvement at all times. It is
interesting that although this activity produced in writing agood number of
metacognitive responses, many of these responses demonstrated incorrect or
unusual strategies (e.g., Alice counting the bumps to know the answer)
Over the six-week experimental period all the activities to Num 4. 8/4
were presented. Each of these activities was interesting in its own way. The
descriptive analysis of each Session in CHAPTER IV has presented a
description and interpretation of events as they occurred. Some of the activities
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were more thoroughly researched with corroborating evidence from avariety of
sources and yielded more variety of verbal and written comments.
Some generalizations regarding effectiveness of all the activities can be
obtained from an examination of the foregoing activities and from a Summary of
the Findings. These generalizations are based on field note data, teacher
comments and on the type of the childrens' responses, verbally and in writing.
1. Familiar activities, such as Crossing back, Num 4.2/4, which was a
favorite in the addition strand, produced only four independent metacognitive
responses. In total there were six socialization-type responses, three
procedural and three metacognitive independent responses (and six teacherled metacognitive ones). The general atmosphere during this activity was that it
was not enough of achallenge. Some children stated that it was boring. The
children had been exposed to Crossing, Num 3.2/4 as an addition activity and
some seemed hesitant about playing it again. Some children insisted on
playing it by the rules, some invented afew different strategies and some
completely ruined the game by being silly. Familiarity with the activity did not
did not appear to promote motivation in and engagement with the activity.
Another activity, which was also familiar, was Returning over the
stepping stones (
from 10-to-0), Num 4.2/3. The children had played the
addition counterpart of this activity from 0to 10. This game produced 21 written
responses (the highest number up to that day), eight of which were
metacognitive. However, the type of metacognitive comments indicated
boredom, ease with the material and that the activity was not enough of a
challenge. The verbal responses revealed that the students knew very well
how to play the game, but seemed to lack motivation or interest to play it
properly. Some appeared disinterested in the activity and did not care if they
won or if anyone won or played by the rules.
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2. Activities that were new and interesting in the gameboard layout, (e.g.,
Diver and wincher, Num 4.5/3), although posing quite difficult concepts for
the children, produced a high number of verbal and written responses and a
noticeable energy and excitement in the room. Frustration was evident, but all
the children were working very hard to grasp the concept. Some cheated and
chose the easy way. This activity was returned to five days later and then
produced the highest number of metacognitive responses during the entire
project. This activity combined the features of newness, challenge, motivation,
and frustration.
3.

Activities like Laying the table (
Num 4.5/2) and Change by

exchange ( Num 4.7/1) created an extremely high classroom noise level.
These activities needed groups of four to six children, involved lots of pieces of
material that had to be passed out or taken care of and put classroom
management to the test. Although in themselves worthwhile, activities like
these should be conducted in asingle group only and not with the class as a
whole, unless of course, the children have developed the prerequisite social
skills. These activities would be well placed in asemi- permanent math area.
Activities requiring many parts should be introduced to the children as a play or
discovery activity. Children should be allowed to experience the materials and
experiment with them before they are required to use them for the purpose of
thinking mathematically. Even with all of the distraction, however, Change by
exchange appeared to be a successful game in developing conceptual and
relational understanding for some of the more serious children. Unfortunately,
as stated in the data description for this day ( Session 21) the children who were
trying to relationally understand the concepts were overpowered by the children
who wanted to play with the material.
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4. Activities like Num 4.4/2, Abstracting number sentences, which
produced much verbal interaction between the children and between the
researcher and the children reflected a low metacognitive awareness at the
written level. From the data described in Session 10 the children found this
abstract way of thinking quite difficult to write about, but they were illustrating
relational understanding through many of their verbal comments. This is
another instance of the unreliability of written comments. As is reflected in the
literature review, children can, in the process of writing about something, come
to a metacognitive awareness. Their writing about what they are doing in
mathematics may help to clarify their mathematical thinking. But they may still
be unable to make mathematical connections. Consequently, if they write that
they have astrategy, unless they can prove it by what they say and do it may not
be auseful and workable strategy and may not be indicative of relational
understanding. In the above activity the children were working at an abstract
level, using pre- made problem cards onto which they inserted their names and
number of objects. They were not working concretely with materials. This had
been carried out in previous activities. The level of abstraction exemplified by
this activity, together with the high verbal content was astrong challenge for the
students. Many children could not think of the vocabulary and ideas that would
express what they had been doing mentally and what they had been talking
about. The low number of metacognitive journal responses did not, however,
indicate that the children were not making connections and understanding
relationally. Possibly if they had returned to this activity afew days later they
would have been able to write more about what they were thinking.
5. Activities that were returned to produced a much higher verbal and
metacognitive response. These activities were repeated because they
presented difficult concepts and the teacher wanted to ensure that the children
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understood them. During the first presentation of the activity there had been a
noticeable frustration. When presented for the second time the newness had
partly gone and the rules and procedures for conducting the activity were
understood. Now the children could concentrate on the math involved. There
seemed to be avery delicate balance between familiarity and newness. Each
has its merits as can be illustrated from the activities in this strand. There is
great value in returning to an activity, especially one that the children really
liked or one that they had great difficulty with.
6. The games that most of the children found the most interesting,
challenging, and motivating were:- a) Diver and wincher ( Num 4.5/3), b) The
handkerchief game ( Num 4.6/1) and c) Change by exchange ( Num
4.7/1). Here, there seemed to be agood mixture of newness, challenge and
familiarity.
7. From interactions with many of the children in this Grade One and
Two classroom and from reading their daily comments in their mathematics
journals it was evident that there was awide range of mathematical ability in
this classroom. It was also evident that there was variation in the children's
ability to express themselves verbally and in writing. These observations were
confirmed by the teacher. Some activities, like Num 4.6/1, The handkerchief
game, catered to all the children in the room regardless of their mathematical
ability or ease with expression. Others like Num 4.2/3, Returning over the
stepping stones and Num 4.2/4 Crossing back were thought to be boring
for the students who considered themselves more mathematically mature.
Others like Num 4. 8/3, Using set diagrams for finding complements
were too symbolic and abstract for the weaker math students. These weaker
students really struggled with the concepts presented in the later activities. For
the purposes of the overall university project, of which this study was apart, the
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whole class was working on an activity aday as it strived to, get through the
strand in the time period allotted. There was little opportunity to review any
activity until after all the other Grade One and Grade Two classes had been
presented with the activity. The opportunity for individualization is present in all
of the activities. They have the built-in capacity to be adjusted to meet varying
developmental levels and this would happen as a matter of course in a regular
classroom setting.

Conclusions

The purpose of this study was to explore how language and writing
promote relational understanding in a primary subtraction unit. Two questions
which this study sought to answer were:
(1)
(2)

How do children communicate their understanding of
subtraction?
How does the language and writing of the children demonstrate
understanding and clarify thinking?

The first question is so closely linked with the second one that it seems
best to consider them as a unit. The children's mathematical understanding
was communicated through their actions, through their verbal interactions with
their peers and adults, and through their journal writing. The most reliable
indicator of their understanding was from observing their actions, listening to
what they said and then following up with appropriate questioning to test their
schemas.
Evidence of understanding of a relational nature surfaced on many
occasions for most of the Grade Two children and for Two of the Grade One
children. Relational understanding was evident in some of the metacognitive
journal responses at both grade levels, but much more for the Grade Two
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children. Different activities prompted different mathematical schemas, which
resulted in different verbal exchanges and different types of writing. Certain
activities promoted a higher degree of relational understanding.
Some children were found to write and talk about strategies which they
could not use or which were quite inefficient. Listening very carefully to the
words they were using as they were performing actions on materials, and
posing questions which would test their schemas, appeared to be a reliable
way to determine their understanding. Writing can be avery useful tool for
clarifying thinking and for expressing ideas about anything learned.

Possibly

the children were doing that when they chose to write. Some children wrote
substantial metacognitive comments, which, when tested by questioning,
proved very solid indicators of relational understanding. At the Grade One level
Caitlyn appeared to have avery strong grasp of the subtraction concepts and
could express her understanding with both her verbal and written language.
Alice wrote many metacognitive journal entries, but often could not answer
questions based on what she wrote. Her subtraction schemas were not solid.
At the Grade Two level some children (e.g., Cohn and Jack) showed sound
understanding of subtraction concepts. This understanding was revealed
through their actions, their verbal comments and their journal entries. Many
Grade One students and some Grade Two students wrote comments that were
almost totally of the socialization type. Perhaps this alone is valuable
information. All of the Skemp ( 1989b) activities are best worked on in agroup
situation which fosters communication and cooperation. The children were
learning mathematics in afriendly, relatively risk-free environment. These
children enjoyed mathematics and were used to working in agroup. Possibly
the socialization comments in their journals were a reflection of the focus of the
activity for them, namely, social interaction. Those children who wrote
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procedural-type comments were more focussed on the activity and were
concentrating on how to do the activity. Their focus had shifted from pure social
interaction to a more serious learning situation. They wanted to follow the
directions of the activity and play by the rules.
Another question which this study attempted to answer was:
(3) "To what extent and under what condition is relational
understanding demonstrated?"
This question is best answered in relation to two other questions. The
extent to which relational understanding can be demonstrated is linked to the
question:
(4) " Does relational understanding and metacognition develop as
the unit progresses?"
The conditions under which relational understanding can be
demonstrated are linked to the question:
(5) "What are the characteristics of activities that appear to be
most conducive to promoting relatively deeper levels of
understanding?"
Regarding question 4, there are some findings which support the
conclusion that relational understanding and metacognition developed as the
unit progressed. Table 26 presents the percentages of metacognitive
comments from all journal entries for each activity. Taking into consideration
the possible unreliability of metacognitive comments as indicators of relational
understanding, there appears to be atentative development in metacognitive
comments, and possibly in relational understanding as the unit progresses.
Also, as has been discussed in the answer to questions ( 1) and (2) above, there
appeared to be some growth in some individual student's relational
understanding, as evidenced through their metacognitive journal comments
and from observations and interactions with these students. Appendix C
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indicates ashift in cognitive response level for the two selected children. This
shift could partly be caused by being exposed to the subset of subtraction
activities.
Question 5addresses the nature of the characteristics of the activities
that would promote relational understanding. It was evident that certain
activities produced agreater involvement on the part of the children. Some
activities generated a high percentage of metacognitive comments. Some
activities caused great frustration, but posed a strong challenge. Some
activities were considered too easy or boring by some of the children. The
major characteristics of activities that would lead to relational understanding
occurring appeared to be:
1.

2.

Familiarity (but not too much). The materials, for example, could
be ones that have been used previously. Familiar materials and a
new concept seemed to be agood match)
Newness (but not too much). The activity must present a
challenge for the students. If the challenge is too great then they
become frustrated and often give up. If the problem is too easy
and presents no challenge the children may again abandon the
work. There needs to be abalance.
The materials must match, for the most part, the child's mathematical

development, but they must provide enough of achallenge to disturb the child's
schema to the extent that new learning occurs. Teachers must present
materials and situations to children in line with what they are ready to learn.
Assuming that children are interested and willing to become engaged in the
activity, and that the teacher has presented suitable, epistemologically sound
situations and materials, then there is avery good chance that relational
understanding will develop.
The study materials showed evidence of agood match of interest and
challenge in Diver and wincher ( Num 4.5/3), The handkerchief game
(Num 4.6/1), and Change by exchange ( Num 4.7/1) for most of the children
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in both Grade One and Grade Two. Different activities provided differing
amounts of newness and challenge for different students. Cohn and Jack
appeared quite challenged by the later activities, while Nathan and Jolene were
frustrated by them.
Question 6sought to answer the following question:
(6) " How representative of their respective grade levels are the
two randomly selected students?"
Alice's journal comments would not be considered representative of the
Grade One group unless the categories of writing independently and with the
teacher are collapsed. Her ability to write and her expressive vocabulary
enabled her to write quickly and at length about many of the concepts.
However, as has been indicated earlier, some of her comments did not reflect
her mathematical understanding.

From many classroom observations and

interactions with Alice, it appeared that she was struggling with many of the
concepts, as were many of the children in Grade One. Appendix C indicates a
shift in Alice's cognitive response level. Five of the six children in Grade One
who pre-tested at the Early Concrete Operations Level shifted to the Late
Concrete Operations Level in the post-test. The shift in Alice's cognitive
response level was quite representative of the group. From the qualitative data
available it would appear that Alice is reasonably representative of Grade One
students on the basis of her ability to demonstrate relational understanding.
From journal comments, from class interactions, from the pre-test and
post-test cognitive response interviews, and from many classroom observations
it appears quite likely that James is representative of the Grade Two group.
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Limitations of the Study

The main limitation was the reliability of the children's comments,
especially in writing. When categorizing the journal entries the researcher had
to make subjective, qualitative decisions based on limited, possibly unreliable,
information. This was adifficult task. Different decisions would certainly have
altered the patterns perceived in the data.
Another limitation was possible researcher effect on the students,
especially the two randomly-selected ones. Had other students been chosen
the two involved in the study may have behaved differently. Also, the degree to
which the teacher(s) or researcher became involved could have influenced the
involvement and engagement on the part of some of the children. Children
seek approval in most situations. They are willing to deliver what they perceive
to be the adult needs or wants. They are capable of modelling and copying in
order to please. Activity time conversations and journal recordings could
possibly reflect what the students perceive the adult wants them to say or think.
It is uncertain to what extent this may be true of this classroom, because the
children were all quite used to being observed and being involved in research.
During the teacher- led journal writing in the research classroom, the teacher
worked mainly with children who were in distress mathematically, who had little
conceptual understanding of subtraction and who depended on the teacher for
guidance, vocabulary, and ideas to express what they doing mathematically.
This study was limited to two children in one classroom, with further
extension to the whole class for journal entries, and to groups with whom either
of the two selected children were working. The results may have been different
if more children had been selected or more classes involved.
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This study was conducted in one classroom in one elementary school in
Calgary. This was a school especially disposed to group interaction, innovative
materials, and progressive philosophies of learning. The results may have
been different in adifferent type of school, or with alarger sample of students, or
in aclassroom of a more traditional nature.
Relational understanding, as it was explored in this study, was tied in
with the Skemp ( 1989) materials. Should other materials have been used the
results may have been different.
The teachers involved with the presentation of materials in the research
classroom were part of a university inservice-course intended to help the
teachers begin to use Skemp's ( 1989b) Structured Activities for Primary
Mathematics, Vol. 1,. The teachers were pre-disposed to the materials and had
taken up the challenge of implementing them. This approach may not be
suitable for all teachers.
The children were grouped as aclass for all the activities for the duration
of the study. For the purposes of the overall university-based project there had
to be time constraints. These constraints affected the individual nature of
program delivery in the research classroom. Some children who needed to
spend more time on an activity to understand the concept had to wait until the
other Grade One and Two classes had presented the materials before they
could review. This should not happen in the normal classroom setting. Some
of the results, especially at the Grade One level, could have been quite different
had the children been given more time to consolidate the concept.
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Implications for Further Research

An important implication for further research is that this study be
replicated in adifferent type of school, perhaps one with a more traditional
philosophy, and possibly utilizing acontrol group. The control group would not
be part of the study but would cover similar conceptual development utilizing
standard methodology. Would the Skemp materials demonstrate, more than
the other materials, that relational understanding was occurring?
Another implication for further research would be to design a similar
study, using Skemp ( 1989b or d) materials, and examine an older group of
children working on, for example, division. How effective would the Skemp
(1 989b or d) materials be in promoting relational understanding with these
older children?
One of the areas addressed by this study was the nature of activity
characteristics that resulted in relational understanding. Possibly, further work
could be undertaken to determine more specifically the characteristics of the
Skemp materials that enable them to promote relational understanding.
Another area of concern was the verbal and written language the
children were using to describe what they were or had been doing. In many
cases their language was not indicative of their understanding. Perhaps a
study could be designed to explore further what children mean when they use
certain words. What is the role of language in mathematics?
A last question which might be addressed in the future, would be to
determine if and to what extent Skemp's ( 1989a) modes of schema construction
could affect a math program, not currently using the Structured Activities for
Primary Mathematics (Skemp, 1989b or d). An interesting area of research
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might be to apply the general concepts of this study to acompletely different
series of mathematical activities.
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Table 27
Alice and Grade One Summarized Journal Responses

K-SD
SaTp\ReCegoIy
Alice
Alice

N NR
19 6

SW
0
0%
14
8%

S
4
21%
54
31%

P(l)
1
.
5%
29
16%

P
3
16%
17
10%

ECL
0
0%
0
0%

MW
1
5%
35
20%

M
10
53%
27
15%

PM
1
1
2
11
4
1
2
0
1
3
3
0

P
8
3
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
2
0
2

ECL
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

MW
1
1
2
8
11
2
6
0
1
2
1
0

M
3
10
2
0
0
3
0
0
1
2
0
6

ai
ai

176

NaTe\ReCegory
Alastair
Alice
Peter
Allison
Cooper
Robin
Tracy
Jolene
Nathan
Hugh
Eleanor
Caitlyn

N NR SW
16
9 0
19
6 0
11
14 1
21
4 2
17
8 2
17
8 0
1692
17
8 0
5 20
1
1694
6 19 2
15 10 0

S
3
4
4
0
0
11
6
16
0
3
0
7

Sa\ReEpC1eqory
Alice
Alice

N
19

S
4
21%

PM
1
5%

P
3
16%

ECL
0
0%

MW
1
5%

M
10
53%

Gr. 1- Alice
Gr. 1 - Alice

157 114 14
9%

50
32%

28
18%

14
9%

0
0%

34
22%

17
11%

Sa1D\RepCegoIy

N
19

M
11
58%
51
32%

Alice
Gr. 1- Alice

NR
6

SW
0
0%

S
P
4
4
21%21%
15764 42
41%27%

.

Prob.

0.37 <0.05

0.42 < 0.05

0.25 > 0.05
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Description of Symbols in Table 27
N:
NR:
S(T):
S:
P(T):
P:
M(T)
M:
Gr. 1 -Alice:
K-S D:

Prob:
K-S D Grit

D:

Total number of students' journal entries
No response
Socialization response with the teacher
Socialization response without the teacher
Procedural response with the teacher
Procedural response without the teacher
Metacognitive response with the teacher
Metacognitive response without the teacher
Grade 1without Alice
Kolmogorov Smirnov "D" (The calculated maximum
difference observed between two cumulative proportion
distributions)
Probability of observing the calculated K-S D
Critical D value (probability 0.05, 0.27)

APPENDIX B
JAMES AND GRADE TWO SUMMARIZED JOURNAL RESPONSES
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Table 28
James and Grade Two Summarized Journal Responses

SaTpb\RespCegoIy
James
James
Gr.2
Gr. 2

N
23

NR

287

Na-re\1RespCegoty
James
Don
Arnold
Margaret
Rebecca
Michael
Jack
Andrew
Sandy
Mandy
Jeremy
Treena
Janice
Elizabeth
Cohn

N
23
19
19
24
23
19
17
22
23
19
8
17
19
17
18

NR

Sa\RespC1egory
James
James

N
23

NR

Gr. 2- James
Gr. 2- James
Sa\ReCegoy

264

N
23

James
261
Gr. 2- James

S
9
0.39
97
0.37

8(1)
0
0%
0
0%

S
9
39%
106
37%

P(T)
0
0%
0
0%

S(T)

S
9
1
10
5
6
19
0
5
20
11
4
4
4
4
4

P(T)

S(h)
0
0%

S
9
39%

0
0%

97
37%

P
6
026
71
027

M
8
0.34
93
0.35

P ECL
6
0
26% 0%
77
3
27%
1%

MCI)
0
0%
1
0%

M
8
35%
100
35%

MCI)

M
8
10
5
12
2
0
16
6
0
3
3
7
6
11
11

K-SD

Rob.

0.02

>>0.05

P
6
8
4
7
15
0
1
11
3
4
1
6
9
0
2

ECL

PCI)
0
0%

P
6
26%

ECL
0
0%

MCI)
0
0%

M
8
35%

0.02 >>0.05

0
0%

71
27%

3
1%

1
0%

92
35%

0.02 >>0.05

1

2
1

0.02 >>0.05
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Description of Symbols in Table 28
N:
Total number of students' journal entries
NR:
No Response
S(T):
Socialization response with the teacher
5:
Socialization response without the teacher
P(T):
Procedural response with the teacher
P:
Procedural response without the teacher
M(T):
Metacognitive response with the teacher
M:
Metacognitive response without the teacher
Gr. 2-James:Grade 2without James
K-S D:
Kolmogorov Smirnov " D" (the calcuulated
maximum difference observed between two
cumulative proportion distributions)
Prob:
Probability of observing the calculated K- S D
K- S D crit D: Critical D value (probability 0.05, 0.27)

APPENDIX C
• INTERVIEW INSTRUMENTS AND SUMMARY OF COGNITIVE RESPONSE
LEVELS
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Description of the Materials Used in the Study

The interview materials used in the larger university research study, of
which the present study is a part, replicated those used in the Assessing
Cognitive Levels in the Classroom (ACLIC) study ( Marchand, Bye, Harrison &
Schroeder, 1985). The purpose of the interviews was to provide a means of
assessing approximate cognitive level. The materials used consisted of Base
Ten materials, adie, and teacher- made task cards. The children were asked
specific questions, to which they were required to perform certain actions on the
materials, in the context of number concepts and operations. The degree to
which they were able to successfully complete the tasks indicated their
approximate cognitive response level. Thirty children from Grades One and
Two, selected by acomputer random numbers program, were interviewed
before the study began and again during the last week of the study. The two
children, Alice and James, the focus of the present study, were part of the
random sample. The following table summarizes the pre-test and post-test
cognitive response levels in the university study and ACLIC.
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Table 29
Alice and James/1990 University Study/ACLIC ( 1985) Cognitive Response
Distributions

K-SD
ACLIC

Pith

Sap\QveLee1

N

RD

EC

LC

EF

F

ACLIC Gr 1

60

13
22%

31
52%

16
27%

0
0%

0
0%

dy/Gr
lPreCog

15

3
20%

6
40%

6
40%

0
0%

0
0%

0.133 >0.20

dy/Gr1 PbstCog

13

3
23%

0
0%

10
77%

0
0%

0
0%

0.3

4.001

Sarp\iuiveLeieI

N

RD

EC

LO

EF

F

ACLIC Gr2

59

0
0%

8
14%

50
85%

1
2%

0
0%

15

0
0%

5
33%

9
60%

1
7%

0
0%

0.198

0.02

15

0
0%

0
0%

10
67%

5
33%

0
0%

0.316 <OXX)1

/G2PreCcg
WvetsIyStudy/Gr2PW0og

K-S.D
PiePst

Pith

0339 <0.1

0333 <0.)1

Alice and James were both placed at an Early Concrete Operations
Level for the pre-test interview and a Late Concrete Operations Level for the
post-test interview.
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Description of Symbols in Table 31
Pre Cog:
Post Cog:
N:
P0:
EC:
LC:
EF:
F:
K-S D:
Prob:
K-S D Crit D:

Pre-test cognitive response distribution
Post-test cognitive response distribution
Number of children interviewed
Pre-operational cognitive level
Early concrete operational level
Late concrete operational level
Early formal operational level
Formal operational level
Kolmogorov Smirnov "D" (the calculated maximum
difference observed between two cumulative proportion
distributions)
Probability of observing the calculated K-S D
Critical D value (probability 0.05, 0.27)

